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About Me

B

orn on the first of nineteen sixty six, which happened to be a
Saturday, I have lived a life full of incidents one too many, at least

a few of which should have terminated my life starting from an early
age of three years, as I remember. But I outlived each of them one after
the other for over half a century. So I decided to write True Life Story
from those incidents, which I survived to write a story each. I am no
superman or a celebrity. I am a normal human being, born in a middle
class family. Yet, I have a lot of stories to tell. My father served in the
Army. The year he retired from the Army, I joined the Navy. So that is
about six decades of service to the nation in all between I and my father.
Probably, the almighty, has some purpose for me on this earth, which
he is yet to reveal to me, because of which he kept saving my life in all
those life threatening incidents one after the other, all of which you will
read as I write them on this website started in January, 2019. I hope to
reveal all of them by publishing each one in my website
https://www.atruelifestory.com over a period of next few years.

Born and brought up in the great country called India with wide and
varied cultures and heritage, I was lucky that I was able to see many of
the Indian states and cities since my childhood staying with my father
who was transferred every 12 to 18 months from one Army unit to
another. Many a story in this book are about travelling in train with my
family because those days trains were used more by people to go from
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one end of the country to another. Often from one end of the country
to another there was just one train in a week. So you can imagine what
kind of crowd would have been there on that train, especially the weekly
train to the Capital city New Delhi.

I did my schooling in about six different schools. First five years I was in
a school I my home town called Kunnamkulam where I spent five years
staying with my grandmother and cousins, uncles, aunts etc. It was a life
full of adventure and happiness. I played with cows, bulls, goats, hen,
and ducks etc., all which were reared by my grandma. I never needed
the Discovery or National Geographic TV channels on TV to know the
animals. I have seen them immediately after they born as I was never
shown how they were born, I fell in love with them whilst playing around
with them and used to cry when any of them died. I used to dig graves
for them myself, cremate them and mourn their death for days. We
never sold animals to slaughter houses. But when any of my older
cousin sister’s marriage is planned, my relatives would take me away to
a far off place, so that they can slaughter my calf friends for the
marriage. I used to realize it the day I am back and would go into a
depression for a few days refusing to eat and drink.

When my father returned back on leave, he would kill a few of the hens
whom I used to feed from own palm. These hens would recognize me
and my voice. How could I stand them being killed. I often used to hate
my father and my relatives, all of them for killing my friends, as a five
year old. My next few years of schooling was in six different schools, one
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school per year as my father would be transferred around the country.
Before I made a few proper friends I would find myself in another
school. The schooling days were over even before I realized it.

Then came college which also was over in a couple of days. But life was
all fun and busy with all those transfers. We had learned to live with
minimum stuff at home to make it easier to travel. I lost one year as I
was neither in college nor working because my father got posted into a
place like a Jungle. Then I got my first job as a Medical Representative
which I did for about ten months and then joined the Navy. In the Navy
I was qualified to be the Captain of a Ship. Then, I became a Pilot and
was therefore qualified to be the Captain of an aircraft followed by a
certificate to be the Captain of a helicopter when I became a helicopter
pilot in the Navy itself. I have flown helicopters extensively, especially
over the sea which constitutes over 80% of my flying. I am a qualified
flying instructor with a couple of thousand hours of teaching flying. I
have driven almost all kinds of ground vehicles in the Army and the Navy
has. I flown different kinds of aircraft. I have sailed in almost all the naval
ships of the Navy in those days as a youngster. I have even driven a
steam engine train from one station to another by befriending a railway
engine driver. It has been a satisfying journey.

My name is Mathews. But, as a character appearing in all my true life
stories I have addressed myself as "MATS" which is a short name I was
known by, during my aviation career spanning over three decades.
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I want you to imagine that you are the character named “Mats” in all the
stories in this eBook and your age is exactly my age, when each of my
true life incident had happened, as you read them one by one. Each
story is as gripping and as interesting as the other. My stories may look
a little length, because I made it point to explain the scenes, so that you
can imagine the whole setup in which each story was happening.

I remember all the funny and tragic incidents of my life which got etched
as permanent memory, starting from an age of just three years. How
do I know this? When I used to narrate some incidents, my mother
would say, "That is impossible. You were just three years old then. How
do you remember it?" That is about half a century of crystal clear
memories which refuses to fade even after 50 years of very busy active
life in the Navy as a Pilot. My memories have just increased over time.

My true life story series spans over my childhood, my school days, my
first job, my academy days, my career as an Officer, my three decades
of being a pilot, my escape from death dozens of times whilst flying over
land and over the sea, whilst flying operational missions and whilst
teaching pupil how to fly as an instructor, in my married life and the
hilarious stories in my life from childhood till now.

Well, today or tomorrow we all will be gone. But each human being has
had some experience which unless recorded in some format, will be
gone forever. Knowledge and experience must be recorded. I found
internet the right place to publish my true life stories so that people can
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read it and know me as another human being who lived on this earth
during their life time in another part of the world, from the time I had a
language to communicate and incidents started getting stored in
memory.

I have narrated many of my true life incidents as stories to my wife, kids,
and friends and even on a few WhatsApp groups. Almost everyone has
some time or the other told me, "Mats why don't you write your true life
stories and publish it as a book". I told them some day when I retire
from active service of my nation, I will have a lot of time to make
beautiful stories that will captivate my readers out of these dozens of
true life story which, I have narrated so many times in parties and dinner
time.

I would like to know if someone would be interested in publishing my
stories in hard print with a part of the royalty paid to me for every book
sold. I am not greedy for money. But I am spending at least two to three
days, typing each of my true life story and continuously editing it before
I publish a true life story here. Before writing the story, I spend days
doing research in my brain to retrieve these incidents, the way and the
sequence in which it happened.

I often talk to people who were involved in these real life incidents I have
narrated, if they are still around. It is not easy to spin a story around an
incident the way I would like to read myself if it was written by someone
else. I am no professional writer. But I know for sure that I can narrate
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stories. Once I feel I like narrating an incident, I type it on my computer
in my unique story telling style and publish it on my website. I also
update the eBook available on my website for those who want to read
my stories later when they have time.

My website www.atruelifestory.com will contain much more true life
stories than what is contained in this eBook, as I may have written more
stories after this eBook was downloaded by you or someone who
downloaded it had sent it to you. After each story is published, I update
the downloadable eBook on my site too. If you like my stories I request
you to kindly use your social media like Facebook, twitter, Gmail, etc.,
and spread the word. I shall be ever grateful to you for that. You may
download the latest version of this eBook from my website. Please email
to matstruelifestory@gmail.com or use my Contact Me form on my
website, if you feel the need to send a feedback or comments on my
stories and I will get back to you as soon as humanly possible. And if you
email me, I will send you the latest and updated eBook containing all my
true life stories written and published on my website till that date.
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Chapter - 1

The Swing

T

he Swing happens to be my first true life story. This is the first ever
true life story like incident in my life which I can remember. So I

thought of penning it as my first True Life Story. I was in college those
days probably the year was 1982. One day as I was looking at the mirror,
I saw an injury mark on the top middle part of my forehead. That is when
I remembered how it had happened almost five decades ago. My
mother, who standing nearby and watching me looking intently at
myself in the mirror, casually said, "It happened when you were a small
kid". I looked at her for a while and asked if she remembered when
exactly it happened. She said, "I think it happened when we were in
Hyderabad in India, where your dad was posted those days. But I don't
remember much about it except that you came home one evening with
a bleeding forehead".
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Then I narrated the full incident to her which was running like a movie
in my brain, of which she knew only the last part where I entered our
house with a wound on my forehead. She sat there looking at me in
disbelief for a while and said, "How do you remember an incident with
so much detail. When it had happened, you were just three years old."
Now you may enjoy that bleeding incident, a true life story I have named
"The Swing".

My father was in the Army and those days he was posted at Hyderabad
in the State of Andhra Pradesh in India. Andhra Pradesh is prominently
a barren place with rocky hills and plains. Except where there are rocks,
everywhere else was green. We are from the southern part of India, a
state called Kerala. The port of Cochin, now called as Kochi is known as
the "Queen of Arabian Sea" which is a name was given to Kochi, because
there is sea port, a railway station and an airport, all three being located
within just 200 meters of each other, not found anywhere else on earth
even today. And Kerala is lush green part of India mainly because of the
abundant coconut trees, mango trees, cashew trees, aricanut palms,
jack fruit trees, banana plants etc. Kerala is a place tourists arrive from
all over the world due to these reasons.

In Hyderabad where my father was posted those days, I used to go to
an Army Children's Park near our house, where the Army had put up a
swing, a seesaw, a climbing ladder, a small merry go round etc. All the
equipment in the children's park were made out of scraps the army unit
workshop discarded.
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The swing had a rectangular frame made from iron rods, with two thin
chains supporting the metal piece with a rubber cushion on it, designed
to be the seat of the swing. That is how the army makes equipment like
swings, merry go round etc., in a children's park from the scrap and
vehicle spares from their workshops.

The Swing happened to be my main attraction. There were houses to
the west of the park. So the sun used to set on top of the houses before
it actually set below the distant horizon. As a kid I did not know the
direction, but today after thinking about it, I know that the houses were
to the west of the park because the sun used to set behind them every
evening. I loved that swing. I use to swing just before the sunset.

As the sun starts going down behind the buildings nearby, I start
swinging with even more force to see the setting Sun, behind those
buildings, every time my swing reached its peak amplitude or highest
point from ground. I used to take the swing almost horizontal to get a
view of the setting Sun. It was an art I had gained over a period of few
months and falling down from the swing a few times whilst trying this
stunt. As usual that evening I came to the park at sunset to start my
Sunset swings. The sun had just started setting over the houses near
the park. I kept increasing the amplitude of my swing with each swing,
trying hard not to miss the sunset till it finally goes down. That is when
a helper along with a girl smaller than me, holding a small green colored
bus in her hand, came there.
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A helper, is a man the army appoints to help an Officer at his house.
This Officer probably did not want the helper for any help at home or
for fixing his uniform etc. So he sent the helper to walk his 2 year old
daughter to the park. Bad for me.

The moment the helper reached me, he very arrogantly told me to get
off the swing immediately. I did not reply but continued to swing
because I couldn't miss the setting sun behind those buildings. That is
when this helper, wearing shorts and a T-Shirt, forcefully stopped my
swing and took me off the swing. Then, he put that small girl on my
swing, placed her green toy bus also on the seat next to her and started
swinging her. My Sun was setting and I could not see it. This made me
angry. But there was nothing I could do to this grown up man. I stood
there helpless without even being able to show my anger or emotions.

That is when the God sent opportunity came. The girl's green toy bus
fell down from the swing on to the ground. Suddenly, an idea came to
me. I slowly inched and crawled forward on my knees and elbows to
retrieve the green bus from the ground, acting as if I was going to take
it and give it to the girl. I crawled keeping well below the swing. The
moment I caught hold of the green toy bus, I put my idea into practice,
which was to run away with the toy bus. I stood up to run away with the
green toy bus. That is when it happened. The sharp edge of the metal
swing seat hit my forehead and I fell on my back flinging the green bus
far away. The helper did not help me get up. Instead he went and took
the green toy bus and gave it to the small girl.
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The helper seemed to me as if he was rejoicing at what happened to
me. I could not take this humiliation anymore. My ego and my forehead
both were hurt badly, as I walked back home slowly, crying silently due
to the pain on my forehead and also the ego he hurt, in my heart.

When I reached home my mother saw my forehead bleeding and
quickly gave me some first aid to stop the bleeding. I waited for my
father to come home. He came very late past 11 pm, when I was usually
fast asleep. Next morning I woke up and before my father left for work,
I narrated the whole story in a way favorable only to me and portraying
the helper as a big bad giant. After hearing me out my father said, "Don't
worry, I will look into it. I know that man". My ego was restored and the
wound on my heart was healed the moment I heard those reassuring
words from my father.

That evening, I went and accomplished my Sunset Swing. But I never
really saw the Sun Setting that day, because my eyes were continuously
searching the horizon to see if the helper and the girl are not coming
back to the park today again. This is a true life story.
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Chapter 2

The Barber

A

ccording to my memory it was sometime in the year was 1987 and
it was a Sunday, because when I got down from the train in Goa in

India, there were not many people on the railway platform and it was
difficult to get a bus. Not many people were there on the roads and the
shops were mostly shut that day. I was selected to join the Indian Navy
and I somehow took a taxi and reached the Naval Academy. The guard
room sailor gave me a paper sheet with instructions on it and told me
to follow him, as he walked me into a barracks. I had a trunk full of
clothing, shoes, tie, belt etc., which the academy joining instruction
wanted me to carry. Those days steel trunks were in fashion when you
travel. My trunk was fairly heavy, but this sailor didn't help me carry it.
The handle of the box almost severed my fingers as I dragged it for over
a few hundred meters till the barracks. This is a true life story.
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I kept changing hands every few seconds cursing this sailor silently all
through, for the next 300 meters. On reaching the barracks, the sailor
told me to choose a bed for myself and left. I kept my trunk down on a
bed which had a ceiling fan over it. After keeping my trunk down inside
the barracks, I looked at my palms. They were red and blue where the
thin handle of my 40 kg trunk. Then I looked at the bottom edge of my
trunk which I was dragging on the road all this while. It hurt my hand as
I touched it. It was super-hot due to the friction I generated by all the
dragging it went through. Although, it had become thin at the edge, but
was not completely damaged. Those days, suite cases were available,
but they were too expensive. But my call letter had in anyway stated a
trunk to be brought along with a lock and key. That saved my dad a lot
of money.

There were over two dozen beds in this old barrack, with just one
occupied by a cool Sikh cadet wearing a turban and who seem to have
been living there for a long time. He was reading a novel and didn't even
bother to look at me, a new arrival. A Sikh is someone belonging to a
Sikh religion. They wear a turban on their head as well as keep
moustache and beard. It is mandatory to wear a few items on their body
as per the Sikh religion. Even the wearing of helmet whilst driving is not
applicable to them if they are wearing a turban on their head. In India
we have a lot of freedom and fundamental rights which most countries
in the world don’t give to its citizen.
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There was a notice placed on the door I had entered. I went and looked
at it. It was a list of instructions for those who are arriving for the course.
The first order in the list was, to take a proper cadet like haircut. I had
good hair, beard and a thick moustache which I used to consider my
identity as a 20 year old civilian. I am not a Sikh. But yet loved sporting
that bearded look. I went up to the Sikh cadet, with the instruction
leaflet in my hand and introduced myself.

The cadet said his name is Arora. I asked him if no one else, other than
the two of us have joined. He said that he had joined the previous day
and a few guys who came today have just gone for taking a proper
haircut. He was there because the haircut rule does not apply on him.
Then, I asked him the location of barbershop. He did not just tell me the
general direction of the Barber shop. In fact, he told me the route in so
much detail as to where all I should turn and how many steps I should
take before each turn, till I reach the barber shop, which is just 60 yards
away in the same building, making me feel as if I am a blind man. I left
my trunk there requesting Cadet Arora to look after it, even though it
was locked and highly unlikely to be stolen because of its weight and
also because of the edge damage which happened during the dragging
it went through on the road. Then I went to the barbershop, counting
my steps as instructed by Arora. There was a long queue at the Barber
shop waiting for the barber to turn up. I found out from some new
hippies with hair even longer than me, that the barber had gone for a
tea break at 10:30 am and will be back at 11:00 am, pointing at the
working hours written on the door of the barbershop.
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Even the barber here is so disciplined, I thought, and patiently waited
for my turn with some 50 odd guys from the Stone Age standing in the
queue, waiting for a haircut. My turn came in just about 45 minutes. The
Barber was too fast and took just about a minute or two with each newly
joined cadet. I sat on the Barber shop throne when my turn came. This
Barber’s chair was made of leather which was torn every inch, with foam
sticking out of each tear and even had both its broken rear legs,
replaced by a stack of bricks.

The barbershop mirror was so old that it could show only parts of one's
face as the mercury coating on its rear side had worn out badly. So I
asked the bald barber chewing paan, "Why don’t you change this chair".
Paan is beetle leaf with some tobacco and aricanut in it, which is chewed
by a lot of people in India, especially the old ones. Paan generates some
dark red color in the mouth despite its ingredients being green beetle
leaf and white lime. He replied smiling and displaying his paan rusted
teeth,"Aapko, Kya dekhne ka hai, Sahab?" in HIndi Language, which
means, "What do you want to see in it, Sir?" "Sahab" in Hindi Language,
means "Sir". I didn't really understand what he said. But I felt elated
being addressed as Sir, even though he was just a barber.

Despite all my resistance, he cut all my hair, rather shaved off my hair
and beard in a few seconds to a length of just about 4 or 5 millimetres.
On the sidesm no hair was visible now. Even after putting up a short
physical fight with him, the old man managed to completely shave off
my moustache which stood as a reflection of my manhood.
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It was all over in 90 seconds. After haircut I came back and started
opening my trunk. That is when Cadet Arora shouted at me reflecting
some anger in Hindi Language, "Abey, voh hair cut lene gaya hai. Aane
wala hoga. Chhodhde uska trunk." The meaning of what he said was,
“Hey, that guy has just gone for his haircut and should be coming back
anytime. Don’t touch his trunk”.

I turned and looked at him not knowing why he was shouting at me,
when I am opening my own trunk, which I had trusted him to guard,
when I went to get a haircut and it was he who told me how to go to the
barber shop. After he said that, I looked at him. He was staring at me in
surprise for about 5 seconds silently and said, "Sorry” and continued
with his novel. A few seconds later, I saw him staring at me again, in
some sort of disbelief this time. I ignored him and went to take bath. As
I looked at the mirror, it was my turn to be surprised. That is when I
remembered the barber’s remark, on his mirror. In the bathroom
mirror I saw a man, whom I have never met before in my entire life. This
is a true life story.
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Chapter 3

The Job Interview

T

he year was 1985. This is a true life story. My dad was in the Army
and was posted at a Cantonment in Ambala, a place in the state of

Haryana, India. His posting out from Ambala Cantonment was waiting
just for my Graduation to finish as he had written to the Army
Headquarters on the application he had given, stating that his transfer
be deferred till I, his son finishes Graduation. I was studying in Sanathan
Dharm College in Ambala Cantonment, in Haryana. My graduation
completed that year and promptly my father was posted out to a
remote place called Raiwala, a place located between two holy places
called Haridwar and Hrishikesh both places being Hindu pilgrimage in
India. We got a house just 10 yards from the river Ganga, the most
respected river in India.
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The whole place was and is lush green with forests, infested with
monkeys, elephants, deers etc. Any time you take a train or walk along
the railway track or the road, which I used to do with my friends, we
used to see fresh elephant droppings each weighing over three kg along
the railway track. Another holy place called Motichur between Raiwala
and Haridwar along river Ganga is famous for its Laddoo which, is a
yellow sweet is found in almost all bakery’s, all over India especially near
temples.

Once we settled down in Raiwala, I went to a College at the nearest city
called Dehradun about an hour away by train, to get an admission for
Post-Graduation. I, like any other teenager hated studies. I just want to
relax and play around whiling away time. I entered the gates of the
college I found near the railway station after asking many people. I
walked directly into the Principal's office and requested him for an
admission. He shouted at me and threw me out, for not taking
permission from his staff before entering his office.

Now I was a bit scared. Anyway, I calmed myself down and went to his
staff office. They said I can enter his office after half an hour. I waited
outside his office and saw no one entering or leaving his office. The
Principal just wanted to teach me a lesson on patience. I never really
understood why he wanted me to knock at his office door, which is
always left fully open to allow cross ventilation perhaps. Anyway, after
the stipulated half an hour I took permission from his staff in the next
room, knocked gently at the open door and went in.
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The principal looked up and nodded. I went in and introduced myself
and told him that I wanted an admission for my post-graduation. He did
not even tell me to sit down. He curtly denied me admission saying that
they had just surrendered two Army quota seats the previous day, as
no one had claimed it. He continued that every year they keep two seats
as per government orders which no student from the Army claims and
the seat goes waste. Other seats were already filled. I came out of that
college trying to understand as to why he made me wait outside for 30
minutes, if he had no seats. I walked the roads of Dehradun asking
people the address of any other college in the city.

I went to two more colleges and tried my luck. The date for admission
was over a month back and even though the people in the college were
not very strict, they told me that the rules were very strict and I could
not be admitted one month after the session has started, unless I am
coming from some other college I had already joined. That was the last
of my hope shattered for a post graduate degree. I did not know what
to do. Even today, three and a half decades later, as I write this incident,
I feel sad that I don't have a post graduate degree. This is one
occupational hazard of any one serving in the Army and his children
have to live with. But that does not mean that every child of every Army
father has had the same experience. In India, the sons and daughters
of Army personnel are famous film actors, doctors, engineers, business
tycoons and even Army Generals. I too became an Officer, Pilot and a
Qualified Flying Instructor well known in the small circle of my friends.
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After trying in three colleges, I walked straight to the employment
exchange in the city center and registered my name as a Class X pass,
because I had not got my Graduation certificate till that day and in the
Employment Exchange, they don’t consider XII Grade examination
Certificate as any qualification.

Then I took a train back home. I picked up a newspaper from a fellow
passenger in that ordinary compartment of the train, to pass time. As I
was going through the newspaper, I saw that small "Medical
Representatives required in Punjab" advertisement which was an
advertisement I did not know at that moment that, it would change my
life forever, a few months later. I asked the man if I could tear and keep
that job advertisement from his newspaper. He readily agreed.

I went home, picked up a plain paper and wrote an application for
getting that job. Then, I showed the application I wrote, to my father for
corrections. He said, "You need to study further before I retire." He did
not even look at the job application. For a couple of weeks more I was
going to one college after the other in all the nearby towns, trying for an
admission for doing my post-graduation. I used to walkover 20 km every
day searching for colleges even in towns, where no college ever existed
those days. And the Principals in every college I entered, told me that I
have come late and they can't admit me because the session has
already started more than a month back. I was almost fed up of hunting
colleges. I had grown thin in those few walking weeks.
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About six months later, my dad said that his whole unit has got a
transfer letter and his entire Army unit including all the families of Army
personnel will be shifting to a place called Bhatinda in Punjab. I also
started helping my parents in packing the house for the transfer a
month later. That is when I tumbled upon the application I had written
for a Medical Rep's job in Punjab, about six months ago, but did not post
it because my father did not approve my application and wanted me to
do further studies. I found that piece of paper with the advertisement
on it, which I had put into a cupboard along with the application I had
written months back.

I immediately went and posted the application without asking my
father. Another reason for posting it was that I was fed up of listening
rubbish from my father every day for neither going to college nor having
an employment. He would often say that I am a burden on earth for
everyone. Whilst posting the advertisement, I was not sure if my
application for that six month old job advertisement would be accepted
in the first place because the vacancies would have already been filled
up months ago by deserving candidates. Amazingly, I got a reply after
two weeks which said, Interview will be at a place called Mohali, in
Chandigarh city in India, which was just a night's journey by train from
Raiwala. Chandigarh is probably the first well planned man made city,
which is divided into sectors and all roads crossing each other at 90
degrees.
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Those days Chandigarh only had a few sectors and far apart. Today, the
number of sectors in Chandigarh is over a hundred and are separated
from each other by just a ten meter wide road in between. This also
means that the houses across the street are in different sectors.

I went to Mohali with just enough money in my pocket for a return
ordinary train ticket plus one basic food, from Raiwala to Chandigarh,
an overnight journey. I boarded a night train and was in Chandigarh by
morning. I took a bath and changed in the train toilet itself. Indian trains
are not very clean. But I had no choice but to take a bath inside the toilet
at 4 am, when everyone else in the train were still fast asleep. I alighted
looking immaculate in my dark brown pants, a pink shirt and my father's
striped neck tie from the train. From the station, I took a bus which cost
me Rupees 1.50 to Mohali which was an industrial area. As on 2019 one
US Dollar is around Rupees 71.

From there, I took a cycle rickshaw to the exact building I was to attend
the interview which cost me just half a Rupee. A cycle rickshaw is a
tricycle pedaled usually by an old man with a sofa type cushioned seat
for two people to sit behind the cyclist. The seat has a retractable
canopy over it to protect the passengers from rain and Sun. So in other
words, a cycle rickshaw is a human powered convertible tri-cycle. There
was a tall boy wearing a tie and suite, standing in the shade of a tree in
front of a big old building. I asked him if this is the place where MR
interview is on. He said angrily, "Yes, but it is rigged, they have already
chosen who they want." This interview is just a farce.
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A few minutes later a peon came and called him in. Another few minutes
went past and I saw him coming out of the building murmuring the
same dialog he had delivered to me before going into the building, “It is
rigged..... They have already taken..... Blah, blah, blah”.

The peon now looked at me and told me to come in. A gentleman in a
grey Safari suite sat on a big chair or rather a small sofa more than a
chair, with a small table in front. He gave me a form to fill. I filled my
name, address and the expenditure from home till that moment. I
attached the Rupees 35 which I had spent on train ticket, Rs 1.5 which I
spent on bus tickets and the 50 Paise (100 Paise makes an Indian Rupee)
for cycle rickshaw without ticket. After that, he showed me a pamphlet
to read, which I didn't know then, that it is a Medical Representative’s,
only equipment to teach and argue with doctors in the field. He casually
told me to go through it and went away.

I read the first page. It looked Greek to me. I didn't understand head or
tail of anything that was written on it. The pamphlet was talking about
some beta blockers and there was a picture of a heart made on it. I
turned the page and there was a stomach and acid bottles with a write
up on some H2 receptor blockers. I went back to the first page and read
it six more times. I still did not understand much what was written in
the pamphlet. I read it so many times that I realized I was now reading
it even with my eyes closed.
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By then the gentleman came back and asked very gently, "Can you tell
me what you read till now?" I was surprised. I never knew I was
supposed to memorise it. I was just trying to understand the meaning
of what was written on the first page. I did not in my wildest dreams
would have ever known that the Safari suit guy was taking my test. But,
I knew the first para verbatim by then, as I had read it at least twentyfive times and so was able to rattle it out confidently. He seemed to be
happy to hear me.

Then he looked at my form and told the peon to give me the cash refund
towards my travel expenses. He gave me many times more money than
I had spent. I took double the amount I had spent actually whilst coming
from home till this building I was now, catering for my return journey
and returned the rest of the money to the peon. That is when the Safari
suite man asked me why I returned the money. I said I have taken what
I have spent till now and the same amount for my return journey. The
Safari suited gentleman took the money back from the peon, put it
inside an envelope he had with him and handed it over to me and
walked away without saying anything. I thought, that suited angry boy
whom I met under the tree half an hour back, who took the interview
before me was actually right. It is all rigged and they probably have
already selected the candidates they want. I too came out of that old
building completely dejected at my bad luck, cursing myself for having
returned the money to the peon and which I thought was taken as an
insult by the gentleman on the sofa chair. Probably that was why I was
not selected for the job.
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I did not open the envelop with money because of my bad feeling about
the whole affair and having wasted two days with absolutely zero
achievement. I had adequate money in my pocket for a return train
ticket and a small lunch, given by my father, still secure in my pocket,
including the bus fare and the auto rickshaw fare. Now that I had
nothing else to do and nowhere else to go other than board the late
night train back home, I went walking to the bus stop two kilometers
away in that scorching sun to punish myself for my failure in the
interview.

I reached home the next morning and my father asked, "How was the
interview?" I said, "They refunded the travel money" and gave the
envelope to him which I had not opened till then. Without my saying it
aloud, my father understood that I have not landed the job. He opened
the envelope and I was in for a surprise when, along with the money, he
took out a letter in which was written, "Interview at Janpath Hotel, New
Delhi" the next month. This is a true life story.
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Chapter 4

The Hotel Lift

T

he time was 5 am and it was still dark, as I alighted at the New Delhi
railway station, for my interview at Janpath Hotel. This is a true life

story. The moment I got out of the train wearing my pants, shirt and a
neck tie, many taxi drivers started asking me where to go. How was I
going to convince them that I am not rich and that I have just enough
money with me to have one meal and buy a return train ticket back to
home? Those days not many people wore pants, shirt and a neck tie
other than the rich businessmen. It is not that we were poor. But my
father believed in putting my abilities to survive in the wild all by myself.
But he did not want me to starve. So gave me money to have one meal
and take a train back home after the interview.
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After reaching home I also have to give a minute to minute account of
everything that happened from the time I started from home till I
reached back home. That includes an account of every Rupee and each
Paisa I had spent enroute and give the remaining money back to him.
With a lot of difficulty I got rid of taxi drivers at New Delhi, the India's
Capital city, railway station. New Delhi was actually a union territory at
the time this true life story was unfolding with me as the hero. But in
1992, New Delhi was given the status of a State in India, with its own
government with all the powers except, the power of law and order
which still is held by the Central Government of India because New Delhi
continues to be the Capital of India.

Once I got rid of the taxi drivers, I walked out of the railway station and
took a cycle rickshaw till the hotel gate. A cycle rickshaw is nothing but
a tri-cycle a man pedals like a bicycle and has a small sofa behind
enough for two normal people to sit comfortably and see the view
during the ride, with a retractable canopy. It needs no fuel except one
man to steer and pedal power it. A cycle rickshaw is much faster in New
Delhi than all other modes of transport because its driver takes you in
between all vehicles and even through the footpath. And it costs very
little. Now the cycle rickshaws have been replaced by auto rickshaws all
over India except in a few places where you still find the cycle rickshaws.
But in New Delhi, cycle rickshaws, auto rickshaws etc., are banned. Only
taxi is available. A poor guy like me ending up today in a railway station
may have to take a cab or use a bus, metro etc., all of which cost a lot
but makes travel comfortable and faster.
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The cycle rickshaw dropped me at the gate of the big hotel named
Janpath Hotel, on the road called by the same name, “Janpath Road”. I
had never seen anything bigger than a four story building in my life and
here I was standing mesmerized below the 17 story, fully lit up Janpath
Hotel, almost looking vertically up, to see the top floor which looked as
if it was piercing the sky and touching a few stars. I was completely
scared too with the thought that, if something is to fall on me from its
terrace, I will be surely dead.

I started walking in through the big gates of the hotel and realized, that
it is still dark at 4:30 am. My interview is only at 9 am. I walked to the
huge traffic circle a hundred yards away where I had seen a gardener
watering the plants in the traffic circle whilst, coming in the cycle
rickshaw. I asked him if I could use his water hose which he agreed
without asking anything in return. I almost ended up taking a bath,
trying to drink a little water in the dim glow of the incandescent street
light bulb.

It started becoming dawn and people were doing their morning walk.
My shirt and pants were fully drenched in water. I need to change my
wet shirt which is clinging to my body. I opened my box and took out
my dark green shirt which I was wearing when I travelled in the train the
last night. I had no choice but to change because it was too cold in New
Delhi that morning and I was shivering a few minutes after getting wet.
Now, how do I change in public?
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That is when I saw a small opening inside the thorny bougan villa shrub
in the center of the traffic circle garden. So for privacy, I went into that
small opening inside the huge thorny Bougainville plant in the center of
the circle to change into the green shirt. The boot polish and brush is
something my father being in the Army has always insisted that I must
carry on each and every trip. He used to say, by just looking at the shoes
worn by a person we can judge his personality. So, I quickly took out my
boot brush and got my shoes wiped and polished. Being wet my shoes
refused to shine, but still looked decent than without the brush. Then, I
sat on the bench trying to ask and answer some interview questions to
myself. Just in case someone asks me.

I was at the traffic circle garden for about three hours. It was 7:30 am
and I picked up my briefcase and walked towards the Janpath Hotel. It
was still too early for a 9 am interview. I entered the hotel lobby
cautiously as it was a first time experience for me. I saw a board which
said my interview is in room no 1206. At the long reception counter,
stood six women all wearing the same sarees. A saree is a five meter
long thin cloth wraped around the body of a woman and the end is hung
over the further shoulder. A woman looks most beautiful when wearing
an Indian saree. I wondered if these six women were all sisters. I
mustered enough courage, went up to one of the sisters and asked,
"How to go to room no 1206?" She answered, "Sir, Please take the Lift".
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I didn't quite understand what ‘take the lift’ means and I was too shy to
ask her again. So I went and sat on the sofa in the lobby and kept
thinking about it. Then, I remembered a Hindi movie named Yarana,
which I had seen a few years back. In the movie the Famous Indian actor
Mr Amitabh Bachhan, had done a comedy scene which we had laughed
our guts out watching it as kids, even though, I really never understood
what a lift is and how does it work. As I sat there brooding over how to
reach room no 1206 I continued to remember that, in the movie Yarana,
a double door in the wall opens, some people go in and in a few
seconds, they are transformed into some other people and come out
when the double doors open again. Did the girl at the counter also refer
to a double door in the wall that changes people? I kept wondering.

After half an hour, I asked another lady at the counter about the way to
1206. She too gave the same answer, adding that the room is on the
12th floor. I went back to the sofa and sat there trying to figure out what
to do. I looked around for a stair, but didn’t find one anywhere. That is
when I noticed some people going and standing next to the wall and like
a miracle and exactly like it happened in the movie, a double door
opens. I saw these people go into it and after a few seconds, come out
as different people, exactly the way I had seen in the movie. Now I was
very sure, what I saw in that move is real. This room called Lift, changes
people to someone else. Sometimes men went in and became women
and vice versa, too. And there were about six such openings with double
doors on that wall, each one doing the same magic.
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Then I saw a sweeper come and stand next to that steel wall. The double
doors opened, but no one came out. The sweeper was so scared of
entering that room to clean it, that he stood outside, with just one leg
inside the room, keeping the rest of his body outside, cleaned the magic
room quickly and took his leg out just before the double doors closed
and or else I was very sure his legs would have got stuck between the
closing double door. I was so relieved to see the sweeper escape
without injuries.

That is when I realized that I have already spent almost an hour
watching the magic unfold with my eyes wide open. During this time I
did not even notice that the ladies at the counter have changed and six
new ladies have taken their place. Amazingly, these six also wore the
same sarees. I wondered how many sisters are there in all. I went up to
one of the sisters and asked again how to go to room no 1206 and once
again got the same reply, "Take the Lift please". So I asked where this
lift is and she pointed towards the magic rooms with double doors in
the wall.

Now I was a bit scared of the time running out on me as I walked and
stood near the wall. After a long time which looked like eternity, the
double doors opened, not the one I was standing at, but the last one at
the other end of the wall and a few people came out. I ran towards it,
but before I reached it. I looked around. Did someone see me? The six
girls at the counter were busy doing something. I shrugged off my
embarrassment, as no one had seen me.
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I didn't understand why these doors opens when anyone else stands in
front of it including a sweeper, but won't open when I stand in front. I
tried standing in front of each of the six doors one by one for over one
minute each timed out on my dad's Stone Age wrist watch which I was
wearing. None opened despite seeing me standing in front, probably
because my dark green shirt on a pair of brown pants were not
matching. Then, the miracle happened and the double door right in
front of me, opened and two people came out. I behaved normally as
they walked past me and before the double doors could close on my
face, I jumped into the magic room. The double doors closed and I was
scared how the magic room will convert my sex, will it be painful, can it
revert me back to a boy, else will my parents accept me etc., went
through my mind, as I waited inside this small room.

After being inside for 10 minutes, I started sweating. Then suddenly the
doors opened and I jumped out pushing two people who tried to come
inside. I felt very happy to be outside that steel room. But where is 1206?
This place looked exactly the same and the sofas and even the six sisters
were there too. I touched myself and found out that I am still a boy. I
thought there is a similar setup on all the floors. So I went and asked
where the room number 1206 was and hot to go there, to one of the
girls at the counter. In my panic, I had not realized that, I was still on the
ground floor. Her reply was same as the previous floor sisters, "Take the
Lift".
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After a few minutes the double doors nearby opened for a couple who
were standing there. Immediately I ran and entered it with them before
any of the ladies find out that I am still on the same floor. And I had just
about ten minutes left to reach 1206 for the interview. I started praying
to God and concentrating on the number 1206.

This time the room started going up and the couple disembarked when
it stopped at some floor. Now, I have learned that one has to mentally
concentrate on the room number one has to go to and it takes you
there. After they left and the doors closed, I concentrated on 1206 in my
mind with my eyes closed, but the lift did not move. I didn’t give up. I
tried concentrating hard once again. Voila, I managed to move the lift
after concentrating with my full concentration, on floor number twelve
for more than two more minutes. It was not so difficult after all.

The lift stopped after a few seconds and I came out on to a deserted,
carpeted corridor. I asked a waiter passing by, “Where is room number
1206. I have an interview there”. He said, "Sir, it is 4 floors down. Take
the lift please". I did not want him to know that I know what a lift is but
did not know how to use it, so started walking away in another direction.
But by then the waiter called me from behind indicating an open lift. I
had no choice but to enter the lift. I was alone inside the lift once again.
Again, I concentrated and focused to the best of my ability and managed
to move the lift, this time in the correct direction which was downwards
and that too within about 30 seconds. I was happy at my improvement.
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When the double doors opened, I came out to see the sofas and ladies
again. I recognized one of them. Oh no, I was back where I had started
on the ground floor. Time now was about 8:55 am and I had just five
minutes to reach 1206 for my interview, else all the effort of coming all
the way to New Delhi would be a waste.

I shook off all my embarrassment and asked the nearest lady, "Where
is room no 1206?" She said, "On 12th floor Sir. Please take the lift." I
actually wanted to slap her. I asked curtly, "Is there a stair anywhere?”
She said, "Sir, turn at that corner and walk straight". I found the stair
and ran up 12 floors, where another waiter guided me to the door of
room no 1206.

I waited a minute to get my breath back, knocked the door and entered
room no 1206, where the same Safari Suited man, who had conducted
my preliminary interview two months back at Mohali in Chandigarh, sat
on a luxury chair with some more people around him. He showed no
indication that he has recognized me. I was here for interview with a
folder full of my three certificates namely Class X, Class XII and my BSc
Degree in my hand and mentally prepared to answer any question
thrown at me, controlling my lungs from exploding and heart from
beating out of control after climbing the 12 floors in just about 75
seconds flat.
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Instead of asking me anything, the Safari suit guy handed over an
envelope to me and said, "When can you start." I said "Right now. I have
come for interview only". He said smiling, "I meant when you can join
us". I was not sure I heard it right. I stood there emotionless for a few
seconds and said, "I don't know anything about this work". The Safari
suite gentleman replied, "Don't worry, we will train you". I could hardly
believe what I heard that moment. I had just bagged a job. It was not a
dream. Yet my dream was becoming true. This is a true life story.

As I came out of the room, my happiness on landing a job flew away and
the fear of facing the lift once again, gripped me. As I walked towards
the lift, I saw an old couple probably vacating the hotel, walking slowly
towards the lift with a waiter carting their luggage ahead of them. I saw
him press something and the double door opened. OK, so that is how
you open the double doors. Then, I was curious and continued to watch
him after we entered the lift. He pressed a numeral zero on a panel with
a lot of numerals written in two rows and the lift started moving down.
Great, now I have at least learned how to get the lift moving downwards.
I kept looking at the waiter's hands, because now I wanted to learn how
to stop the lift before it crashes on reaching the ground floor. This is a
true life story.
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Chapter 5

The Army Train

T

his is a true life story. It was some time in the year 1985. My father
was posted in the army unit in a remote place called Raiwala which

was a small village with only a railway station, but no bus station. The
army unit was situated next to the river called Ganga or Ganges which
is a holy river of India. We were there for just about ten months. Those
days I was around eighteen and had just finished my graduation, but
was unable to get a seat for my post-graduation. Life was very tough
there. One reason was that I have to face my father everyday who out
of his frustration about his 18 year old son spending his time mostly
sleeping at home. So he would say I must go out and find some work.
The only way to pass time was go get out of home, go to a nearby town
called Haridwar, 5 km south of Raiwala, which is where the Kumbh Mela
which is very famous spiritual fair happens in India.
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At times I go off to the 7 km North to a place called Hrishikesh, which is
also a place of pilgrimage. When I am bored of both these places, I head
out to a big city called Dehradun, which is about an hour by train to the
North West about 50 km from home. In the train normally there is no
ticket checking because these trains usually have a lot of pilgrims and
saints. Government has made travelling to and from Haridwar and
Hrishikesh free for these people.

Just for dousing curiosity, Kumbh Mela happens just once in twelve
years in just four places in rotation in India, namely Prayagraj or
Allahabad, Haridwar, Nashik-Trimbakeshwar Simhastha and Ujjain
Simhastha, on the banks of holy rivers.

In Nashik Kumbh Mela is held is on the banks of river Godavari, in Ujjain
Kumbh Mela is held at the banks of river Shipra, at Prayagraj Kumbh
Mela is held at the banks of river Saraswati. The main festival of Kumbh
Mela is held at Haridwar where two rivers Ganges and Yamuna meet at
Sangam.

In 2013 alone, it is estimated that over 120 million people visited Maha
Kumbh Mela at Prayagraj in a span of two months. India is a true
example of how people in harmony despite being from different
religions, cultures, heritages etc. The family bonds are too strong and
the spiritual orientation of Indians are even stronger than that.
Nowhere else in the world is such a culture existing as it does in India.
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Normally, all the army units are raised in a remote jungles and once it
is formed as a fighting force, they are mobilized to a bigger base.
Usually, the army has so many vehicles that any army unit can move
their entire unit with all the men and equipment, go and fight anywhere
utilizing only their own army vehicles. But moving a complete army unit
along with the families of an entire army unit personnel, using just the
units own military vehicles, may be asking for too much.

This new army unit was under order to shift it base from Raiwala to
Bhatinda. A unit is normally has a few hundred Officers and men. But
with the families included, the number may be over two thousand. Also,
include the luggage each house hold will be moving with. The army
vehicles are too less for this huge task. So the Army Headquarters hired
a train to move the entire unit with men, women, children, army
vehicles, personal vehicles like two wheelers and bicycles those days
because cars were too expensive to own and difficult to operate without
a fuel bunk nearby in such remote areas.

We were told that the train has already been positioned at the Raiwala
railway station and the unit has to load everything within three days on
the train. We packed our entire house in to just four wooden boxes. In
the army life was sort of nomadic. So we had very little luggage. As wood
was costly and steel trunks were even more costly and also because the
army unit had tailors and carpenters, all the army personnel generally
got their boxes made out of discarded wooden ammunition boxes.
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These ammunition boxes last a life time because ammunition comes in
boxes made of the best wood available in the country, due to safety
reasons. You can throw those heavy wooden boxes with a full load of
heavy ammunition inside them and nothing happens to the wooden
box or the ammunition. Some people would use the ammunition boxes
without any modification, by just painting their name and rank on those
green colored boxes. Even 30 years after retirement, my father still has
those four green wooden ammunition boxes lying around in our house,
as souvenir from his past army life.

We all were very happy to board the train with our luggage of four big
wooden boxes. But when we reached the railway station to board, we
were told that all the personnel luggage will either be loaded into
luggage railway wagons which will be attached to the train in the end or
else they can be put inside the army vehicles. These army vehicles will
then be driven and parked on top of open trailer-like train bogies which
will also be attached to the same train later just before we departed.

Thus there were two trains in the station, the first being passenger
bogies for Officers, men and all the families travelling with them in that
order from the train engine. The second train parked alongside the
parallel railway line was luggage vans and trailers with army vehicles. It
was such a beautiful scene. Two long trains parked alongside in a
completely picture perfect railway station deep inside a jungle. By the
evening on the third day the entire men, families and vehicles etc., were
ready to move by 4 pm.
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The Indian railways unaware of what is going to happen, had managed
two railway train diesel engines at Raiwala, for departure of our trains
at 6 pm. One engine for the passenger train with all of us onboard and
the second engine for the luggage and vehicles loaded train. But the
Commanding Officer (CO) of the Army unit was not ready for that. He
wanted that both these trains be combined into one train and these two
engines be connected together in front to pull this unusually long hybrid
train.

There was a lot of heated discussions between the Army unit bosses
and finally the railway station bosses had to give up to the CO's decision.
They connected the luggage and vehicle bogies also behind our
passenger train which now had about 35 bogies against a normal of 23
odd bogies of a passenger train.

By the time all these events happened, it was already time for dinner.
Our unusually long two engine train ready to move. Since the bogies
given to the Army train were all independent and could not be
connected for people to walk from one bogie to another, there was no
choice but to delay the train departure so that everyone can go to the
Langar (catering) bogie and collect food. Langar is a term used for
catering place or the army kitchen in India. We all took an aluminum
dinner plates called mess tin in the army and a steel tumbler each and
made a long queue at the four doors of the langar bogie. One line each
for the women, children, Officers and men.
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By the time the dinner was served and had by everyone on the train,
there was another orderly queue in front of the water tank bogie, to
wash hands and the utensils. Everything got over by 10 pm almost three
hours after it all started. That is when we all realized that the two
engines were gone long ago. The engines were scheduled to pull some
scheduled trains elsewhere. This was followed by another heated
argument between the railway staff and the army boss for a second
time that day, which lasted till well past midnight. Finally, it was decided
that by morning 8:00 am there will be another two engines made
available for a slot of just three hours nonstop run of the train. The
explanation given was that those engines have scheduled trains to pull
after three hours and due to high traffic on the single railway line, it may
not be possible to stop this long a train on smaller stations because it
will block the railway track of those small stations. We all slept off.

I woke up to a long whistle at 5:30 am the next morning. The army had
to muster all the men in the morning at sharp at 6:00 am and do PT or
physical training for maintaining their health. Even my father got ready
and was gone for PT muster at 5:55 am. The weather in the Raiwala
jungle was very cold and I went back to sleep again, when the
commotion of PT woke me up. I saw the army do the mass PT on the
railway line with a few civilian local people on the platform on the other
side witnessing all this. The PT went on for about an hour and then it
was time was a bath and then the breakfast for everyone.
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By the time everyone settled back in their bogies it was well past 10 am
because people were standing in queue for everything starting from the
toilets, then for PT, then for taking bath and after that for breakfast.
Finally, we were all settled in our bogies by 10 am.

The railway staff were again arguing with the CO of the unit for not
having vacated the station at 8 am as planned. That is when the whistle
for tea was sounded. My father got his mess tin ready to collect tea for
all of us from the Langar. Then came the announcement that the 10:30
tea as well as the weapons drill practice has been cancelled for the day,
so as to start the train without further delays. Cancelled tea was a
demoralizing thing for the army, but the cancellation of the one hour
arms drill was more than enough to compensate for it and make the
army men happy. Now all this was giving a feeling of a picnic trip which
has started right from home yesterday.

By the time the train started moving for the first time with a pair of new
engines, from the Raiwala railway station, the starting point of the 11
hour journey, to a place called Bhatinda in the state of Punjab in India,
it was already 10:15 am. The train barely was running for about 45
minutes, when a medium sized railway platform came to view and the
train stopped. And as the promised three hours from 8:00 am to 11:00
am was over, the railways detached the engines and were sent off to
pull their own scheduled trains from the next big station.
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This was not seen as a set back by the army bosses, because they were
already high with the accomplishment of having moved the entire unit
including women, children, vehicles and luggage in a single train. When
they reach their destination doesn't matter at all. In the army, life must
go on with the changing positions of the clock needles and that was
happening. So no worries.

The lunch was ready and the long queues appeared again at various
bogies like water bowser bogie, langar bogie etc. We all had a good
lunch and had a walk on the platform and some even went out of the
railway station, because the railways had informed that two engines
cannot be given simultaneously to pull the long army train that day. The
railway staff offered one engine immediately from somewhere, but will
leave the luggage and vehicles behind, pulling away only the passenger
bogies to Bhatinda.

To the army team spirit, this was just not

acceptable. The insisted on pulling the train as a single train and single
team. So the railways said that the army needs to wait for another day
at this station for the two engines to be made available. The army never
gives up. So the CO agreed to wait till next day and passed orders that
there will be an off in the evening from 4 pm till 9 pm when only those
people with families may go out into the small town.

In the army if the CO says it is night now and what you see in the sky is
the moon, at 12 in the noon, his Officers and men will all say it is indeed
midnight and will suddenly start to act accordingly as if they were really
in the night in broad daylight.
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The CO or the Commanding Officer is the unchallenged Emperor in his
unit. His word is law. That is the way each individual is brought up in the
army to believe in his superiors and even die at the order of the superior
in war. This is required because in war, when he says move forward,
everyone needs to trust him and move forward well aware that there is
enemy in front waiting to kill. If anyone tries to run back, the rules allows
the CO himself to form a small board of a few personnel to investigate
quickly and shoot the coward who ran back from the enemy, instead of
fighting. But due to the way personnel are trained, this is never
required.

But without trust in their CO, the army unit cannot win. Not only that
the CO of the regiment, leads the entire unit. He is always walking in the
front in the battle field with the rest of his officers and men following
him behind. The first bullet hits the CO being in the front and only when
he falls dead, will the next bullet hit his Second in Command and
thereafter in that sequence of seniority till the last man of the unit dies.
Thus, everyone knows that each of his seniors has to be dead first
before a bullet hits him. So a soldier blindly obeys and follows his senior.

Thus, there was no need to ask if everyone has come back to their
respective bogies they live in, before 9 pm because at 9 pm there was a
muster of all men and everyone is accounted for. And it is ensured that,
no one has gone missing from the train. Even otherwise the head count
in the morning fall-in for PT will reveal if someone has gone missing.
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If someone does go missing, the entire army will go searching for him
combing the entire area and the train will not move till the missing team
mate is found and accounted for. Then came the evening dinner time
when the same scene was repeated. But this time even the women and
children have started behaving themselves and learned to stand
patiently in line in front of the Langar, Water bowser bogie and toilets
etc. In any case we all had nowhere to go till next morning. We were all
become a single joint family in less than 24 hours without anyone
realizing this fact.

This time, the dinner took under two hours compared to three hours
the previous day. We were all learning the art of being disciplined in life,
like my father and the army he served for the nation. Three days gone
by without the army getting perturbed about anything. The Army lived,
bathed, ate, did their morning PT, mid-day arms drill and continued to
work on the train stopped at that small station as if they owned the
entire railway station and that train in particular.

The next day two engines were made available by about 2 pm. The train
was running smoothly for about an hour and a half. I always used to sit
on the seat near the open window of the train without any grills,
enjoying the view of the thick jungle outside. I had spotted all kinds of
animals in those jungles as the train sped through it, like black monkeys,
peacocks which is the national bird of India, multi-colored birds,
especially a fleet of parrots often.
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That is when I realized that the train has been slow for the past five
minutes. As I was thinking about the slow speed, there was sudden
brake applied and the train started decelerating fast and came to a stop.
I could get the burning smell coming from the wheels which generated
heat due to the sudden brake application. I put my whole body out of
the grill less windows to see ahead, why the train stopped. There was
no railway station in that jungle. So something really wrong must have
happened. I craned my neck further to see what happened. Far away I
could see that the two engines were half way on the bridge. Some
people including a couple of well-dressed ladies were walking alongside
the train. I too got out of the train through the grill free windows, as did
many others and walked towards the front of the train.

The train's engines were already half way the long bridge over a huge
river called Yamuna. I was a bit scared walking on the open bridge. I
took the risk of going up to the engines without fear because this was a
private train run by the army. They won't move the train unless
everyone is back on board the train. As I reached the engines carefully
walking along the bridge, I saw what was happening. The two ladies,
probably the wife of the Commanding Officer and the Second in
Command were standing on the front end of the first engine and a an
orderly or helper was clicking photographs with a huge magnesium
flash camera set up a few yards in front of the train on a tripod. In fact
the boundary of the state of Uttar Pradesh and Haryana passes exactly
over the center of this bridge over the river Yamuna where the train
engines were stopped now.
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Probably, that is the reason for all this photoshoot session standing
exactly on the Haryana and Uttar Pradesh border demarcating line.
That is when I heard the long whistle. The whistle indicated tea time.
The entire lot of people came out of the train and lined up in a much
disciplined manner to collect tea with whatever tumblers and mess tins
they had. Some were outside the train just to enjoy the jungle view.

Another 45 minutes went past before everyone settled back in their
bogies. After the photo shoot and the tea time was over, the train
started moving. We had wasted over an hour and a half thanks to the
desires of two women expressed to their powerful husbands. An hour
and a half after the train restarted moving from the bridge into Haryana,
we reached a big station. Total running time of the train that day was
two and a half hours only excluding the one and a half hour stop over
the bridge for the photoshoot.

When we were all out of our bogies at this station, there came another
army. This army was of monkeys, who showed their teeth and
screeched to scare the people who were still inside the train and got
away with all the fruits we all had bought from the last town we had
stopped over. We lost only a bunch of bananas kept outside. The rest of
the food articles kept inside a steel trunk below the berth, survived the
attack from the monkey army who looted the train.
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Do you wonder, how the hell did the army manage to stop the train right
on the bridge? The Commanding Officer is somewhere in the beginning
of the train near the engines in a first class bogie. There were no airconditioned bogies those days. The Adjutant, usually a junior Officer, sat
in the guard bogie which is a small 3 meter long, almost open bogie
designed for the railway guard at the rear end of the train. The railway
guard cabin, the Commanding Officer's bogie and the engine driver
were all connected by a sound powered telephone. In a sound powered
telephone you need to rotate the handle of a small generator inside the
telephone a few times and then talk. So no external power or battery
were required to run these phones.

The CO of the Army unit, sitting in the front most bogie of the train, tells
the Adjutant who is sitting in the guard cabin at the end of the train, to
stop the train on the bridge. The Adjutant sitting in the rearmost end of
the train will order the train guard sitting with him in the rear bogie and
who controls the train driver to stop the train. The train guard then
sends a signal to the train driver in the front engine to stop the train and
the train stops. As simple as that.

The two engines were still attached to our train. But for next four hours,
the train could not move because the railway lines were not free of
other trains, for the army train to move. Even if the railway staff send
the army train off, there was no guarantee that the train will reach the
next station in time, thanks to the way the army works.
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The army might stop the train for photo shoot or something else again
and disrupt the entire Indian railways schedules causing chaos. The
railway staff has had enough of the Army by then. It was almost dinner
time and the army dinner had started at around 8:00 pm and went on
for next two hours. During the time dinner was on, the train engines
were detached and sent off for pulling their scheduled trains elsewhere.
We spend that night in the railway station, with a hope of moving the
next day.

Finding two engines simultaneously, was a herculean task for the
railways. So the army train minus the engines stayed on that railway
station for two more days. The army conducted its full daily working
routine smoothly and in the evenings of both days the entire personnel
and families were allowed to go out into the town. A few unmarried guys
were put on duty to guard the train with batons to guard against the
enemies, especially the monkeys. It was a nice experience. Two days
later we had two engines and the train was put on motion again.

So often we were at some remote station for over a day after every one
or a maximum two hours of running the train that we took the travelling
time of a couple of hours as a break and not the other way around. And
every time the adjutant working from the railway guard's cabin at the
rear, will take permission from the CO in the First Class coach on the
sound powered telephone whether the train is stopped or moving, to
conduct the morning PT, breakfast, lunch, dinner, tea time etc.
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The army would also stop the moving train anytime the army boss or
the ladies feel like stopping the train in motion, with total disregard to
the time of the day or blocking railway traffic, as those days most railway
lines were single tracks. Just because they were in a train did not deter
the unit from doing PT in the morning. In fact, the army personnel will
take a short jog around the city or village where they have stopped the
train for PT. And if the train has stopped in a jungle, then the army will
just run around the train a few times till the PT time is over. And during
breakfast, lunch, dinner and tea time, the entire unit's JCO's and Jawans
will patiently stand in line as per rank and seniority, at the four doors of
the langar bogie for meals and tea. There will be a ton of civilians who
come around just to see how an army unit performs its routine even
when on the move in a train as if they were watching animals perform
in a zoo or a circus.

One day the train stopped because there was a long goods train full of
cows in it, at a small station, stopped there for the Army train to pass.
Usually the passenger trains are stopped to let the goods train pass. But
with the Army on the move, the railways stopped the goods train with
cows onboard in a station to let the Army train pass. The CO saw this
golden opportunity and ordered the Adjutant on phone to stop the train
and reverse it back to that station, so that everyone can enjoy free fresh
milk against the tinned milk being used daily. After getting milk,
everyone was now lined up at the langar bogie, to get the milk boiled.
That was a total of over four hours gone.
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As we were enjoying the fresh milk, the railways decided to detach and
send the engines to pull some other trains as usual as usual. The
engines were back only after about 36 hours, but no one seemed to be
bothered on this Army train. We were all used to the train and were
completely at home and enjoying the voyage. The Army went on with its
daily life on the train, as if they were still in their base unit.

The stopping of the train by the army for conducting their routine and
duties of the day, the non-availability of two engines together at a time,
to pull the long army train, the adamant army not letting the train to be
split into two for faster movement, the desires of the top brass ladies,
the tea time, meals time, PT time etc., caused unusual delays of the
army movement and frustration to the Indian Railways on a daily basis.
It was just a seven hour overnight journey from Raiwala to Bhatinda.
But thanks to the way of life in the army, the seven hour train journey
of just about 385 km, took our Army train, eleven days to complete at
an average of just 35 km a day.

We were now approaching Bhatinda railway station. The train had
slowed down to walking pace at least three kilometers before reaching
the Bhatinda Railway station. I felt sad at the thought of getting down
from this train we had lived for eleven long days and had become our
home. About 1800 people onboard had become one big family. We all
had started knowing everyone else on this Army train. We all had
started enjoying the life on the train which was now coming to an end.
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It was almost noon. As I looked out of my window, I saw the train was
taking a curve and I could see all the bogies ahead and behind our bogie.
I also saw a very long line of tents pitched all along the railway track as
far as my eyes could see. There were so many army personnel in
uniform and there were women and children too in each of these
unlimited number of tents. I thought, these people are here waiting for
us to get down, so that they can board the train and start their journey
to some other location the way my father's unit was moved to this place.

I was proved wrong a few minutes later. They all had come to receive
us. It was an entire Army unit in that place. There were as many
members there along with their ladies and children who probably had
been there since early morning to welcome us. These tents may have
been erected a couple of days ago.

And finally the train came to a halt. We were all ordered to alight from
the train. As we alighted from the train, these men women and children
who were waiting near those tents started coming into the train and
were helping us to unload our luggage from the train. There was one
family to receive each family on the train. They very cordially invited us
into the tents. That is when I realized that there was an entire army unit
waiting over a day in tents to welcome my father’s Army unit to
Bhatinda. This was an experience I was never to forget in my life. Army
is designed to kill. But the team spirit and the hospitality they show to
each other remains unmatched. I have never seen this repeated
anywhere else in my entire life.
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There was one tent for each family. Each army soldier of our unit was
welcomed by a soldier of an equivalent rank, from the welcoming unit.
It was around 11:30 am when we reached Bhatinda. So there was tea
and snacks placed inside the tents for us. We sipped the tea chatted
with our hosts as if we knew them for years. The bonding in the army is
instant. After about 45 minutes came the elaborate lunch which smelt
so good that I still can smell the aroma of that lunch.

Then each family man was given the key to his house along with a three
tonner army vehicle of the welcoming unit, for loading his luggage. We
all boarded our three tonner vehicle which was nothing but an empty
truck. There were no seats in it, so we sat on top of our own big trunks
in that half an hour drive. The three tonner stopped in front of a brand
new house specifically built for our unit and taken over probably just a
week or ten days back. The smell of Paint in the house was still fresh as
we entered our new house. Even today as I am finishing this true life
story which happened almost four decades ago. I can still experience
that fresh paint smell of that new house we lived for about two years.
This is a true life story.
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Chapter 6

Via Bangalore

W

e were in all, seven Aviation Cadets travelling from Naval
Academy at Goa in India, to Kochi which is near my home town,

for PFTC or Pre Flying Training Course. This is a true life story. Those
days there were no direct trains running between Goa and Kochi
because the land along the coast is unstable at most places and there
were no technology available those pre Independence days for building
a railway line along the coast. But some work for building the Konkan
railways as it is known today, between Mangalore which is north of
Kochi and Goa those days. So we had to go Via Bangalore. The
Bangalore railway station was a big railway station from where trains go
to many places including Goa and Kochi.
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In fact there were two stations in Bangalore called the City railway
station and the Cantonment Railway station. We were travelling to Kochi
and were preparing to change trains at Bangalore City Station with a 4
hours gap between our arriving train and the connecting train to Kochi.
In fact we were planning to go to one of our course mate nick named
Kaps who belongs to Bangalore. Kaps was also amongst us and was in
deep thought when we discussed about visiting his house with him
during these four hours and then go for a movie after meeting his
parents.

Somehow I felt Kaps was not happy about the idea and wanted privacy.
So I told our course mates during discussion that we will get late for the
movie if we go to Kaps’ house and therefore we should let Kaps go home
and the six of us put our seven steel trunks in the luggage room of the
railway station and go for the movie. Normally, Hindi movies are about
3 hours long. So I was suggesting that we go for an English movie which
is only 2 hours or less. But none other than I and Kaps were agreeing to
my idea. There were five of us against. So it was Kap’s house first before
we go for the movie. Bangalore was now about 2 hours to go. We started
moving our trunks closer to the nearest doors. When we were in the
Naval Academy, Aviation Cadet Kaps used to tell us a lot of stories about
his big, huge, grand, deluxe, plush, luxuriant, palatial Bungalow in
Bangalore, his Mercedes car, his three dozen girlfriends and what not.
He was our hero with all those stories he told us and we were all eager
to see his house when we go to Kochi and that is how the plan to visit
his parents came up.
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So we told Kaps, that after we get down at Bangalore city railway station,
we will accompany him to his house because we have about 4 hours at
Bangalore before the next train and then the six of us will go to a theatre
for a movie and Kaps can catch up later with us at the railway station.

Kaps somehow was not happy and wanted to say something. But he
was controlling himself and I could see the tension on his face. He said
there is a small station about 50 km short of Bangalore city where the
train slows down and he wanted to get down there, so that he can reach
home faster, to visit his parents. After a quick lunch, he said he will try
and make it in time for the next train to Cochin. We all believed now,
that his home is far from Bangalore city railway station.

Rest of us agreed and said, "Just don't worry. You go home. We will take
care of your trunk along with ours. Spend time with your dad and mom
at home and come at your own time to the station. We will ensure your
trunk is loaded on the train, OK". Kaps was very happy and went near
the door of the train pulling me along. As I stood next to him. He said,
"Mats, please take care of my trunk, OK. Since you are also going home
(he meant Cochin because I belong to Kerala), you will understand the
importance of seeing your parents". I said, "Don't worry man, I will take
care of your trunk. Don’t worry about anything. Just see to it that you
reach back Bangalore city railway station in time for our connecting
train. We will load your luggage also on the train before you arrive. All
the best".
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The train did not slow down as much as I had expected from the way
Kaps had told me it will slow down. The train was at least 5 kmph faster
than the speed Jessy Owens ran in Olympics to win a Gold Medal. I
would put the train's speed at 40 kmph and before I realized, Kapoor
had jumped off the train onto the platform, almost falling down flat on
his face. I felt a chill go through my spine the moment Kaps took that
un-alerted jump. The platform bore a deserted look and it seemed to
be located in some remote village. I didn't even see any taxi or even an
auto rickshaw outside the station. And I didn't see any people or even a
bus on the road that ran along the track for the next five minutes till I
went inside and sat down.

An hour and a half later, we alighted at Bangalore city railway station.
We got all our seven metallic boxes also down from the train. The sight
of seven large trunks excited many coolies who tried their best to make
some money from us and cash was something none of us had with us
to spare. The Aviation Cadet KJ who was called boxer because he used
to be into boxing before joining the Navy, went to the far end of the
platform and brought a 4 wheel trolley, which normally the coolies use.
We loaded all seven trunks on it and started pushing it towards the cloak
room.

That is when two gentlemen came there and started asking, "Naval
Academy...., Goa..., Aviation Cadets...?" We said, "Yes" looking cool,
hiding our surprise as we were never told about any reception team at
Bangalore. It was our zero hair cut which gave away our identity.
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The next question was, "Where is Ranjeev? " I said, "Oh you mean Kaps?
But Kaps had jumped off the train about 50 km short of city station
saying his home is closer from that station." They looked at me puzzled
and said, "Our house is just 4 km from here why did he get off there?"
How were we to know? We all looked at these two gentlemen equally
surprised.

Then they said, "No problem, he will come home" and started pushing
our trolly. I stopped them and asked, "Who are you?" One of them
introduced himself as the father of Kaps and said, "We have hired two
taxis to take all of you home for lunch. Your next train is only at 3 pm."
They seems to be knowing everything about us and our plans. They put
our luggage in the clock room and took us home which was nearby.

We reached their house in a few minutes and were surprised again.
Instead of the Taj Mahal we expected to see from the descriptions Kaps
used to tell us his house looked like whilst we were in the Academy,
what we saw there was a tile roofed house with a huge mango tree in
front of it. And instead of the Mercedes was an old scooter parked
under that mango tree. We saw not even one, out of his three dozen
girlfriends, he used to tell us he had, waiting for him there. But the place
was cool with the shade from the huge mango tree full of mangoes and
birds which were eating the ripe mangoes. The place had a serene look
and feel, that I wanted to stay there forever.
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It was a neat house well-arranged and very nicely decorated inside. The
hospitality we received from his father, mother and sister is something
we will never forget in our life. The lunch was Puri, Bhaji, Sabji and Rice.
I don't think any of us will ever forget the taste of that simple but
amazingly tasty lunch in our entire life. After the satisfying lunch and
sweets like Gulab Jamuns, we talked for a while about life at Navac. As
we told them the naked unglamorous truths about life in the Naval
Academy, Kap's parents and sister, sat looking at us in complete
disbelief. We had no idea why.

It was already the drive time to railway station plus 20 minutes before
our train starts. We thanked them and proceeded towards the taxis
parked outside. As I got into the taxi, at approximately 100 meter away
from the house, I saw Aviation Cadet Kaps, running towards his house
like sprinter Ben Johnson, completely unaware of our visit to his house.
I quickly thanked our hosts and told them not to mention our visit to
Kaps. All of us quickly got into the taxi. I requested the taxi driver to
leave immediately. Our taxi drove off in the direction opposite to the
direction Kaps was approaching. We left because we did not want to
embarrass him in front of his parents. Kaps was even smarter than us.
Over a decade later Kaps told us that his parents had told him about
our visit even before he entered his house that day. This is a true life
story.
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Chapter 7

Ghost in My Cabin

T

his is a true life story of a Ghost that lived in my cabin and scared
me one afternoon. I had just left the Academy at Goa in India after

my basic Naval Orientation training and reached Kochi in Kerala, India
for PFTC or the Pre Flaying Training Course. I and my course mate Cadet
Ashutosh who was known better with a nick name Tom were allotted
Cabin number 129 to stay in the Officers Mess. The cabin number 129
had two rooms connected by a large opening where instead of a door
with a big curtain separates these two rooms.
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I had to be content with the small entrance area or room because, Tom
had already established himself in the bed room with attached
bathroom and totally refused to stay doubled up in the same room with
me. We were about seven Cadets who came from the Naval Academy.
We were joined by a group of Officers who also had volunteered for
flying and had joined us for the Pre Flying Training Course. These people
had opted for becoming pilots after a year or two of joining the Navy as
Officer. Whereas we joined as Aviation Cadet who will become pilots
eventually. The Officers were at Kochi and were already staying in the
Officers Mess a week before we arrived at Kochi. We were hardly aware
of the naval traditions, as we had spent only a couple of months in the
Naval Academy at Goa before coming to Kochi.

No one would believe this. A few days of reaching Kochi, Tom bought a
new Hero Honda bike which had a four stroke engine. Now the problem
was that he was so deeply in love with his bike that he brings the bike
inside the cabin and park it alongside his bed and sleeps with one hand
on his bike seat. He had named his bike Baby, which was written on its
fuel tank. The Baby is rolled into the bedroom and placed next to his
bed with its handle turned such that its head light is facing Tom's face
on bed. Often at night when I go to the toilet past midnight, I would see
him facing the other side and now his right leg would be extended
backwards and placed on the bike seat. I wish I had a camera to shoot
these scenes those days. It was very difficult to sleep because of the
petrol smell inside the cabin throughout the night.
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Tom’s bond with his bike was so strong, that he refused to understand
my problem of a suffocating feeling, smelling petrol throughout the
night caused by his bike Baby brought inside the room. From the next
day I had to stay awake till he slept off like a log and then carefully elope
with his lover, out of the cabin. When he wakes up in the morning he
never remembered his bike and never asked how it went out. Every
night, for over a week I had to repeat this procedure to be able to sleep.
The petrol smell lingers for a couple of hours after the bike is taken out
of the room. The seventh time he brought his bike into the cabin and
woke up to see it outside again the next morning, he looked at me,
smiled and said, “Pal I know you throw my baby out every night.” That
evening he did not bring his bike in. Finally, Tom had learned to sleep
without his lover next to him.

About a week later, one Sunday noon, Tom and I were sitting in the
elbow bender which is the name of our Bar in the Mess. We were both
teetotalers and were sipping Coca Cola, sitting with one of our new
Officer Flying Course mate, a Sub Lieutenant nick named Baggy, who
was kind enough to be signing for our drinks. We were actually poor as
our pay had not started coming and we were living on borrowed money.
Baggy asked, "Hey Tom, I understand you are staying in cabin no 129?"
Tom said, "Yes Sir". Baggy said, "But do you know, that is the cabin
where Commander XXXX committed suicide by hanging from the ceiling
fan in the inner bed room?" Now, the ceiling fan Baggy mentioned is the
same fan under which Tom was sleeping with his Baby those days. Tom
asked, "When Sir? I am sure you are just fooling me".
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Baggy said, "No, it is a true life story. But don't worry, that was very long
ago about two decades back when XXXX was a Sub Lieutenant. Now his
Course mates are all promoted to Commanders. So they kept virtually
promoting the late Sub Lieutenant XXXX also along with them, to
maintain his relative seniority. Baggy continued scaring us, "But be
careful OK. People who have
stayed in cabin no 129, have
often seen blood marks and
experienced

unusual

happenings. That is why it was
empty when you two came. The
Officers Mess staff must have
been really happy when you two
took the cabin because, nobody
wants to stay in 129. After any
unnatural death, the body may
get cremated by humans, but
the soul of the body or the ghost,
stays in the cabin and may even get into some people or animals staying
there”. Baggy continued, “Even the behavior of the people into whom
the soul enters, may become like the dead person. But don’t worry, I
myself don’t believe in ghosts". Tom kept listening very intently and had
actually believed all that Baggy was bragging. Tom didn't speak during
lunch and was silent mostly as we walked back to our ghost infested
cabin no 129 after lunch.
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That being a holiday, as usual I lay on bed for a short afternoon nap. So
did Tom. I might have dozed off for a while. It was around 3:30 pm, just
about an hour from the time we came back to our cabin. Tom shook me
violently out of my sleep. As I opened my eyes, there stood my dear
friend Tom like Tom Cat from the Tom and Jerry cartoon, shaking all
over and whispering, "Pal, there is blood all around my bed. Baggy was
right. The ghost of Commander XXXX is still living in our cabin, with us".

Tom’s bed and my bed were just two meters apart with only a curtain
separating them. Yet he stood there shaking with fear, as I walked into
his room on the other side of the curtain, a long 200 centimeters away.
Now, I was the one getting a shock. Baggy was right. Is it possible that
the real life story he narrated was true. Is this a true life story happening
with us?

There was actually a line of blood all around Tom’s bed. There is a real
ghost in our cabin, contrary to all my belief and whatever all my elders
and parents have told me to this day that Ghosts don’t exist. I was
standing there for a few seconds as fear of the unknown started
gripping me too. But I had to act boldly, to show off to my friend Tom.
So, I started walking closer to inspect the blood following its trail. The
line of bloody seemed to come from the bathroom, go around the bed
and go back into the bathroom.
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Reluctantly, but acting bold to pacify my friend Tom, I fearfully followed
the blood trail not knowing what to expect, into the bath room. And
there lay the Ghost. The ghost was pigeon with a metal arrow in its left
wing. The poor thing was
bleeding badly. I called out to
Tom, “Hey Tom, come and
meet Commander XXXX”. But
Tom was already outside and
talking to me through the
window,

his

voice

still

unsteady. That is when our
CB or Civilian Bearer, came
with the afternoon tea. I told
the CB to clean up our cabin with soap and water, as we waited outside.
Tom looked relieved and smiling at himself looking far away probably
not wanting to face me.

Before the CB left with his tea container, Tom told the CB in Hindi
language, "Voh sahab ka bed bhi mere bedroom mein pankhey ke
neechey shift kardo", which meant, Shift Sahab’s bed (my bed) also into
his bedroom, next to his bed under the fan. This is a true life story.
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Chapter 8

The Midshipman Stripes

W

e had just arrived at Air Force Station Bidar for our advanced
phase of flying training. We were flying a jet aircraft called Kiran

Mk1, the four ton, single jet engine aircraft also known as the HJT-16 or
Hindustan Jet Trainer 16, after completing my basic flying course on the
same aircraft at Air Force Academy called AFA located in Dundigal, a
barren place near Hyderabad. It was sometime in the month of June of
1988. We were in all five course mates all being Aviation Cadets with just
eight months total experience in the Navy and we were to do the flying
course along with a dozen Indian Naval Officers, who had also come
along with us to the Indian Air Force Station at Bidar after finishing the
Basic flying phase at AFA Dundigal. This is a true life story.
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We were to fly along with the Indian Air Force cadets who were also
trying to become pilots. A lot many don’t make it and go home in the
basic phase of flying itself. A week after we joined the AFS Bidar, came
the letter marking the end our Aviation Cadet days in a weeks’ time. We
were to be promoted to the rank of Midshipmen, if you can call that a
rank because there was not to be any golden stripes on them. A
Midshipman is supposed to be living in the middle of the ship where the
roll and pitch of the ship is the minimum so that they don't feel sea sick
which according to our course mates who were on ship had later told
us was just a myth.

Most of their day and night were spent on the front tip of the ship called
as Foxle in sailing world. The foxle goes in and out of water periodically
as the ship sails through the water. In fact how much the foxle goes into
the water depends on how big a wave did we hit. Waves comes
continuously as a series of never ending waves and the foxle keeps
going in and out of the water causing maximum discomfort like severe
headaches, stomach aches and vomiting. This is called Sea Sickness.

I have seen midshipman's stripe as well as Sub Lieutenant stripes,
Lieutenant, Lieutenant Commander stripes & occasionally even a
Commander stripe during our four weeks Pre Flight Course we had
done six months back at the Naval Base in Kochi at Kerala, which was
held between our Naval Academy completion and beginning of basic
flying training at AFA, Dundigal time.
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But never did I imagine in my wildest dreams that I will also get
promoted to be a Midshipman myself someday, because we were never
given time to think whilst we were undergoing the tough mentally
draining courses at the Naval Academy at Goa and flying training at AFA.
We actually lived like zombies unaware of what is happening around us
like a frog in a well.

Now our letter of promotion has come to the Air Force Base at Bidar
and we are to be promoted in a week's time to Midshipman. I and
course mates were without a single Midshipman stripe amongst us and
neither was it available within a few hundred miles around AFS Bidar.
As cadets we do not wear anything on our shoulders whilst in uniform.
The Midshipman stripes will be the first ever stripes we will be wearing
as we start maturing into Officers in the Navy.

The next Wednesday is the great day we are supposed to ship stripes. I
asked my good friend nick named Tom, as we all called him, (Aviation
Cadet Ashutosh), “What do we do. How will we put on Midshipman
Stripes when we don’t even have a single stripe amongst the five of us?”
Tom said very confidently, "Pal, Don't worry. Kaps (Aviation Cadet
Kapoor) has already ordered Midshipman Stripes for all five of us from
a course mate at Kochi last week through an inland letter. In 1988,
please remember that we were using Inland Letters, which takes at least
three days to reach one way, give one day for the poor course mate to
buy the midshipman stripes for us and another three days for these
stripes to reach back to us sitting helplessly at AFS Bidar.
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By Tuesday, Five days later, after the night flying briefing was over I
asked Tom, "How do we ship stripes tomorrow if the Midshipman
stripes have not come till now". Tom replied, "Pal, don't worry. They are
already here and I got mine just yesterday from Kaps. You also go and
ask Kaps for yours." I asked him to show it, because I have never seen
a midshipman stripe in my life and had never imagined that I will need
one, in this god forbidden place. But Tom refused to show me his stripe,
I don’t know why.

Those days we used to go from the Mess at about 12:30 pm post lunch
in an Air Force bus, for day flying training followed by night flying
training. Night flying will continue well past mid night and then we get
back to mess by around 02:00 am or later depending on debrief by our
instructors, in the same bus. Then we sleep from 3:00 am till about 8:00
am, take a bath, do our routines, then go and have breakfast. We come
back to our cabins and most of us go back to sleep till 11:30 am, get up
from bed, take a bath, change and then have lunch after which we put
on our white naval uniforms and take the Air Force bus back to the
training base for flying training which will again go on till past midnight.

After we came back to our Mess cabins, I changed my uniform and went
to Kap's cabin, to ask him for my pair of stripes. Kaps looked at me and
said in Hindi Language which is the national language of India, "Tu toh
Cochin ja ke aaya, stripe nahin liya vahan se?" What he asked me was
that why did I not buy my midshipman stripes from Kochi when I had
gone there on leave, before coming to AFS Bidar.
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I said to Kaps, "I was in train for 10 days continuously." This 10 days in
train was a different true life story wherein I changed about 10 trains in
10 days going from AFA in Dundigal to Tezpur in Assam to
Kunnamkulam in Kerala and then all the way back to Air Force Station
Bidar where I was now.

Kaps did not believe my train journey was a true story and replied,
"Don't tell lies to me, OK. I am sure you have bought Midshipman Stripe
for yourself." I said, "Stop joking and hand over my stripes". He said, "I
am sorry Mats. Only four pairs of Midshipman Stripes came instead of
five. I gave away three to the other three course mates who came before
you and kept the fourth one for myself. I was very sure that you already
have bought a pair of Midshipman stripes for yourself and now I don't
have any more to spare." His expression told me he was serious. I asked
him to show me his Midshipman stripe. But he too, refused to show it
to me. Probably because I was the healthiest out of the five of us and
these guys were scared that I will rob their Midshipman stripe from
them.

I went to my cabin and tried to forget what just happened. I sat thinking
what to do next. I was having no choice. I had to shift my stripes
tomorrow and I don't have one with me. Tomorrow, my four course
mates will become Midshipmen and I will float around in the academy
as an Aviation Cadet from the Indian Navy, who is an idiot, who never
thought about getting a pair of Midshipman stripes along, which was
available near his home town to buy.
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I could not imagine my life changing after my course mates become
Midshipmen and I continuing as an Aviation Cadet. I even contemplated
running away back home the same night, to avoid such a situation. I was
helpless. I was restless. I was sleepless. I was agitated. I had to do
something. I can’t give up. I am a soldier. I was trying to motivate myself
out of the situation somehow.

That is when an idea came to my mind. All our one dozen Naval Officer
Course mates were also living in the same mess and at least one or two
should be having an old Midshipman stripe with them because some of
them were promoted to Sub Lieutenant from Midshipman just before
joining the AFA at Dundigal, just about six or seven months back. I
decided to try my luck asking all of them for an old Midshipman stripe.
Beggers can't be choosers. If not a new one, an old one will do. If I get
one from them, my Midshipman stripe will look old compared to the
new Midshipman stripes my course mates may be wearing. But it was
still acceptable than not wearing my rank at all.

With a heart, full of hope, I started visiting the cabins of my Naval Officer
flying course mates, starting from 3:00 am. These Naval Officers were
also given accommodation in the Air Force Cadets mess itself by the Air
Force. I started asking them one by one, if they by any chance they have
a midshipman stripe lying somewhere in their luggage. Some politely
and some arrogantly said "No", without even checking or thinking, as
they were already in deep sleep. Some of the Naval Officers just shouted
and threw me out of their cabin, ruthlessly.
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It was all over in about five minutes. I have to find new ideas now. I went
to my cabin empty handed and lay on my bed unable to sleep. I
suddenly got another idea. Let us try again. I went back to a few of my
Naval Officer flying course mates who were polite with me the first time,
woke each one up, one after the other, seniority wise starting from the
junior most Officer first, asking for a spare Sub Lieutenant Stripes this
time.

Most of them who were polite last time
were shouting this time for waking them up
a second time the same night, except one
Officer who turned out to be my savior. He
asked me in Hindi Language, "Tu kya karega
agar mein tere ko ek Sub Lieutenant stripe
diya toh?" which means, "What will you do if
I give you my Sub Lieutenant stripes". I said,
"Sir, just tell me how a Midshipman Stripe
looks like, because I have never seen a Midshipman's stripes in my life.
I will convert your Sub Lieutenant stripes into a Midshipman stripes". He
just smiled at me and took a brand new pair of Sub Lieutenant's Stripes
you see in the picture above and said giving it to me. "This is my division
type stripes. Try if you can convert it into a Midshipman Stripes which is
just a plain black stripe with a half inch by one inch rectangular white
cloth on which there is a twisted lace placed length wise, near the brass
button.
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You will have to remove the golden line and Nelson's ring on the stripe
first and then attach the cloth piece and lace on its other end near the
brass button". I did not quite understand what he said, but was happy
to have got a stripe which I can modify somehow. I am in the Air Force.
They don’t know how the Midshipman stripes look in any case.

Armed with a pair of Sub Lieutenant Stripe and a briefing shorter than
a 140 character Twitter Tweet, I actually ran back to my cabin. I opened
up the Sub Lieutenant Stripes using a small shaving blade and also
removed the golden strip from the stripes carefully. But now the
problem was that the mark of the removed golden ribbon and the
Nelson's ring has left a color difference on the stripe which was glaringly
visible like a dark silhouette there, visible even at night. By day it will be
worse. I have no choice but to remove the color difference.

I opened the cloth out of the plastic base completely and washed that
black cloth with soap and water in the bathroom and wringed it nicely.
Then, I used my electric press to dry it. I was happy with the result, the
color difference has been evened out.

But then came the second hurdle. After washing and drying, the black
cloth pieces had shrunk in size and there was no way I could stitch them
back together around the plastic base piece inside. I had sewing needle
and two rolls of thread, one black and the other white, from the time I
had joined the academy, to do the stitching. But they are useless now
with cloth shrinking in size.
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I never ran short of ideas. I was now on the verandah, rubbing the
plastic base on the rough cement floor, trying to reduce the width of the
plastic base to fit the cloth, making enormously generous amounts of
grinding noise, at about 4:00 am. My neighbour was an Air Force Cadet
named Guron, who later went on to lift the "Best in Flying Trophy" but
had to be content as a transport pilot because he had too long legs,
which won't fit into a fighter aircraft cockpit, because of which the Air
Force shunted him to transport aircraft shattering his dream of
becoming a fighter pilot but giving him adequate leg space in the
transport aircraft cockpit.

Guron could not sleep hearing all the commotion I was making. He
came out and abused me with some foul words in Punjabi which is a
Language spoken in his home state called Punjab and went back to his
cabin, repeating it every three to five minutes for at least three times
before I finished trimming down the plastic base to the required width.
I was not bothered by his foul language. I was in a different world
altogether.

I was still happy that now I have at least one witness who had seen me
create a pair of Midshipman stripes from Sub Lieutenant Stripes. Now
the plastic base and the black cloth pieces were matching in dimensions
and can be stitched together. But before stitching them back, I have to
find a piece of white cloth to fix on the black cloth for the Midshipman
stripe now. I could not find any white cloth I can afford to cut, in my
entire luggage.
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It was 5:00 am and I went and woke up the sleeping volcano called
Guron, asking him for a piece of white cloth, just a small piece less than
an inch in length. The length and breadth of foul language he was
pelting at me were in feet or may be meters in length. On any other day
it would have been like someone putting salt on my wound. Today, I
didn't mind, because we were all going through some bad phase called
Night Flying Phase those days and who will not know how sleepy you
feel at the end of a day that starts at 12 in the noon and ends at 2 am
every morning.

I came back dejected and was now scared to wake up any more sleeping
cadets. I searched my entire luggage once again and I found my mufti
(white shirt and black pants) issued at Naval Academy just a day prior to
leaving for the Pre Flight Training at Kochi in Kerala about one year back.
I took out my old pair of scissors which were meant to trim my baby
mustaches which the Barber at the Naval Academy had shaved off
completely as per the academy rules. I had no use for my scissors since
then for over one year as I had to shave my mustache daily.

My brain said, don't even think of cutting this brand new white shirt, but
my heart wanted a pair of Midshipman stripe urgently to save my selfesteem in the Air Force Station Bidar and to satisfy my Navy ego. My
heart won. I cut the pocket of my brand new dazzling white Terri cotton
shirt, which I had not worn even once.
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I stitched the white cloth piece on the black cloth near the brass button.
But where is the lace now. I could use my white PT shoe lace. But what
will I wear to go for PT at 8:00 am and face the Air Force Sargent with a
“W” shaped mustache, who loved shouting at us, the Aviation Cadets
from the Navy, with his hoarse super manly voice and usually without
any rhyme or reason during PT session at the Air Force Mess. This Air
Force guy was 80 kg of pure hatred for the Navy for unknown reasons.

So, off I went to wake up my unfriendly neighborhood guy Guron, only
to return back with a ear full of new foul words, once again in Punjabi
language. Unfortunately, I knew Punjabi and knew the exact meaning of
each vulgar word, he fired at me even in his half sleep. No point going
to anyone else, just to be bombarded with even more of such foul words
in different Indian Languages, some of which I don't even understand.
As I entered back into my cabin, I saw the white thread roll still lying on
the floor and I picked it up. I had another idea which came to me
instantly. I made a lace with the white thread twisting sixteen strands of
the same thread to look like a lace, cut it and stitched it to the white
rectangular cloth as neatly as I could.

Then I stitched the two big pieces of black cloth on the plastic strip and
now my new pair of Midshipman stripes were ready. My Midshipman
stripe, was actually a pair of Sub Lieutenant's stripe Demoted to a
Midshipman's stripes. I was happy with my creation you see below.
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It was already 7 am by the time I
finished the manufacturing my
brand new Midshipman Stripe
pair and I had already put in four
hours of work under the most
stressful conditions imaginable,
when everyone else were fast
asleep in their cabins. I dozed off
for about 45 minutes, woke up
and went for the 8:00 am PT,
followed by breakfast and slept
once again.

I woke up three hours later and was at the Briefing room at 1:00 pm. No
tension, because I was having my newly manufactured Midshipman
Stripes in my bag. I was the happiest man around in that Air Force base,
that moment. Kaps came to me with a sad face and said, "You take my
Midshipman's stripes, go and get your stripe shipped first when the CFI
or the Chief Flying Instructor calls. After your stripe shipping ceremony
is over, you give it back to me, OK. I will try and get you a new
Midshipman Stripes in about ten days." I felt happy. In under 12 hours,
I have discovered a second man with a good heart. The first one was the
Sub Lieutenant who gave me his brand new Sub Lieutenant Stripe, a few
hours ago for me to convert them into a pair of Midshipman's stripes.
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I told Kaps, "Thanks for your concern. You get your Midshipman Stripes
shipped first. I will go the last. Don't worry." He looked at me in disbelief
at my confidence and moved away. I saw four of my course mates wear
their Midshipman stripes and come out one after the other. It was my
turn now. I was a bit apprehensive as to how my hand made
Midshipman stripe would look. Is it the correct pattern? Will it be
different from theirs? My name starts with a W and thus I was the last
to go, with four pairs of sad eyes following all my movements till I
entered the room. I doubt if they even blinked their eyes till I came out
wearing my brand new self-manufactured pair of Midshipman's stripes.

That is when Kaps who was the first to react said in Hindi Language,
"Saaley, jhoot bola tu ne? Kochi nahi gaya tu, haan?" What he said was,
"You idiot, you told me a lie. You had gone to Kochi, isn't it?"I just smiled
at him. That is when Guron, my most unfriendly neighbourhood frien,
who happened to pass, started shouting, "Kal kya kar raha thha tu
%#@!&*. So nahi paaya main %$^&#$@". He was firing real bad words
in Punjabi Language at me in public. In Punjabi language, ammunition
never runs out. He would have sent a few more long bursts, had one of
our Naval Officers not come there in time, to congratulate the five of us.
I had a close look at the Midshipman stripes my course mates were
wearing and found that my home made Midshipman stripe looked
brand new, whereas my course mates were wearing used midshipman
stripes with soiled white cloth strip and laces on them. I was not just
happy, but even proud of my capability and achievement.
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The Sub Lieutenant who gave me his stripes, touched his own stripes,
now resting on my shoulders having been converted into Midshipman
Stripes. He stood for a while not leaving my right hand he held to shake
hands with me, for about half a minute, probably trying to find the
marks left behind by the golden stripe I had removed from it and with a
real expression of disbelief, he said probably to himself "I don't believe
this!" This is a true life story.
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Chapter 9

My Dad’s Name Plate

T

his is a true life story which happened some time in 1988 and the
story is spread over a period of six months. Our basic phase of

flying at Air force Academy Dundigal near Hyderabad in India, on Kiran
Mk1 aircraft was completed and we were to join the Advanced Flying
Training on the same aircraft at Air Force Station Bidar, just a hundred
miles from AFA, in July 1988, with about eleven days of leave in between
these two.

My father was in the army and just about to retire. I was supposed to
go from AFA and meet my family in a place called Tejpur in the state of
Assam in India from where he was retiring, accompany them all the way
to my hometown in a place called Kunnamkulam in Kerala.
Kunnamkulam is a town just 5 km from the most famous Guruvayoor
temple in India and then return, this time to AF Station Bidar, for the
advanced phase of flying on Kiran Mk I. Guruvayoor temple is the
second richest temple in India. People donate gold ornaments and even
elephants to the temple willingly. The temple has about 45 elephants of
its own. The elephant park in Guruvayoor is also a tourist spot. These
elephants are fed and bathed in a small completely green compound
and it is an amazing site to see 45 odd elephants standing in one place.
It has to be seen to be believed.
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From the day I left AFA, I was in train for the first 3 days to Tejpur in
Assam, changing three trains at Hyderabad, Warangal and Calcutta
railway stations, enroute to meet my parents and brothers who had
handed over the government accommodation and were already at
Tezpur railway station with bag and baggage, anxiously waiting for my
arrival on the platform, hoping that I arrive there before our train to
Kerala departs. If I don’t reach in time, then the entire family will miss
the train. Those days getting a train reservation was very difficult as
there only one or two long distance trains between Calcutta in the state
of West Bengal in east India to Cochin, a city in Kerala in south India.

There were no mobiles or even land phones those days. We used inland
letters to communicate which took about a week to 10 days to reach
you and a similar amount of time for your letter to reach the sender. So
you can make a maximum of two communications in a month. Now
imagine the importance and trust we had on each other through our
slow but firm communication through inland letters those days. If I were
not to reach in time, my family would not have boarded the train. They
would have waited for me and then all of us would done the six day
journey without reservation. That is family ethics in India.

I reached the Tejpur railway station just in time and from there, I
boarded along with my family to Kerala, changing three more trains at
Tezpur, followed by a change of train in Calcutta on the east of India and
again at a place called Arakkonam near Madras in south India which is
now renamed as Chennai.
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Finally we reached home at Kunnamkulam which is further south of
Madras and along the west coast of India, in the state of Kerala. Kerala
is also known as the God’s own Country. After having spent about six
days in different trains and also having spent a few nights on various
railway platforms we were about to reach home. From the railway
station at Trichur, we took a taxi to our home at Kunnamkulam about
26 km north of the Trichur railway station.

But in less than about six hours of reaching home at Kunnamkulam, I
had to leave home taking a bus to the Trichur Railway station followed
by another set of three trains from Trichur to Bidar, the first train
boarded at Trichur in Kerala, the second train boarded at Madras in the
state of Tamil Nadu and finally the third train change at Warrangal in
the state of Andhra Pradesh within 24 hours and I reached Air Force
Station Bidar for my advanced phase of flying training having spent all
the eleven days of leave onboard nine trains. The flying training at Bidar
was six months long at the end of which I was awarded my flying wings.
Thus exactly six months I became a Certified Aircraft Pilot, which was
the greatest even in my entire life.

The hilarious part of the eleven day train travel was that, very often we
were changing the same train to the same train, because our Army
Railway Warrant allows only the shortest route. The train we came from
Calcutta goes till Trivandrum. But we had to get down from the train at
Arakkonam, because that train goes all the way to Chennai and comes
back, both ways through Arakkonam.
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But the Army issued Free Railway Warrant to my father and his family
in lieu of train ticket, doesn't allow that. It says we can travel only the
shortest route only. So we cannot be inside the train when it goes to
Arakkonam to Madras and comes back to Arakkonam because that
becomes a long route. So, we have to get down at Arakkonam, lose our
reservation if we had any and then get into the same train in an
unreserved coach, when it came back after touching Madras.

The rest of the journey is done standing because we don’t have a single
reserved berth in the train for the five of us for the next 12 to 14 hours
of train travel. We have no option but to stand throughout the journey,
mostly standing close to the toilets and often inside the toilet because
there is no space in the overcrowded train, even to stand properly. Very
often in the past we have even come the entire 4 or 5 days in the train
standing throughout. After reaching home, I used to suddenly realize
that both my legs are swollen due to six days of standing. My legs looked
as if I had Filaria, which is a disease in which one or both legs swell so
big between knee and ankle making the leg look like an elephant’s legs,
due to which this disease is often called Elephant Leg Disease also.

Similar event also used to happen when we used to go from New Delhi
to Kerala where in, the train goes to Bombay via Kalyan and comes back
again via Kalyan. Here too we had no choice but to get down with family
at Kalyan railway station and wait for the same train to come back and
then board its unreserved coaches.
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From Mumbai, the train used to come back jam-packed because
Bombay which is now called as Mumbai, is the financial capital of India.
So we had to wait for some other train with less crowd going by night.
Often we used to end up spending up to 3 days and 3 nights on the
Kalyan railway station platform, with the whole family making sky as our
roof. We were not alone. There were hundreds of travelers to south
India stuck up there throughout the year. So, it used to be like picnic.

We used to literally live under the sky day and night, sleeping on spread
newspapers, using the toilets in the train bogies parked in the railway
yard about 500 yards away and eating food from the railway canteen.
The platforms were badly crowded especially in the school holiday
season, mostly with Army personnel travelling on Free Railway Warrants
issued by the Army. It was unpleasant picnic during the school holidays.

Thus, the journey from AFA Dundigal to Bidar in Jun-Jul 1988, happens
to be the longest journey of any type I had ever taken. The entire eleven
days were spent in trains without any reservation and without any airconditioning in any train we travelled in. In fact, we often were boarding
trains through the windows including my mother, as there were no grills
in windows of the trains in those days. We were using windows to board
the train because the doors were jammed by a crowd of people trying
to get in with their luggage and children.
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My house at Kunnamkulam is around 140 years old. My grandmother
used to tell me that when it was built, it was considered as the largest
house in that town. It had fallen down twice in natural calamities about
a century ago. Even then, till about 100 years after it was built, it was
considered as the biggest house in that locality being the only house
which had a first floor, so what if it was a thatched house. A thatched
house uses coconut leafs instead of tiles. The aim was to keep the inside
of the house cool. The coconut leaves will lose moisture slowly over a
period of one year in the sun absorbing the heat.

Secondly, the braided coconut leaves have so many holes in it that the
entire thatched roof allows air to go in and out. So no hot air gets
trapped inside the house. It was natural air-conditioning in action. And
global warming was unheard of, in those days. So, the climate was cool
throughout the year even during summers. Not just that, the entire area
was a thick green jungle. Even though we had electricity in our house,
there were no electric fans in the house. We never felt the need because
the house was so cool even by day.

Even today, the house has not changed much except for the thatching
or woven coconut leaves which had to be changed every year those
days, were replaced by asbestos sheets three decades back. And today,
the same house which was the largest house in the town, looks so small
in the same area because, everyone else has constructed huge palatial
houses all over the place. Theory of Relativity is true.
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Six months after the great 11 day train voyage, I passed out of Bidar
with flying wings. Again I had two weeks leave. So I went home which
was on my route to Kochi to join my new unit, for my Alloutte Mk III
helicopter conversion course.

As I entered, our century and a half old heritage home six months after
I had left for Bidar, I saw a black board with my father's name and rank
written in shining brass. Next to the name were his Stars and Ashoka
Emblem from his last rank he wore on his shoulders before retirement
and the Badge of his cap were all stuck to the same 12x6 inch name
board. Each of these items on the board and his name, all made of
brass, were shining as if they were in competition with each other.

I spent a week at home with my parents before going to join my new
flying unit at Kochi. That's when I actually realized that my father sleeps
at 7 pm and wakes up sharp at 3 am every day, without requiring any
alarm clock. And the first thing he does after waking up is to sit and
apply brasso which is a liquid used to shine brass items, on his name
board and all the accessories on it to make them shine so that, when
anyone see his name plate, it is as shining like gold and brand new, as
it was shining yesterday and the day before and the days before that.
He has followed this routine for more than 30 years now starting from
July 1988, waking up at 3 a.m. without fail every day and shine his name
board and everything else on it, with Brasso.
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He has grown old and is 80 years of age as I write this true life story. He
can't move around much because of knee pain and severe breathing
problems. But even today, 30 years later, his name in brass letters, his
Cap Badge and the stars and the Ashoka Emblem of his last rank of Sub
Maj, dazzles probably better than the first day I saw it three decades
ago, because even today he goes to sleep at 7 pm and wakes up at 3 am
and without needing any alarm clock as before, just to spend the first
half an hour of his daily life, with brasso, a piece of soft cloth and his
name plate. Nothing can stop him from doing it. Only once a soldier
retires, does he probably understand the true value his days in uniform.
This is a true life story.
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Chapter 10

Headless Bodies in a Train

T

hat was a hot afternoon. This is a true life story. I and my friend
were returning back from a nearby place just an hour by train. It

was some time in 1983. My father was in the Army and he was posted
at Ambala Cantonment for a few years and I was still doing my
graduation those days. So was my friend's father who was also in the
Army there. The two of us used to travel a lot by local train just to see
some new places every weekend. This weekend was no different. We
had gone to a river about an hour away by train. We take a train because
the railway station is much closer home than the bus stand. And
normally trains those days would arrive and depart bang on time. I
normally used to take a train back home whenever I go out of Ambala
Cantonment for one more reason.
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Trains were safer those days due to civil unrest in the state of Punjab,
in India. At least that was what I used to think those days, till this true
story unfolded. I have never been able to forget to this day, even after
almost four decades.

We were at the station just in time for the train. I stood in the queue at
the ticket counter of the railway station and bought two train tickets.
The train tickets were dirt cheap those days and I have hardly seen any
ticket examiner in the train. Especially, in the general unreserved bogie,
no ticket examiner ever comes in. The only place a ticket examiner waits
to catch ticketless passengers is at the exit of the railway station.

We were slightly late, so we had to run towards the train, which had
already started moving. Normally, all Indian trains run very late from
their scheduled time. But since we reached late that day, this train had
started departing on time. I have experienced this before also.
Whenever I reach the station on time, my train will always and every
time arrive late by at least half an hour or more, even though all other
trains are coming and going on time. But the day I reach a bit late, my
train would have arrived and departed, bang on time. Then, I have to
wait a long time for the next one to arrive. Whenever I take a short
distance train, I travel in the front unreserved general bogie. There is
one unreserved bogie in the front of the train and one unreserved bogie
in the rear end of almost all Indian trains.
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The reason I travel in the front bogie to Ambala is because, when the
train stops at Ambala Cantonment railway station where I stay, the front
bogie is closer to the exit gate of the railway station. Otherwise a lot of
time gets wasted walking past all the 22 bogies of the train from the rear
end of the train to exit gate of the railway station. But this time, we had
no way of reaching the front bogie because the train had already started
moving when I was paying for the ticket at the counter. So I and my
friend had to run along the train which was almost out of the platform
and got into last unreserved bogie of the train in the rear end of the
train. We were happy to have made it into the train even though, I
almost slipped whist getting into the moving train.

We sat and talked during the one hour journey to Ambala railway
station. The main point of discussion was how we missed getting into
the front unreserved bogie of the train and how we should avoid this
situation by coming early to the station next time. The train reached
Ambala cantonment station on time and we got down at the railway
platform. The train looked so long, that the engine was not visible from
the rear end of the train. As we walked towards the exit of the railway
station, we saw a crowd gathered near the front of the train. Something
was wrong. Else why should there be a big crowd and policemen
around. We ran towards the crowd. But some policemen stopped us
from going there. The area was cordoned off by the police, one of whom
looked concerned for our safety and told us to immediately vacate the
railway station.
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We gave our tickets to the railway ticket examiner standing at the exit
gate of the railway station and walked out. As we went through the exit,
I heard some people talk about what had happened. I suddenly felt my
legs go numb and too heavy to lift from the ground as I heard those
passengers talk. Was it God's kindness that we reached late to the
railway station, so that we do not board the doomed front unreserved
bogie, which is what I and my friend has always been travelling in for
the past two years without fail?

What I heard people at the railway station exit talk was, "The unreserved
bogie at the front of the train near the train’s engine, had only headless
bodies inside. The heads of the passengers were found missing. No one
knows who did it, because no one was left alive in that bogie to tell the
tale". We didn't see those dead headless bodies thanks to the police.
And it was God's Grace that we were not lying dead and headless
amongst those unfortunate passengers in the front unreserved bogie
of that doomed train to Ambala. From that day I stopped travelling in
unreserved bogie of the Indian Railway Trains. This is a true life story.
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Chapter 11

Medical Representative

T

his is a true life story. Those were hot Sunny days. I hurriedly
finished my work for the day and had boarded the bus at 2:45 pm.

I was on the bus waiting for my friend who was also working as a
Medical Representative to arrive, because very often the two of us used
to go and work together. We were supposed to go back home by this
bus which starts at 3:00 pm. It goes from this small town called Jaito, to
Bhatinda where I live with my father who was still in the Army, both
places being in Punjab state of India. I was lucky to get a medical
representative’s job in the same place where my father was posted. It
was merely a coincidence that my dad was in Bhatinda and I got
Bhatinda as the main city along with Faridkot and Firozpur districts of
Punjab as my working area.
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The Medical Representative’s job involves going to a doctor well dressed
in pants, full sleeve shirt, neck tie, and a coat or blazer provided the
weather permits. This dress code is because the Medical Representative
in an actual sense is representing a company which makes medicines.
The job of the Medical Representative is to market those medicines
through the doctors as prescriptions.

The Medical Representative is to take a hard pamphlet with one
medicine described on each page with the ingredients in the medicine,
its side effect, which disease it cures and its other benefits printed on it.
Everything is in a picture form with just one medicine on each page
which the company makes. The aim of the pamphlet is twofold. The first
is to aid the doctor to easily remember what medicine and for which
disease. It also makes the life of the Medical Representative easy
because he just needs to open the pamphlet and he too can remember
what to say on each medicine.

Each company has a Medical Representative in each and every part of
the country. Some medicines may be the same compound but sold
under different brand names by different companies. The doctors are
also happy to get some medical representative daily to remind the
doctor which medicine for which disease, what are their side effects etc.,
without the doctor needing to take time out and read the books himself.
It also allows the doctor to prescribe a different medicine brand to
different patient and the patients feel happy that the doctor is not giving
the same medicine to everyone. Else they will stop coming to the doctor.
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Secondly, the doctor can also give the same generic medicine being sold
under different brand names at different prices to different patients for
the same ailments, so that the patients don’t feel that the doctor knows
only one medicine for all type of diseases. Sometimes the difference
between the prices of the same medicine sold under different brand
names will be very high. That means, the doctor could give a rich man a
medicine for a disease with a high price tag and give the same medicine
to a poor man having the same disease sold by another company under
another brand name being sold at a low price. It is all business. Same
medicine at different prices.

The poor man will not buy high priced medicine because he can’t afford
costly medicines. So the doctor prescribes low cost brand of the
medicine. But if the doctor was to prescribe the same low-cost brand
medicine to a rich man, then the rich man will have no respect for this
doctor who prescribes a low-cost medicine. Some rich people often
think that, it is the cost of medicine which they are taking that cures
them and not the doctor who prescribed those medicine to him. So
depending on the patient’s financial status, for the same disease, the
doctor prescribes different brand of the same medicine to the poor and
the rich. The medicine companies provide free sample medicines to the
doctor through the Medical Representative which the doctors are
supposed to give away free to patients. But some smart doctors
demand a quota of medicines every month from the Medical
Representatives which they actually sell if they have their own pharmacy
inside their private hospital.
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This was in the year 1985 when there were no smartphones, no
computers and no internet. Today things are different. Both patients, as
well as the doctor, can access the internet and find out everything about
the disease, everything about the medicine, everything about the
medicine manufacturing company, everything about the hospital,
everything about the doctor, the nurse, the staff, everything about the
various brands of medicines of the same generic compound and what
not. Times have changed so much since the time I worked as a Medical
Representative.

A bus leaves from Jaitu every three hours for Bhatinda. If I miss this one
at 3:00 pm, then the next bus is only at 6:00 pm. The driver started the
bus at sharp 3:00 pm and my friend was still missing. I did not know if I
should go alone or get down and wait for my Medical Representative
friend to come back from work so that, the two of us could go home
together. At least twice a week we go together for work as we used to
make our work schedule to match each other’s plan, as far as possible.

I was working as a Medical Representative for about 10 months with
over 300 Doctors and nearly 150 Chemists in my list, spread over three
districts in the state of Punjab in India. I visited each of these 300 doctors
and 150 chemists very regularly and religiously at least twice every
month. This was cut short after 10 months because I was selected for
my naval career and I resigned from my Medical Representative Job. My
company refused to accept my resignation. So, I went all the way to my
senior’s house and returned all the company items to him and left.
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My work plan for next quarter is usually sent at least 30 days prior to
the commencement of that quarter. My visit to this small village those
days, which may have now probably become a township, called Jaitu,
located about 50 km north of Bhatinda was according to that plan I had
sent to my company about three months back.

My pay was just Rupees 800/month. But my expense statement ran into
Rupees 5000/per month which was a very big sum in 1985 in India. The
company happily paid it so that the Medical Representative gets the
benefit of not paying Income tax, if money is paid as expenses. So the
pay was deliberately kept low and expense statement used to be super
high.

My first expense statement was below Rupees 1500. I sent it to my
senior who sent back unapproved because, I had put actual
expenditures I incurred in cycle rickshaws, buses and ordinary class
train tickets. As per the company rules the Medical Representative is
allowed First Class Railway fare to every place and they never ask if the
Medical Representative actually travelled by First Class Train Ticket or
not. No tickets need to be attached those days as proof. Just my expense
statement signed by me was proof enough. I edited the expense
statement and resent it back to him this time for around Rs 3000. But
my senior once again rejected it and told me to claim First Class train
ticket fare to a few places where no railway tracks existed.
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My senior wrote back to me that my predecessors had been travelling
by first class by train to these places and I too have to go there only in
first class trains to these places. So I wrote back to my senior that no
train tracks exist to some of these places. He then told me that my
predecessors have been travelling in first class railway ticket to these
places and so I to have to use these trains running on the railway lines
my predecessors had laid long ago. My expense statement was now at
the beginning of my career of three months was bigger than twice my
father's pay who had rendered over 26 years of distinguished Army
service. I was yet to complete one year probationary period in my job.

Despite my resignation letter, the company refused to release me,
because in those 10 months, the sales had slowly shot up from Rs 2.5
lakh per annum when I had started, to Rs 36 lakh per annum when I left
the job 10 months later and Rs 36 lakh was a whooping amount in 1986
for a small company with just Rs 10 Crore turnover.

I had achieved it without any experience, this being my first ever job. I
had achieved this by sincerely following my daily work plan irrespective
of the heat wave, cold wave, terrorist attacks, curfews or anything else.
Nothing could stop me. Believe me, no one would have found out even
if I were to stay at home the whole month. But the sales figure would
have gone down and told the truth in a couple of months to my
company that I have stopped working.
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I got down from the bus just before the bus started moving, cursing my
friend, a Sikh by religion for not coming to the bus stand in time. Five
minutes later he arrived in a cycle rickshaw, whipping the rickshaw
driver with sweet abuses in pure Punjabi Language. We had no choice
now except to take the 4:30 pm train back home because the next bus
is only at 6:00 pm. I reached home two hours late that day.

Next day, as I was leaving home early morning for another town as per
my work plan, our neighborhood lady was telling my mother about a
newspaper headline and I heard her say in Punjabi Laguage, "Dekho kya
zamana aagaya hai behenji, Jaito Bhatinda bus mein do mone thhey.
Din ke sadhey teen baje, bus rok ke kuchh logon ne talwar se donon
kaa, sar kalam kar diya (Mona in Punjabi means, a person with short
hair and Sar kalam kar diya means beheaded.) What she was telling my
mother was that, “See sister, what has our society become. In the Jaito
to Bhatinda bus, there were two short hair people or those who were
not from Sikh religion, both were beheaded in broad daylight at 3:30
pm”. My mother not understanding what mona, kalam etc meant,
started asking her what do these words mean?

As I walked to the bus stand about two kilometers away, holding my
Medical Representative's leather bag, full of brochures, pamphlets and
sample medicines, I wondered, “What would have the today's news
headlines said, had my friend reached the bus stand the previous day
on time before 3:00 pm? Would it not have read "Three Mona's
beheaded in the Jaitu Bhatinda bus in broad day light?"
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Being a Sikh, my friend would have survived in that Jaito to Bhatinda bus
massacre. But I would not have escaped death being a Christian. God
purposely delayed the arrival of my friend, to get me off that death bus,
I believe. This is a True Life Story.
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Chapter 12

The Death Bus

T

hat day, I was supposed to be working at Muktsar as per my work
plan. This is a true life story that happened way back in 1985 in a

place called Muktsar in the state of Punjab in India. I was working as a
Medical Representative those days working from the city called
Bhatinda in Punjab where my father who was serving in the army was
posted and I was staying with him. Normally, I used to take direct a bus
to Muktsar at 7 am whenever I was planned to work there. A few days
back there were two “Monas” or people who keep short hair got killed
in a bus, in which I and my friend were supposed to return from work
from a place called Jaito to Bhatinda.
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We escaped death because we didn’t that Bus. It was God’s grace that I
saved me from that death bus that day. Unfortunately I was going to
board a second Death Bus that day. I walked the two kilometers
distance from my home to the bust station, thinking of turning back
because I was not feeling well due to running a bit of fever. I wanted to
lie down, my body ached and I was feeling tired. But my work cannot
suffer. If I don’t work, then my sales figure will dip and I will get a warning
in the next Medical Representative's meeting of the company scheduled
a month later at the Capital city, New Delhi.

Way back in 1985 when I was working as a Medical Representative in
the state of Punjab, due to the civil unrest in the state, there used to be
curfew in one or the other district of the State of Punjab regularly, where
I had to travel for work. That way I had missed many a working day, due
to which my sales figure would be low that month, in any case. I did not
want to add one more day of no work to that, out of my laziness to work.

A Medical Rep has to travel a lot. In fact, the job of a Medical Rep is to
show the doctor a pamphlet containing all the information including
side effects of the medicines the company is making and why the doctor
should prescribe this company medicine and not any other company
selling the same medicine under a different brand name and at a
different price tag. A doctor writes a medicine from his memory. The
Medical Reps job is to go and tell him the names of this company
medicine regularly, so that the doctor just can’t forget the name of this
company medicine over the other company’s brands.
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The medicine company also gives out some limited amount of
medicines as samples to be given to selected doctors through the
Medical Representative, who have the potential to drive sales because
that doctor is getting more patients than the other doctors for
prescribing a particular medicine made by the company and thus, this
doctor can prove to be useful in boosting the medicine sales figures of
this medicine company. If a Medical Representative goes regularly and
reminds the doctor all the medicines being manufactured by this
medicine company, then the chances are that, the doctor will write
more

of

this

company’s

medicines

than

the

rival

medical

representative's company medicines. I used to go to my potential
doctors once every two weeks, the other doctors once a month and may
be once in two months to those doctors with not much potential to
boost my company medicine sales.

The news headline of Jaito Bhatinda Bus passenger beheading, used to
haunt me every time I had to take a bus to some place those days and
my legs would start feeling heavy. My heart would say, “Let us go back
home”. But my brain would remind me about the sales figures to be
flashed at the Company meeting and the thought of facing the MD
during the quarterly meeting at Hotel Janpath in New Delhi, India, where
they flash everyone's sales figures on screen for everyone to see. Now
it was this prestige issue which would make me put all my fears in the
back seat and drive on.
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That day, I reached in time for boarding the Bus to Muktsar as planned.
But somehow, I was reluctant to board the bus. I was in half mind to go
back because of my feeling tired and the News Headlines of my escape
from death a couple of months ago. Unfortunately, there were no trains
in the morning to Muktsar and I had no choice but take the Death Bus.

I waited for about an hour in the bus stop, undecided. Every time I board
a bus after my Jaito Bhatinda Bus incident, I used to get restless even
when thinking about taking a bus the next day. After contemplating for
an hour, I decided to leave my fears behind and boarded the next bus
to Muktsar which was a limited stop, going to Chandigarh via Muktsar
and Ludhiana.

Somehow I fell asleep in the bus, probably due to my fever. The bus had
entered Muktsar bus stand. I was merrily sleeping clutching my Medical
Representative’s Leather Bag tightly, which contained all the sample
medicines and the Medical Reps only tool called the Pamphlet, in which
all medicines are pictorially represented for showing the doctor, so that
the doctor can easily understand and remember the names of the
medicine made by the company the Medical Representative is working
for. This leather bag was also my only identity as a Medical Rep apart
from the neck tie which we were forced to wear by the company norms
even in super-hot weather. I used to wear a necktie always even though
no one from my company was there to check my dress code. But my
father would insist on wearing what my company had said as my
uniform in my appointment letter.
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This limited stop bus had a short stop over at Muktsar bus stand when
I was fast asleep in the bus. And now the bus had started from Muktsar
bus station and was on its way to Chandigarh via Ludhiana. And here I
was sleeping on the bus, instead of getting down at Muktsar and
starting my work. Sometime later, the conductor woke me up and asked
"Kithhey" which in short means “Where are you going”, with his hand
extended towards me asking for money for the ticket. I showed him my
ticket to Muktsar which I had bought from him, only about an hour back
when I had boarded this bus at Bhatinda. He said he knows that, but
added that the bus is now going to Ludhiana.

Obviously, he was right, I need to take new ticket because my previous
ticket was paid up only till Muktsar which is now far behind. I told him, I
should have got down at Muktsar, but I seemed to have slept through.
I felt so embarrassed, that I wanted to jump out of the bus that moment.
Without any further talking, he rang the bell and the driver stopped the
bus right there. The bus conductor very politely told me to get off the
bus. I did not have a choice and was actually more than happy to get
down from that bus. I had absolutely no idea where am I because, I was
yet to wake up from my sleep completely. I was lucky to get a cycle
rickshaw till the next bus stop. In those days in Punjab, cycle rickshaws
were very popular. You could find a cycle rickshaw anywhere and it was
very cheap mode of travel too. A cycle rickshaw is a tricycle or a bicycle
modified to have a seat for two people to sit on a small sofa like seat
behind, in addition to the driver seat exactly like a bicycle in the front
part. A lot of effort is required to get it moving initially.
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The cycle rickshaw man is usually a poor local man, who knows each
and every household in that locality and thus used to be the best mode
of transport to take, if you want to reach any difficult address, without
asking anyone. Unlike today, there were no mobile phones or google
map those days. So, the cycle rickshaw drivers were our google map
those days. Whenever, I had to find the address of doctors, I had to ask
a dozen people enroute. Instead I would take a cycle rickshaw who finds
the shortest route to that address in the least time exactly like the
google map does today.

You can imagine me, a 20 year old, sitting in the back seat of an open
cycle rickshaw wearing a pair of pants, a full sleeve shirt and a neck tie,
sweating profusely in that hot sun. As the rickshaw driver paddled his
tricycle to the nearest bus stop about two kilometers away, he told me,
“Saahab, Muktsar is just 10 km away and there is a bus every 15 minutes
from Ludhiana to Muktsar, some of which will stop in this bus stop”.
Saahab means Sir. Even though I was just doing my job like he is doing
his job, I was feeling super happy to be addressed as Saahab. Small
things in real life for a 20 year old guy, just a few months into his first
ever job. That one Saahab word removed all my sleepiness and
tiredness in no time. My cycle rickshaw reached the bus stop. I paid the
cycle rickshaw man whatever money he asked and I waited for a bus
back to Muktsar at that bus stop all alone for a long time in that wind
less, hot sun, continuing to sweat. There was no one on the roads due
to the severe noon heat.
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A few minutes later a lot many police vehicles were going from Muktsar
to Ludhiana and some ambulances too went past at high speeds, as I
waited for a bus from Ludhiana to Muktsar. No bus came for a long time
from the Ludhiana side, contrary to what the cycle rickshaw man had
told me.

It was more than half an hour before a bus came along but it did not
stop at the bus stop I was waiting. It was a limited stop bus. The next
one was an overcrowded local bus with no window glasses or grills and
people were hanging all over the bus and even on top of the bus. They
say, beggars can't be choosers. I boarded the bus back to Muktsar a
place I had already crossed sleeping. The bus conductor seeing my
pants, full sleeve shirt and neck tie told the locals to make some space
for me. In fact, an old man even offered me his seat, which did not take
considering his age because he needed that seat, more than anyone
else on that bus. The farmers in Punjab were so humble.

I reached Muktsar standing in the bus and pushed around by the locals
whenever the bus driver used the brake, the accelerator and also
whenever someone boarded the bus or wanted to get off the bus. Once
or twice my leather bag went off my hand which the locals were kind
enough to pick up and hand over back to me during this rough 20
minutes bus ride back to Muktsar. Most people who boarded the bus
were smelling of milk. Those days in Punjab, every household had
buffalo and they sold milk for a living. So depending on weather the
person is the owner or worker, he will smell of milk or cow dung.
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I started my work from 11:00 am or so at Muktsar. I had just about
visited a few doctors in a big hospital there in about half an hour and I
was told that curfew has been imposed at Muktsar. I saw people trying
to run back home. I too wanted to catch a bus or a train back home. As
such I was having a bit of fever and now the sun has tired me completely
out of shape. There were police men and police vehicles everywhere. I
had to walk about three kilometers to reach the bus stand as there was
not even a cycle rickshaw on the roads, after they imposed curfew and
all the roads were empty. I walked all alone on the road till I reached a
bus stop, mostly asking the way to the bus stand from Police men
patrolling the road. The Police men too seemed to give me respect,
probably due to the pants, full sleeve shirt and a neck tie I was wearing,
which probably gave me a professional look.

Since there were no buses being allowed to ply on the roads, I went
walking another kilometer to the railway station. I had to wait a few
hours till the evening, when the curfew was finally lifted for a few hours.
Even trains seems to have been affected by the curfew. I took the next
overcrowded train back home to Bhatinda.

The next day news headlines read, "All 15 men who were travelling in
the Muktsar Chandigarh limited stop bus, gunned down near a railway
crossing fifteen kilometers from Muktsar. Women and children were
spared". I thought, this can't be happening. I have missed death by just
five minutes once again thanks to that death bus conductor who was
also one of those who were beheaded in that incident.
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Was it his kindness or arrogance which made him get off the bus that
saved my life? The railway crossing mentioned in the news was just 5
km from where the conductor stopped and threw me out of his bus
unceremoniously. Once again it was God’s grace that he came in the
form of a bus conductor to spare me from that death bus where
everyone including the conductor and driver of that bus I had travelled
were massacred just five minutes after I got down from that death bus.

This death bus was a fully crowded bus, with lot of passengers standing
due to limited seats available in any Indian bus. The conductor had
started selling tickets a little late after leaving Muktsar, because being a
limited stop bus, no one was going to get in or get out of the bus till we
reach the destination, which was a city called Ludhiana an hour or more
later.

I still wonder, had the conductor started his ticket business from the
further end of the bus, will the count of those men who were beheaded
been 15+1 people massacred in the news headlines instead of 15
passenger in that Muktsar to Chandigarh limited stop death bus? I
would also have been beheaded and would not have been writing this
story here today, but for that kind, arrogant bus conductor. This is a true
life story.
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Chapter 13

Lost at Sea in My Helicopter

This is a true life story based on a real incident in which I almost lost my
life, as I was lost at Sea whilst flying in my Seaking helicopter, with no
hope of being able to land on a ship and no fuel to go back to main land
which was at least 300 nautical miles away. I was left with no option, but
to crash land into the sea, or do a controlled ditching of my helicopter
into the water on that dark, moonless and cloudy night, never to be
found again, by any rescue team searching the Sea for me, in those
Shark infested waters of the Bay of Bengal. It is God's Grace, that I came
back out of this real, life threatening incident in one piece and that I am
able to write this true life story for you to read.
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The Seaking Helicopter picture you see on top is the helicopter which I
have flown for over three decades, over the sea, looking out for enemy
ships trying to enter our territorial waters and enemy submarines that
would lurk underwater to sink our ships. During a war, once the
helicopter finds any enemy ship or submarine out at sea, they are as
good as dead and defenseless, against the weapons like missiles and
torpedoes carried on the ship and the helicopter. That fateful day, I was
on board our ship at sea. The ship was sailing independently.

Normally, a naval ship of about a hundred meters in length will carry
about 300 sailors and officers onboard. Add another 30 sailors and a
few officers if the ship can carry a helicopter on its helicopter deck. The
helicopter deck is usually at the back of small ships with one or two
hangars which can house one helicopter each. But an aircraft carrier
can carry dozens of aircraft and may have a huge hangar below which
is capable of housing all those aircraft and the flat top deck acts as an
airport with a runway marked on it. The aircraft are brought up to the
top deck for flying using a huge hydraulic lift capable of lifting the largest
aircraft the carrier ship operates. The small runway can be used to
launch aircraft using a catapult and lands with a hook that engages steel
wire ropes to stop. The flight briefing for a mission was completed at
10:30 pm which is well into the night. The sea was rough and was feeling
sea sick because the ship was rolling to both sides, pitching up and
down and the entire ship was heaving as it was being lifted up and
thrown down by the huge waves.
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When everyone else was preparing to sleep that night, the four of us
were preparing to go for a four hour flying sortie over the sea, in a
complete dark night, starting from midnight till 4 am. We had a Tea in
the wardroom to keep us awake in flight. The Wardroom is a place
normally used in the ship for dining as well as for recreational purposes
like watching TV or playing a game of Chess etc. All Officers are usually
found there when not on watch or duty. After the tea, the four of us,
that is I, my copilot and my two rear cockpit crew, left the wardroom or
the Officer's mess and proceeded towards the helicopter deck
discussing about our mission which will be ZipLip.

In the Navy, ZipLip means that we will not speak a word to the ship from
the helicopter, from time we get airborne until the time we land back on
deck, after 4 hours. We know what to do after getting airborne and
come back to a predefined point over the sea where the ship would also
come back after doing her mission at the same time to allow us to land
on her deck. ZipLip in other words means absolutely no talking at all
with the ship, which also means that, the will talk to the ship only if there
is an emergency in the helicopter requiring us to land immediately or
we are not able to find our ship when we come back for landing at the
pre-decided position, over the sea. Otherwise we don't know where the
ship is and the ship people have no idea where we are flying the
helicopter except that we know what the plan for ship and helicopter
are during that time.
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I went around my helicopter to ensure everything is ok. After that, I went
into the cockpit and strapped up on my seat. I pressed the start button
after doing all the necessary checks and the left engine started up. Then
I checked everything is ok like the engine rpm, oil temperature, oil
pressure and the hydraulics etc. I checked all the controls for full and
free moment to their physical limits, at the same time looking at the
rotor blades of the helicopter outside, through the Perspex window to
see whether they are changing their angles according to the way my
cyclic and collective control levers are being moved.

The cyclic lever is used by the pilot to move the helicopter left, right,
forward, rearward in hover and to increase or decrease speed and turn
left or right when in forward flight. The collective lever is used to take
the helicopter up or down in height. The rudders yaw the aircraft in the
horizontal plane. With these three controls the pilot can fly the
helicopter the way he wants. Then I did my autopilot checks and pressed
the start button of the right engine. This was followed by allowing the
engine to start rotating the main rotors of the helicopter, bringing up
the rotor rpm to 100%. I increased the rpm of the left engine also, to
ensure that both left and right engines are now sharing the rotor load
equally. After doing a few more checks I was ready to pick up my
helicopter from the ship's deck to a hover. The flight signaler also called
as the marshaller on ships, stands in front of the helicopter, to tell the
pilot, when to take off or land.
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The Stop/Go light on the deck turned green from its original red colour
indicating that I can take off when ready. I indicated to the marshaller,
to remove the chocks and lashing which are used to tie down a
helicopter to the ship's deck. The marshallar got them removed and
showed me a green light he had in his hand to indicate that my
helicopter is free and can take off now.

I, once again ensured everything is ok inside my helicopter cockpit and
pulled my Collective lever slowly to bring the helicopter to a hover on
the deck. At hover I did a final check of engine, rotors, autopilot and all
other parameters are fine and took off to the port or left side of the ship
as winds were coming from that side. All aircraft and helicopters always
take off into the wind direction. We flew off in our helicopter into
complete darkness past midnight, with no moon and the sky completely
cloudy over the sea. It is a very scary situation as a pilot can get
disoriented and crash an aircraft for no reason.

Most pilots don't want to fly in dark nights as they are scared of
disorientation caused crashes. Disorientation can happen to any pilot
irrespective of his flying experience. We completed our four hour
mission and returned back to the place where we had expected our ship
to be at that time, to let us land on her deck. We were left with a 30
minutes mandatory reserve fuel, which is not to be used normally for
safety reasons plus another 15 minutes fuel to fly around, find our ship
and make a safe landing.
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Our GPS or Global Positioning System equipment indicated that we
were at the pre-decided position over the sea. But we could not find our
ship anywhere up to 30 nautical miles. Where are we going to land? But
we patiently waited for a while there. If the ship was around, we should
have seen its red and green port and starboard or left and right
navigation lights and its yellow mast head light if she was sailing towards
us or only its tail light and its mast head light if she was going away from
us. We circled in the same position looking for our ship's lights. Nothing
was visual at 1000 feet height we flew at. This was something I was not
prepared for and had not expected to happen.

We searched for 10 minutes without results. There was five minutes to
go before we start consuming our 30 minutes mandatory reserve fuel
also. Now we were becoming restless and continued to strain our eyes
into the darkness outside, trying desperately to find even a single light
anywhere around.

I was left with only a total fuel which may keep my helicopter airborne
for another 20 minutes maximum, after which one by one both the
engines will fail and we will crash into water. We continued to circle in
the same place for another 10 minutes and still no sign of our ship. What
will happen after our fuel finishes in about 15 minutes? The four of us
discussed and decided to prepare for a controlled ditching or landing
our helicopter in water before both her engines failed on their own due
to fuel starvation.
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In a controlled ditching, I will have to bring the helicopter into a hover
very low over water and allow my two rear cockpit crew to open the rear
door and jump out of the helicopter into water first, followed by my
copilot. Then, I have to move my helicopter about 20 meters away from
them, land my helicopter on water and shut down the engines. Once
the helicopter rotor blades stop rotating, I will have to get out of the
helicopter myself through the small window and swim away before the
helicopter starts sinking or topples over due to the huge waves, if I am
lucky.

In case, if it is an uncontrolled ditching where the helicopter crashes on
water on its own and starts sinking, then we all will have to wait till the
rotors stop rotating due to hitting the rotor blades hitting water. Then,
we will have to unstrap our seat belts and swim out through our
individual small windows, which is a difficult procedure, especially when
the aircraft is sinking and we are holding our breath under water. And
at night there is no way to know which way is up once you are
disoriented under water. People have swam to deeper waters after
ditching at night thinking that is the way up, lost breath control and took
water into their lungs. That is the procedure.

But will we all be able to do this procedure, in a dark night, when we are
not even sure if the helicopter is vertical or upside down inside water,
despite all our training in the swimming pool back home, is a million
dollar question.
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That is when I decided to break ZipLip as now we were facing a very
grave emergency to our own life in a perfectly working helicopter, only
because the ship did not turn up in the position where she was
supposed to be at that time and our helicopter did not have adequate
fuel to keep us airborne for any long time. It is a land now or crash into
the sea.

Finally, I pressed the radio button and give a call to the ship, asking the
ship for its position and telling the ship's crew, that I have been circling
in the pre-decided position for over half an hour. No reply came. So, I
transmitted my message once again. Two minute later I heard the voice
of the Navigating Officer of the ship saying, "We can't tell you the ship's
position, but we are coming towards you at full speed. Don't worry". I
felt like laughing at him even when we were losing hope of seeing the
sun rise a couple of hours later. In a ship, full speed means maximum
50 kmph. They did not even tell us if they were holding us on their Radar.
I asked them again, with respect to me which direction is the ship, so
that I can also fly towards the ship. But no reply came from ship and we
continued to circle losing both time and hope.

The fuel low level warning was now on for the past five minutes, as the
communication was going on. There was enough panic already in the
cockpit and we were preparing for landing on water in a dark night
which was more of a gambling with our own life than any science
involved.
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So, the fuel low warning light was adding more panic inside our
helicopter in this dark, moonless and cloud overcast night over the sea
with no ship or shore within sight to land on. I didn't want to fly that
aircraft any more. I wished I had not taken off that night. I announced
to my crew, "Now that our ship probably knows where we are, I am
going to climb to 4000 feet height and I will switch off left engine to
conserve fuel. Even if the right engine fails at 4000 feet, we will have
adequate gliding time to start the left engine before we hit water."

All three crew agreed with my decision, because by putting one engine
off, we will spend less fuel and the 10 minutes fuel for two engines might
last us for up to 13 minutes with only a single engine running, which is
enough to keep us flying, as the helicopter was at least 4000 lbs lighter
after burning four hours fuel on board than the helicopter weight we
took off with. I started a gentle climb and transmitted a message which
I thought would be my last in this life, "XXXX this us YYYY, We have nine
minutes absolute endurance to remain airborne before we crash.
Intend climbing to 4000 feet and shut down one engine to extend
endurance to about 12 minutes from now. LOST AT SEA!"

A few seconds later, I heard a familiar voice on the radio, "Mats, all lights
on, Diwali onboard. Look north." It was the voice of my Squadron
Commander, who must have been much more tense, at the thought of
losing his helicopter and crew sitting on the ship, than the four of us in
air flying a helicopter about to crash in a few minutes.
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I immediately turned my helicopter towards northerly direction and
started looking out for Diwali my Squadron Commander mentioned.
Diwali in India is a festival of lights. All houses and streets are heavily it
up in the night of Diwali festival. My Squadron Commander must have
meant that all the external lights of the ship have been switched on for
us to see the position of the ship and start flying towards her, as ZipLip
prevents transmission of ship's position.

In the Navy we don't break rules, come whatever may. Unfortunately,
all these two dozen red, green and amber lights including the 'Do Not
Land' flashing red light are all fitted on the helicopter deck which is at
the rear end of the ship and will not visible to us when she is heading
towards us. I felt like laughing out aloud once again at my luck. I stopped
the climb and put my helicopter into a shallow descent towards the
earth and headed for the North Pole, to save fuel. Just then, on the
horizon, I saw a faint light. It was my ship coming towards my helicopter
at her full speed of 50 kmph.

After landing I quickly switched off the engines before the engines
decided to flameout on their own due to fuel finishing off. As the
helicopter engines were shutting down, I looked at my fuel gauges. The
forward fuel tank showed zero fuel left, the aft fuel tank showed zero
fuel left and the center fuel tank also read zero fuel left. With all three
fuel gauges reading zero, I may have been flying with just the fuel left in
the fuel lines between the fuel tank and engines.
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As I hit my bed after going through this beautiful incident at 5:00 am,
the ship's crew were waking up in the morning, as the quartermaster
was announcing with his pipe "Hands Call" on the ship's broadcast
system, as I slowly slipped into a slumber after a long and a blissful
helicopter flight which I will never forget in my life. This is a true life
story.
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Chapter 14

The Killer Bees

T

he Killer Bees Story is a true life incident in which, I could have lost
my life. I was still in school, in twelfth standard sometime in 1982.

We were staying in a place called Ambala Cantonment. On weekends
there used to be a Hindi language movie screened on an old 20 inch TV
in a small Office room by the Army unit Commanding Officer for all
personnel other than Officers. The room had a couple of chairs and a
dozen long wooden benches. The movie is screened only once, so I and
my two brothers would force our parents to come along because
without parents, the Army guard won’t let us get into the Office area.
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We actually used to look forward to see the movie every weekend. My
father had only one bicycle as a transport. But the Army would send
their one tonner vehicle to pick up families. And there were only three
families who would go for these movies because only these three had
grown up children who would pester them for the 20 inch movie. So,
every weekend there would be eight kids and six parents who would
watch the Hindi movie in the Army Office which had a TV. The parents
sit on chairs and we used to pile up benches one on top of the other
and sit high up and watch the movies. This story is not about the
weekend movies, but about a killer bee hive which I used to see about
50 yards away from the road from army gate to the movie screening
office. The hive was about 2 meters long and almost touched ground.

I have seen people extract honey from these killer bee hives on trees
enroute to my school. I have stood there watching them use a small fire
which is more smoke than fire and then remove the bees with their bare
hands. Once exposed the thick part of the bee hive closer to the tree
trunk it was hanging was full of honey. I have seen these people get
almost three bucket full of honey from a single large bee hive like the
one I was seeing. Seeing them do it, I have also tried this with some
small bee hives in bushes just the size of a small coconut. I have got
stung by a couple of bees as well. A sting from these small bee variety
is too painful for almost two to three hours and the part body where the
bee stings, will swell up and you can feel the heat below your skin even
without touching it.
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I was once stung by a small bee in the area between my eyes and when
I looked into the mirror, the swelling there made me look so ugly in
addition to the severe pain. The pain subsides, but the swelling takes
about two days to go. The problem was going out of the house when
people start staring at my bee stung, ugly non-human face. And in
school I was the center of attraction and got to learn quite a lot of new
abusive words the next day.

Notwithstanding all that experience I wanted to extract honey from this
super large killer bee hive. Each bee in this hive was almost an inch in
length. But the lure of forest honey and that too three bucket full was
something I could not take my mind off from. Imagine having honey on
bread for the next few months for breakfast. My decision was final. I
hardly saw the movie on the TV screen. Everyone else was enjoying the
movie and the dance numbers. But I was in a honey bee world dreaming
about the three buckets of pure natural honey I am going to take home.
My mother is going to be super thrilled. But I was not going to tell the
secret right now.

After we reached back home, my parents went on the bicycle for doing
the weekly marketing. The market was about five kilometers away and
they are not going to be home for the next two hours. Enough and more
time for me to accomplish my job. I washed the three buckets in our
bathroom with soap and water. Then, I took a three foot long stick and
tied up a small piece of waste cloth. I took a matchbox and started on
my “Mission Honey”.
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At that moment of happiness and enthusiasm, I never knew that my
Mission Honey is going to be a success or a failure. I thought I knew
everything as I have seen people extract honey from large killer bee
hives on trees and I have myself done this a couple of times on small
bush bee hives.

I walked a bit cautiously so that no one who knows my father sees me
and ask me what I am going for and I was sure once I tell them, they
most likely will stop me from accomplishing my mission Honey before
it even started. I used the jungle track instead of the road. That being
the month of January, it was too cold and I was wearing a full pants and
a pink sweater. I purposely did not take my gloves because with gloves
on, lighting the match stick would have been difficult.

Bees are naturally very calm beings. But if they find their hive is under
attack or threat, they all become warriors and will sting anything, be it a
wasp, a human, an animal or even an elephant. The bees have a tank
full of venom at their rear part. The read end of this venom tank is
shaped like spike. When the bee hive is disturbed and the bees go into
the fighting mode, they select the target and fly towards it with both
their head and their rear end with the venom tank spike forward. When
the bee contacts the enemy body, the venom sack spike goes into the
flesh of the victim and detaches. Once the venom sack detaches from
the bee, the bee actually dies off in a few hours. Probably it is of no use
to the bee colony without its venom sack. It is a onetime use venom
sack, which does not regrow. So the bee dies.
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Now even if it knows it will die after stinging its victim, these bees attack
and sacrifice their own individual life, so that the rest of the hive
individuals and their queen, live and thrive. Their brains run like a well
written software application. Thinking is not involved in their action. I
somehow managed to reach the spot bypassing the army gate through
the jungle route and finally slipping through the barbed wire fence, I
walked confidently towards this super large killer bee hive. I have
experience of stealing honey, from small bush bee hive a couple of
times. But never had any experience of doing the same from Killer bee
hive. Yes I have seen it being done once and that gave me the
confidence to pull it off.

As I approached the bee hive and reached about three feet from it, I
realized its real size. This killer bee hive hanging from a low branch of a
small stout tree growing at an angle of about 45 degrees from ground,
starts almost from the ground with just about 10 cm clearance from the
grass below and was about 3 meter long, about 30 cm thick and hung
about 50 cm all along its length. Instead of understand the danger I was
going to be in, I was feeling sad that I have carried only three 10 liter
buckets with me and this super huge killer bee hive must be having over
half a quintal honey in it judging by the sheer size of the bee hive. I
looked around. No one can see me from the army gate or from office.
And being a Sunday, no one was on the roads either. I kept my buckets
on the grass just 3 feet away from that huge killer bee hive, took out the
match box and without wasting any time lighted up the cloth tied on the
stick I was carrying.
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I was smiling to myself. Today, I am going to make my parents proud.
My first true earning. So what it is honey, it is Rupees 10 a kg. So 30 kg
would mean Rupees 300. My father’s pay those days was around
Rupees 600. Imagine earning half a month’s pay in just ten minutes and
that too on a Sunday. I was thrilled and rearing to go. There was a
problem. Being post lunch hours, there were winds and the match stick
would blow out before the cloth could catch fire. I had almost exhausted
the match sticks and my patience as well. Somehow I managed to make
the cloth smoke. That is when I made that big mistake.

Instead of letting the cloth catch fire and burn a little to make enough
smoke and fire, I took it near that killer bee hive too early to that bee
hive which was two times my body size. The few million, one inch long
killer bees who were kind enough to ignore me till now, despite my
presence just a meter away from their hive, were now super angry. The
Bee-in-Charge sent out a very small platoon of about a 100 bees with
their venom spikes pointing, at me, flying at supersonic speeds. I had
never seen, so I never expect this kind of rude uncivilized behavior from
this seemingly calm bee hive.

The very first sting was right in between my eyes and it was so painful,
that I threw the smoking stick, tumbled over my three metallic army
issued buckets, rolled over the ground in pain and tried to run in some
vague direction as I was almost blind with pain and my hands trying to
rub the area of sting.
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What I did not realize is that the remaining 99 Killer bees had also
landed their venom sacks on me. Due to my long unruly hair on my
head, my short baby beard, the thick woolen pink sweater which I was
wearing, my woolen pants and shoes had nullified about 95 out of the
100 stings. Now what I did not understand is that there were one or two
people on the road on which I was running. But these bees did not sting
any of them. They were actually laughing away holding their stomach
when I was wriggling in the bee sting pain and trying to dodge the
repeated attacks of the bees who kept following me, where ever I ran.

In fact, the bees were attacking so relentlessly as if they were waiting to
take revenge on me for some family feud or some regular harm, I might
have been doing for years to them. Who was to tell them that this is the
first ever time I tried to steal honey from them. Finally, to avoid the bee
attack, I ran into the MI Room or the Army Medical Inspection room
normally used for first aid.

The Medical Assistant there helped me to remove all the venom bags of
the killer bees. The venom sacks were still twitching as if they were alive.
I was told by the Medical Assistant that they keep doing this pumping
action for about five minutes to ensure that the entire venom in the sack
is injected into the victim’s blood. He removed almost all the bee stings
from my face neck and hands. I stayed inside the MI Room for about
half an hour. There were people walking outside the MI Room and there
were a few killer bees also patrolling outside the doors of the MI Room.
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I thought by now the bees might have forgotten about me and may be
flying around just like that. So mustered some courage and walked out
of the MI Room. I got stung by a Killer bee even before I had walked ten
steps outside the MI Room. I ran back into the MI Room once again. I
left the MI Room only after sunset ensuring that there are no bees at all
flying near the MI Room which is about 200 yards away from the Killer
bee hive. As I walked back home I saw people looking at me with some
sort of surprised look. I could feel ripples go up and down my cheeks
and forehead with each step I took. I reached home and my mother was
in tears. I didn’t quite understand why she was crying.

I went to the bathroom to take a bath in some hot water. I looked into
the bathroom mirror. I could hardly recognize myself. I face looked like
an elephant face all swollen up. The area between my eyes and
forehead were so badly swollen up that it looked as if I had squint eyes.
The skin on my cheeks were so badly stretched by the swelling that I
could see all the veins carrying blood in them. A pin prick could have
burst my cheeks like a balloon. Then my mother came there and told
me not to take bath in that condition.

I had already started getting fever and by mid-night I was having 104
degree Fahrenheit temperature. My mother was using some cold water
on my body. I probably passed out and came back next evening after
about 24 hours. I found myself in the hospital. It took four full days from
the time the first Killer bee had stung me.
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The doctors were puzzled why my fever did not go away. So they
probably removed my dress and found that one venom bag was still
attached to the inner side of my right arm of my sweater. Every time I
walked and the sweater touched the main body, the venom bag would
pierce my arm and put a small doze of the venom. This was going on
even when I rolled on my bed. Only after they removed my sweater did
they see that venom sack. I wonder what would have happened if the
whole killer bee hive of a million plus bees had decided to attack me
which is what the bees normally do, instead of the mere hundred bees
which attacked. This is a true life story.
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Chapter 15

Pal Amma My Grandma

M

y grandma was born sometime in 1900 as I guess from what my
father and uncles had told me. She was married at when she was

just12 years old. In those days, people never went to school. They
believed that children are God’s gift and a girl child is a burden. I started
seeing my Grandma at an age of four onwards, when I was left behind
by my father at my Grandma’s care so that I can pursue my advanced
studies after my pre schooling and nursery school studies, starting from
Class One. From my experience, my grandma even though born as a girl
child would not have been a burden to her parents in any way.
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My Grandma was the boss of the house. My grandpa had passed away
very long ago. I have seen her take charge of the entire house where all
her three boys, their wife’s and kids and grandkids stayed in one small
house along with half a dozen of cows, goats, ducks and hen each. She
used to work the whole day. I had never seen her rest. She is either
working herself or making the rest of the gang work. She was the head
cook as well in the house.

My grandma is said to have given birth to her first child at an age of 13
years, but the baby was still born. She then gave birth to three boys and
two girls alternately in between the three boys. My father happens to
be youngest who is now past 80 years of age. His eldest brother was a
huge 20 years older than him. Just imagine. All his two brothers and two
sisters plus the still born are long gone. Out of the half a dozen born to
my Grandma, my father still survives past 80 which the other five could
not achieve.

Probably God wants my children and probably my grandchildren to see
know him and know him well. I don’t know he is lucky to see his great
grand kids or my grandkids who are yet to be born, will be the lucky
ones when they will see each other someday.

I was not the only kid of my age. But, I was the only boy in that house.
In Kerala, the sex ratio was 1084 girls for every 1000 boys compared to
the sex ration of India being 940 girls for every 1000 boys. I have seen
many a house where the women are old, but were never married off.
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Males were short in Kerala. In Kerala often the Women are the head of
the house. Those days women were powerful. Today, the scene is
different. Women don’t enjoy the power they had half a century back.
No wonder my Grandma was the boss of the house and rest everyone
would take her every word like an order. Grandma used to be working
with everyone, without tiring out, throughout the day and often more
than the rest of them probably to set examples and that is what
probably gave her the power to control them.

She had immense love for me and it was visual to every other child in
the house. One of the ways she used to show her love was by giving me
goat milk which was considered much better than cow milk. The
quantity of goat milk from our six goats was just a couple of liters
compared to the five gallons four six cows used to give. So there was a
fight for the goat milk. But I hated even the smell of raw goat milk even
thought I used to be in love with all our goats, cows, ducks and hen, all
of whom recognized me when I call them by their individual names.

Grandma wanted me to drink fresh raw goat milk early in the morning.
It was her way showering love on me. So she will call me to a corner and
give me a huge copper tumbler full of fresh frothing goat milk and go
away. The moment Grandma is out of sight I would run to the pit where
all the waste water flows into. First I would put the brass tumbler to my
mouth to get the froth stick to my upper lips like my white mustache
and then pour the entire tumbler of goat milk into the pit. I would then
return the tumbler back to my Grandma after some time.
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This went on for a long time till she found out and I had to develop a
taste for goat milk. Even today, I hate the smell of raw goat milk. The
next dose of her love would come between 10:00 am to 11:00 am when
she would wait for everyone to go away. She will call me to the same
corner of the house and slip a nice shining boiled egg telling me to eat
it up before any one sees. I used to wait for Grandma to go away, run to
the cow dung depositing pit and throw the boiled egg with all my force
so that the egg vanishes inside the fresh cow dung. This became an
everyday affair. I don’t remember how many boiled eggs had I shot into
the cow dung pit till I got caught a few weeks later, when they were
clearing the cow dung pit which was almost full. There came dozens of
boiled eggs in various stages of decomposition. Grandma was called in
by the laborer who was clearing the pit and shown those boiled eggs.
Grandma did not even look at me. I think I saw tears in her eyes. But the
boiled eggs never stopped. She would keep one boiled egg on the table
with orders that it is meant for me. I was not left with any choice
because the house was always buzzing with people and I could never
reach the cow dung pit. Slowly over a few weeks, I actually developed a
taste for boiled eggs in a couple of days and I actually relish boiled eggs
even today.

We had some paddy fields where we all used to work. The paddy grew
those days in knee deep water unlike today when new hybrid varieties
of paddy grows on dry land. So we had to wait for the monsoon rains to
start for the water to fill up in the paddy fields for the paddy to grow.
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The monsoon starts on a certain date my Grandma would predict. It
rains continuously for about 10 days with short half an hour to one hour
break throughout day and night. Our 20 meter deep dry well will start
getting springs of water flowing into it on the fourth day of the monsoon
rainfall. The next day the ponds and the paddy fields are full of water,
fish and snakes coming out of the numerous ponds along the paddy
fields. It was rainy fun because all our schools are also closed for those
ten days of monsoon rains. Eat, drink, play, sleep and nothing else for
us for those wet days.

It was not that my Grandma was only showering love on me. She had
some business propositions also for me. Since she was rearing Cows
and Goats, she used to milk the goats and cows twice a day and go
round the entire township distributing pure unaltered milk. She was
also called PalAmma. Pal in the language Malayalam means Milk and
Amma in Malayalam language means Mother. Basically she was known
to everyone in the town as PalAmma or Milk Mother. It was only after
she passed away and when I grew up I came to know she had a real
name too called, Sarah. The name befitted her more than PalAmma. But
the name PalAmma was to stay because she was known to the entire
country side and if there were to be an election, I am sure she would
have become the Chairman of our Municipality those days. Now my
problem was that whenever it is school holidays, she would order me to
carry milk to all the households she delivers milk.
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I did not have any problem doing the Milk delivery job. My problem was
that I was in Second grade in the school. And the milk has to be delivered
twice daily on all Saturdays and Sundays to the houses she goes
delivering milk. In a few of these houses stayed my class mates. I was a
very shy child and was always scared that my class mates will name me
Milk Boy in school. So what I used to do was to keep the milk container
in front of the house, bang on the door and hide on the side of the
house, if it is a class mate’s house.

This trick worked many times, but curious mothers would come looking
for PalAmma and used to find me hiding from them. Most of my class
mates knew that my parents were away and that I am staying with my
Grandma’s joint family. So they would take pity on me and give me a
kiss on my cheek, some class mate’s mother would wash the milk can
and put something edible into it, some mothers would put some ripe
mangoes or some fruit into the milk can.

This became a routine and I started loving this milk delivery job and
would look forward to Saturdays and Sundays. More than the kisses and
hugs, it was the edibles which I used to look forward to. I could eat it
myself and share it with my friends too. I did not have to go back and
give any account of what was in the milk cans. Often my Granma would
give a five paise with which I could buy a few toffee those days from the
local shops. After all, Milk Delivery was such a lucrative job.
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One day as I was playing, I saw my Grandma falling to one side.
Someone nearby held her and put her on the bed. She was hit by
paralysis of the left side of her entire body including her face. She was
in bed for long three years unable to move. Only her right hand would
move and could hardly speak anything other than make some noise. I
was her two hands. I somehow could make out what she wants by just
looking at her face and reading what her lips were trying to convey. But
when my distant cousins come home in holidays they would fool her by
saying they have sugar with them. When Grandma opens her mouth
partially what they put into it was rock salt. She did not have the
capability to even spit it out due to paralysis. I could do nothing because
all my cousins were older than me by many years.

Finally, my father came back home on leave. By then I was ten years old.
My father had come with my mother and two brothers. After two weeks
we were all supposed to be going with my father to the new place he
has got a transfer. After my Grandma got bedridden, I was without a
mother in that house. I was growing up like an orphan. I was told that
was the reason to take me along with him even through the plan was to
keep me with my Grandma where our entire joint family except my own
family lived, till I passed my tenth grade at an age of 15 years. My father
went to my school and took my Transfer Certificate. It was three more
days of fun left for me before I go with my parents to North India. That
is when it happened.
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I was called back that afternoon back home. When I came in I saw my
father using a spoon made of a Jack Fruit Tree Leaf which is a disposable
spoon we all used every day at breakfast, lunch and dinner time. As I
stood there watching, my Grandma gulped the first spoon of water. She
looked pale and motionless. There was no smile on her lips and her face
did not light up as it does whenever I go near her. My father poured the
second leaf spoon of water in to Grandma’s mouth. But, this time the
water stayed in her mouth. That is when my father closed her eyes with
his hands. My mother wiper her face and immediately broke down. The
whole house was in mourning. My Grandma was gone. The Milk Mother
of Kunnamkulam, my home town was no more.

Her body lay still. I too cried. Even now as I write this true story, my eyes
welled up once, as I was seeing my Grandma once again after 48 long
years once again. She was a beautiful lady even in her 75th year of life
when she died. The photo you saw on top of this true life story was a
portrait an artist had made when she was just 72 years old because
there were no photo cameras or photo studios those days. Even at 72
she looks graceful. This photo is what keeps my Grandma alive in my
heart and my eyes. My Grandma is the most famous person I have ever
been associated with in my entire life. She never realized her power. She
never knew how famous she was. But she lived like a Queen and
behaved like a General of the Army who could control over 30 plus
individuals of all ages in the house with ease. Her word was law even to
her 60 year old son.
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And I was the only person who she never gave any orders. She would
only talk with love to me. I was her six year old grandson. The photo you
saw on top of this true life story was a portrait an artist had made when
she was just 72 years old because there were no photo cameras or
photo studios those days. Even at 72 she looks graceful. This photo is
what keeps my Grandma alive in my heart and my eyes even though
she passed away almost half a century ago. This is a true life story.
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Chapter 16

I Drove a Passenger Train

T

his is a true life story about how I drove a steam engine locomotive
passenger train from one station to another, about 18 km away.

Those days I was in a small place called Ramanathapuram in the state
of Tamilnadu, in India. We stayed in a hired house in a small village
called Uchippuli, about 25 km west of Ramanathapuram. Tamilnadu as
such, is a sandy barren place with Palm trees scattered all over. Tamil
Nadu receives rain only in November and December, when retreating
monsoon brings in some clouds. So as far as the eyes can see, it's all
sandy plain with thorny bushes and Palm trees spotting the landscape.
Being close to the sea, the groundwater level is fairly high and does not
deplete. So whatever little agriculture happens in Tamil Nadu is due to
the bore wells dug into the earth.
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People of Tamil Nadu, especially the poor fishing folk, are very simple
people, who only know how to love. They are so nice even to visitors like
us who despite being from South India, cannot speak Tamil language.
All the South Indian languages namely Malayalam, Kannada and Telugu
came from the mother of all languages called Sanskrit. So if you speak
any one of these south Indian languages, then you should be able to
understand a little bit of the other three. Tamil is probably older than
Sanskrit language and therefore did not develop its alphabets
completely when compared to other Indian languages.

Yet, Tamil speaking people are so ingenious, that despite this alphabetic
handicap, they could use the Tamil language to communicate much
better than people speaking the other Indian languages. It is known that
movies made in Tamil beats most other language movies. This can be
established by the fact that a few Tamil movies were nominated for
Oscar in the past few years. Also, out of all the South Indian languages,
the most beautiful songs and lyrics are produced in Tamil language. I
think Tamil songs are far richer in lyrics and tune as well as orchestra
than any other language. No wonder, the world renowned music
maestro named Mr Ilayaraja is from Tamil Nadu and he mostly
composes music in Tamil language. I have seen in TV, how musicians
from other countries come down to Chennai, the Capital of Tamil Nadu
called Madras before getting renamed as Chennai, to create fusion
music and learn from this great music guru of all times. Mr Ilayraja is a
very small dark pleasant personality. But don’t be fooled by his figure.
He is too large a figure in the Music world, a living Legend.
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Our working hours are over by about 2:00 pm. Thereafter, the two of us
would sleep for an hour post lunch, after which we just would start
watching movies till midnight. This true story was happening sometime
in 1990 when there were no mobile phones. Those days we used to
watch movies on video cassette players using video tapes. We used to
rent half a dozen videotapes once in a week and watch it over and over
so many times, that we literally memorized every scene and every
dialogue in each and every movie, of each and every actor in all the
movies.

Work, eta, watch movies and sleep were the only things we were doing
every day and we got totally fed up of this monotonous routine. So we
started going for a walk about two hours in the evening aimlessly
wandering more than ten kilometers around the countryside. It was fun
for a few days but, we were getting bored again. So, we started going
along all small footpaths in between the fisher folk’s houses. The
fisherman families lived in small thatched huts. The huts were made of
thatched coconut and palm leaf walls and roofs. Even the door was
made of thatched coconut leaves or some other type of palm leaves.

Whenever we stop to talk to them, we blurted out in our own local
language in Tamil tune. This was because we could neither speak nor
understand Tamil which is fairly different from our mother tongue
which was Malayalam Language, spoken in the neighboring state of
Kerala where the two of us belonged.
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The fishing folks would ask us questions in Tamil Language which the
two of us could not understand and what we replied the fishing folks
families in Malayalam Language, they did not understand. This would
go on with every fishing family we met as we went past their huts. But
one common thing every fisher woman told us, was to come inside their
thatched hut for Shaapaad. Shaapaad in Tamil means food. These
fishing folks did not have enough to feed their own children and here
they were inviting us into their hut offering us whatever food they had
at home. The two of us never went inside those huts into which we
could as such see without using any X-Ray machine because the braided
palm leaf walls had so many holes that we could see what is inside with
our naked eyes. We did not enter their huts because we did not want to
eat into the meagre food supplies they had, which was grossly
insufficient for their own family. But the hospitality showed by each and
every Tamil fishing folk family was amazing. They actually wanted the
two of us to come into their hut and have Shaapaad. Their invitation was
genuine.

In a week's time we got bored of this fishing village walking too. Then
the two of us decided to walk along the railway line till the next railway
station called Mandapam, which is almost 18 km away and take a bus
back home. As we walked along the railway tracks the evening train
pulled by a steam engine would pass by. When the steam engine
locomotive came, we would get off the track and wave frantically at
everyone in the train starting from the steam engine driver or pilot.
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After about four days of walking along the railway tracks and we were
bored and tired of walking 18 kilometers daily. It was really tiring and it
would be almost dinner time when we reach back. The thought of
walking 18 km was preventing us from getting out of the house for the
next few evenings. We would rather sit at home and watch the same
movies we had already seen a dozen times.

That is when I got another idea, to board the train from Uchippuli and
get down at the next station and walk back home so that we don’t have
to wait for the crowded bus back home. So the next day onwards we
would go wait at the Uchippuli railway station for the steam engine
locomotive to come, board in any compartment almost all of which
were empty on week days, because after another 35 km, the steam
engine locomotive ends its journey at a Hindu religious pilgrimage place
called Rameshwaram.
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From Rameshwaram this passenger train will revert back the next
morning along the same route with a different name and train number.
Pilgrims go to Rameshwaram normally on Saturday and Sunday. On the
second day we decided to befriend the steam engine pilot whom we
have been waving at, while walking along the track a few days back. Like
any other Tamil speaking people, the steam engine pilot was also very
friendly and down to earth natured. For the next two days, we were
travelling in the steam engine pilot cabin to the next station and walking
back home by night covered in black coal dust. Once again boredom
started and we thought of dropping the travel in steam engine.

One reason was that the steam engine driver cabin was unusually hot
because of the coal burning furnace and we use to sweat like pigs. Not
only that, from the second day onwards the old steam engine pilot even
made us put some coal into the steam engine furnace making his
assistant in the cabin to sit idle and smoke cigarette. And that is
something we did not like at all. When we objected, he said that he will
stop the train and throw us out. We said, don’t you worry old friend,
before you start moving we would have boarded the passenger coach
behind the engine. So don’t threaten us. He would just smile. He was
just joking. This locomotive steam engine pilot had actually started liking
us boarding the driver cabin. Being a loco pilot, he has to run this train
twice in 24 hours between Madurai railway station and Rameshwaram
railway stations for a distance of about 170 km, taking a little over three
hours one way.
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He belonged to Madurai and this was probably his last assignment
before his retirement that year. But putting coal into the steam engine
furnace was too tiring in that sweaty hot cabin and we were completely
black with coal dust on our body and our clothes. The two of us came
home and discussed the behavior of the steam engine pilot who made
us work for him for travelling without ticket in the steam engine
locomotive that day. Once again I had a new idea. Why not help him put
coal into the furnace a few more days and coax the steam engine
locomotive pilot to allow each of us to drive the steam engine
locomotive passenger train from one station to the next. Although it
looked impossible a goal to achieve, we decided to give a try.

We boarded the steam engine locomotive once again the next day and
voluntarily started helping the pilot put coal into the furnace. Yes it is
hard manual labor. It didn’t matter to us now, because we had an aim
in mind. Even otherwise if one just stands in the loco pilot cabin, one
will start sweating profusely and get coated with coal dust. So it just did
not matter whether we helped him or not. We did this trick of helping
the loco pilot for about three days boarding the loco cabin at Uchippuli
and getting down at the next railway station called Mandapam, 18
kilometers west of our hired house and walking back all the way. Since
we were eager to drive the locomotive at least once between any two
stations, walking back 18 kilometers no more felt like a long distance
anymore. In fact, we both were eager and looking forward to it.
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For the next seven days the two of us kept boarding the pilot cabin of
the steam engine. I would put coal into the steam engine furnace at
least once during the 30 minute ride, getting fully covered from face to
ankles in black coal dust and after alighting at Mandapam railway
station, walked back 18 kilometers all the way back home looking much
blacker than pure African people, walking along the unlighted railway
tracks, at night. I mustered enough courage on the eighth day and told
the old man loco pilot that I was not helping him for free. I expected him
to teacher the two of us how to pilot the steam engine of the locomotive
train and finally allow us to drive his steam engine train between
Uchippuli and Mandapam railway stations. Amazingly the old man
agreed, despite his assistant who has been working with him for over a
decade and yet was never allowed to drive the train by himself.

There is another reason why the old loco pilot agreed. Where we work,
we have our breakfast, lunch and dinner next to the railway track in an
open hut. The railway track runs along our boundary fencing just twenty
yards away. Our kitchen was an old abandoned railway hut. We have
been waving at all trains whenever they pass by, during our meals time.
Most people in the train and the loco pilots also wave back at us. When
we met this old man loco pilot a few weeks ago, the first question he
asked us was really funny. He asked if our job was to keep eating the
whole day, because whenever he saw us it was meals time and we were
sitting in the small open air thatched roof dining hall. So he knew we are
from the Navy and we can be trusted. We too never imagined that we
will be befriending this old loco pilot.
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This steam engine locomotive passenger train starts from Madurai
railway station which is about 140 km from Uchippuli railway station
and goes all the way till Rameshwaram, which is around 35 kilometers
from Uchippuli. The train runs just two trips in 24 hours between
Rameshwaram which is famous
for the Sun temple, and Madurai,
which is famous for Meenakshi
temple, completing about 175
kilometers

one

way.

The

Meenakshi temple in Madurai is
famous for its “Musical Pillars”.
The singing stones are nothing
but a few pillars carved from a
single solid granite stone, which
when hit with a wooden stick
makes sound. Each set of these
singing stones have got seven
granite rock carved like hanging
pillars, each giving out the sound
of one of the 7 music notes. You
have to see and hear it to believe it. I had also visited Meenakshi temple
and tested the singing stones with a wooden stick. They actually make
sound like music notes by just a small tap of the stick on granite pillars.
It was like magic to me. I understand that such musical stone pillars exist
in many other temples throughout the Indian peninsula.
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The Sun temple in Rameshwaram is where most old Hindus go to
worship. It is known to have 18 Wells inside the temple. All the eighteen
Wells inside the temple dug along the inner corridors, never dry up and
all of them contains sweet
water

and

not

sea

water,

despite the ocean located just
50 meters

away from the

temple. The pilgrims run from
one well to the other, pouring
at least one bucket of water
over their head and body from
each of the 18 Wells. I could
never believe it is sweet water.
So, one day I visited the Sun
temple in Rameshwaram and
tasted the water in all the 18 Wells. I would not have believed this at all,
had I not tasted these well waters that day, because I found all of them
to have potable sweet water in them. This is nothing less than a miracle.

Even in my wildest dream I would have never thought that the old man
loco pilot would agree to let us drive his steam engine locomotive. I
thought rules do not permit that. Probably, those days the regulations
were not as hard and fast as it is today. And on a railway track to
Rameshwaram, only people on pilgrimage travel in this train, due to
which even train ticket examiners don’t board it to check tickets. So,
there is no way the railways would come to know, if I drive this train.
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The next day the old man started teaching the two of us how to drive
the locomotive steam engine. He did not teach us anything more than
what is required to start the train moving, how to control the speed of
the train and then how to break and bring the steam engine train to a
stop by reversing the steam into the engine cylinders. He also taught us
how to pull a cord tied across the cabin, that can be pulled standing
anywhere inside the engine driver cabin, to sound the typical steam
engine whistling sound made by using the high pressure steam, which I
have been hearing right from my childhood days and something which
I have always felt to be soothing. I have always loved hearing the steam
train engine whistle. Even in our school days the text book used the
same steam engine whistling sound amplitude, increasing and then
decreasing, as felt by an observer on ground, to teach the Doppler
Effect.

But the old loco pilot placed a funny demand. He said the next day he
will let both of us drive that locomotive from Uchippuli station to
Mandapam and from there to the Rameshwaram railway station, so
that both of us can get a firsthand experience in driving a steam engine
passenger locomotive provided, we bring one full grilled chicken along
with us, which he said we will eat together to celebrate our achievement
on reaching Rameshwaram. In fact, the old loco pilot seemed to be
happy to have two students under him, both of whom he knew were
actual naval aircraft pilots. The old man was about to retire from active
railway service and could not have wished for more in life than the
satisfaction of having taught two pilots, how to drive a passenger train.
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The old man declared that the test drive of the locomotive steam engine
train will not be tomorrow, but will be done only on the Sunday morning
trip. What the old man wanted was that one of us drive the train from
Uchippuli railway station to Mandapam railway station 18 km away and
the other from Mandapam Railway station till Rameshwaram railway
station where the train stops finally, both distances being 18 kilometers
each. Not only that, the old man was very considerate as well because,
he did not want us to walk all the way back 35 kilometers to Uchippuli.
The old man loco pilot also told us that we have the option to board his
train after visiting the Rameshwaram temple four hours later, when his
train restarts in the evening as Rameshwaram to Madurai Passenger.

In the last few weeks when we were traveling inside the locomotive
steam engine pilot cabin, the old loco pilot had been introducing us to
a lot of his railway staff friends, all of whom had become our friends
too. So, we were very sure that no one is going to make a complaint
against us traveling in loco pilot cabin of the Madurai Rameshwaram
local train. Moreover, the railway staff in both these stations had started
treating the two of us with respect as the old man loco pilot had started
treating us like his two sons, whom he was missing a lot, because they
were married off long ago and are working in some other part of the
country and they do not visit him regularly anymore. Often, during our
half an hour train drive every day he would tell us about the childhood
stories of his two sons. He actually used to shout over the loud sound
made by the steam engine locomotive engine and winds.
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And finally that Sunday came. We had already tied up for two full grilled
chicken the previous evening itself, one each for the old man loco pilot
and his assistant, who was the only guy who could report this matter to
railway authorities. So keeping him happy was a necessity. With the two
grilled chicken packets in hand, the two of us waited eagerly at the
Uchippuli railway station. Unfortunately everyone knows us in this
railway station, they all wanted to know what was in the packets we
were carrying. We said, we were going on a picnic and it was our lunch.

The steam engine came and stopped at its usual position. The two of us
jumped on board. We tossed to see who should drive the steam engine
locomotive passenger train first. I lost the toss and my turn to drive the
steam engine locomotive passenger train was to be from Mandapam to
Rameshwaram. I looked out for the signal and indicated thumbs up. My
friend in his eagerness to drive allowed the steam into the cylinders
uncontrolled, by rotating the rotary valve so fast, that the steam
pressure made the engine wheels to slip on the rails and rotate on the
same spot, but did not move the train at all. The old man took over and
showed him once again how to let in steam slowly to start the train
moving from rest as he had done the previous day. The rest of the
procedures were alright and the old man again helped him to bring the
steam engine passenger train to a stop at Mandapam. The ten minutes
stop at Mandapam railway station looked as if time had stopped. Those
ten minutes must have taken at least one hour to pass by, because I was
all ready to start the train moving all by myself.
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Now it was my turn. I had watched all the mistakes my friend had made
and I did not want to repeat them so that the old man does not take
over the controls of the train from me like he did with my friend. The
signal turned green and immediately I pulled the cord to sound the
whistle. It was so thrilling just to sound the Steam Engine Whistle. I did
everything as demonstrated and taught to us by the old man and the
train started moving very smoothly. The old man was impressed. He
somehow felt he could relax with me on the controls of his train. I kept
a good watch of the track ahead for any danger pulling the cord to
sound the whistle every now and then as it was giving me some sort of
thrill to do that. The old man knew I am using the whistle a little more
than required, but did not stop me from doing it. He seemed to be
having the satisfaction of having taught us how to drive a steam engine
train in such a short time.

Then came the famous Pamban Bridge which connects the
Rameshwaram Island with the main land. The road bridge is
comparatively new. But the railway bridge on which we were crossing
the sea is considered as an engineering masterpiece as it could open
upwards to allow the ships to pass under it and then, close again for the
train to pass over it, being the only such railway bridge in India capable
of achieving this feat for over a century. The Pamban Bridge also
happens to be the longest railway bridge over the sea in India. I was so
engrossed in driving the train that 30 minutes went past in just about
five minutes and the Rameshwaram railway station was visible far away
on the horizon with the Sun Temple touching the sky.
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The old loco pilot got up to take over control from me. I looked at him
with protest that it is unfair not to let me stop the train as per our
unwritten grilled chicken contract agreement. The old man somehow
seems to read my eyes. He sat down and looked relaxed. I wanted to
make no mistakes. I stopped the train using brakes and the reverse
steam technique and brought the steam engine locomotive passenger
train just a foot short of the mechanical stop at the end of the railway
track. If I were to overshoot, I would have pushed the steam engine train
through the railway station building in front. I was thrilled with my
achievement.

The two of us shook hands with the old loco pilot and his assistant. Even
they both looked thrilled which I do not know if it was our achievement
or the grilled chicken packets we presented, which never lost heat in
that super-hot oven like loco pilot cabin. As we were about to get down
from the loco pilot cabin, the old loco pilot hugged the two of us. He
knew that we were not going to come back again. The two of them kept
waving at us till we went out of the railway station exit. We took a bus
for our 35 kilometer journey back home. Unlike other days when we
used to take a bus at night, after getting down from the loco pilot cabin
of this coal burning steam engine train, completely covered with coal all
over our body and dress, today we were out of the loco cabin much
early and broad day light at 2:00 pm. And travelling in that dress and
without a bath was something we had forgotten to cater for, before
starting from home.
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The local people in Tamil Nadu are mostly dark skinned. Even these dark
skinned people did not want to come anywhere near the two of us
completely covered in coal dust from head to toe and stinking with the
mixed foul smell of our sweat mixed with de-odorants. So we went back
into the railway platform, bought a bathing soap, a couple of Bermuda
and T-Shirts from the railway station shop, took a bath in the railway
waiting room and changed into them. Then we walked out of the
Rameshwaram railway station like two tourists wearing a pair of new TShirts and Bermudas, but wearing the same coal covered, jet black socks
and sneakers which we had to reuse, because we were left with just
enough money for the bus ride back home. As I tried to sleep that night
satisfied with the achievement that Sunday, I was in deep thoughts,
“What do we do in the evenings from tomorrow?” This is a true life story.
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Chapter 17

My Ship Shot 30 Bullets at Me

T

his is a true life story that happened sometime in the 1990 when I
was posted in a Leander class frigate you see in the picture above.

My ship started firing 4.5 inch diameter bullets from its 5 meter long
double barrel guns, mounted in the front at my helicopter in which I was
coming back to land on my ship’s deck after a firing range clearance
mission. Each of these bullets weighing 25 kg and travelling at 750
meters per second speed missed me. It was God’s grace that I am still
alive to write this true life story.
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That day the ship was planned to fire its 4.5 inch twin barrel gun
mounted in the front side of the ship just a few meters ahead of the
Ship’s Bridge. The firing was supposed to commence from 9:30 am to
10:00 am. Before the firing is carried out over the sea, the ship has to
ensure that there are no ships, boats or people in the direction in which
firing will be done, up to a distance of about 80 km. Those days, the ship
would launch its small helicopter which has to go all the way up to about
70 kilometers and shoo away all the ships or boats in that area, return
back and debrief the ship’s Captain, that the area is clear for firing. After
the helicopter lands and switches of its engine, the Captain of the ship
orders firing to commence.

The gun firing is practiced regularly to teach the new crew who may
have joined the ship recently and to improve the speed and efficiency
of the old crew on the ship on how to use the ship’s fire control radar
system, using the fire control system to aim the guns on the correct
direction and target, practice firing so that all the ship’s crew get trained
in the correct procedure for firing and learn to do it as fast as possible.
The ship will survive a war only if the ship’s crew is crew is able to fire
and destroy the approaching enemy plane or missile before it hits the
ship. Otherwise the enemy plane will drop a torpedo, a bomb or a
missile etc., and sink the ship into the sea along with its entire crew. It is
highly dangerous on a ship during a real war unless the crew is trained
well. The probability of the ship getting hit either by a plane dropping a
bomb over it, a submarine attacking with a torpedo from under the sea
or another ship firing its gun or a torpedo is very high.
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That day the briefing for the flying was planned to be at 06:00 am. My
mission was to take off and go up to 40 miles or 70 km from the ship for
firing range clearance. My ship was already some 300 kilometers into
the sea from the nearest land. If at all anyone is there, my job was to get
them away to safe direction.

Leander class ships are used by many countries in the world and it
normally has crew of about 300 people onboard. It can carry one small
helicopter on its helicopter deck in the rear of the ship and has a twin
barrel 4.5 inch diameter (120 mm caliber) shell firing twin bore gun
mounted on the front part of the ship, which is controlled by an
automatic system utilizing a fire control radar. These guns are capable
of propelling huge 25 kilogram bullets each of which is a foot long, 120
mm in diameter and flying at a speed of 750 meters per second, up to
an effective range of 18 to 20 kilometers or more. These guns are
basically designed to shoot down enemy aircraft which are coming to
attack the ship, before they can do any harm the ship. Amazingly, these
guns are capable of shooting down even an incoming missile travelling
at a speed close to the speed of sound.

The Hands call was at 5:30 am. Hands call means, a long shrill sound
from a curved whistle normally called as a Pipe, on the ships broadcast
system, after which an announcement is made, to get everyone up from
the bed. Every announcement is made after sounding a pipe on all war
ships around the world. Everyone gets about 5 minutes to get off their
bed wear their dressing gown, go to the dining hall and have a tea.
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After 5 minutes of hands call, at 5:35 am another announcement is
made, "Hands to tea". Officers however get their bed tea served by
stewards in their cabins. Throughout the day some announcement or
the other will keep coming on the broadcasting system till 10 pm, when
the last announcement, "Good Night" is piped. Unless there is an
emergency on the ship, no broadcast will be made between 10:00 pm
and 5:00 am so that everyone who are not on duty can have a good
sleep.

Out of every three crew onboard a ship will be on duty and the other
two will sleep. This is called a three watch system. Each watch is four
hours long. In war time every one has to be in one watch which means
there is nothing called sleep hours. Everyone will stay in their
designated posts. They may be allowed to sleep on their post and are
provided food and water also there. In my ship of 300 crew, 200 of us
would sleep at night and the rest 100 would be on watch so that the
ship continues to sail safely. No one is awake throughout the night.

The ship works on a two watch or three watch system. Each watch is
4:00 hours long starting from 4 am, 8 am, 12 pm, 4 pm, 8 pm and 12 am.
In case of shortage of crew onboard and often during war time when
danger is not imminent, the ship may follow a two watch system. Those
who are on duty at 12 am in the night, will have an early dinner and
sleep, get up at 11:30 pm, get dressed up and reach the post at least by
11:45 pm so that he can be there with the previous duty person and
know what is going on for the next 15 minutes.
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The person who was on duty can then go off at 12 am. This is the
procedure to be followed in each watch of 4:00 hours. It is only the
Captain of the ship who does not get relieved. He is on duty 24 x 7. He
can sleep only when there is absolutely nothing going on in the ship.
That is also the reason that in the Warship Bridge from where the entire
ship is controlled, only the Captain of the Ship is allowed to sit. Other
than the Captain’s chair, there is no place anyone else can sit inside the
Bridge. The moment something goes wrong, the duty personnel are to
wake up the Captain and inform him even if it is past midnight. All the
cabins of a war ship will have a speaker through which the
announcement can be heard everywhere inside the ship. In fact, these
announcements can be heard even in the bathroom and toilet.

These announcements are routine in nature but becomes important
when it pertains to a fire somewhere in the ship or a flooding in any part
of the ship, both of which can sink the ship, if it goes undetected,
uncontrolled or is mishandled. There have been instances in the Navies
world over, when a ship caught fire and the crew tried to douse the fire
by flooding the compartments. They succeed in dousing the fire
completely, but they ship sank the ship because of the over flooding
they did, to douse the fire.

One of the most important announcements in the broadcast system on
our ship was that which said, "Fresh Water will be available in all the
bathrooms from 5:45 am to 5:48 am".
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Yes, what you read is true. This being a steam ship, its two huge boilers
need a lot of fresh water to generate steam for running the turbines
which in turn will generate power for turning the two propellers of the
ship. To generate fresh water at sea, all modern ships have one or two
reverse Osmosis plants capable of making at least 5 or 10 tons of fresh
water every hour from the salty sea water. This fresh water is tangy in
taste and difficult to drink. You need to develop a taste for this water. I
used to mix the water with some lemon juice to get over that taste.

All war ships will have at least two propellers where as a merchant ship
normally has only one propeller. This is because the warships need to
go fast and also maneuver quickly to evade a missile or torpedo attack.
This is not possible with just one propeller. So there are two propellers.
Even if one engine fails or is hit by the enemy torpedo, the ship will
continue to sail and fight with the remaining propeller.

So we used to get water for three minutes precisely in the morning,
another three minutes in the evening and if there is a little bit of excess
water, then an additional three minutes during lunch time also, in all the
bathrooms. I used to wake up before the Hands call is piped on the
broadcast system, go to the toilet where sea water and some toilet
paper was always available. I would start brushing my teeth with the
drinking water bottle I had filled up the previous night and wait for the
water to come in the bathroom showers, so that I can take a proper bath
in those 3 minutes.
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When the water comes, there is a 200 water drum placed in the
bathroom which also gets half-filled in three minutes. Those who come
late will have to use that water in the drum, which usually has about an
inch thick sediments in its bottom which churns up the moment you dip
a bucket or take a mug of water from it. Despite being sailing at sea
which is nothing but water all around the ship, there was always a
serious shortage of water onboard all steam ships those days. Often the
ship's engineering officer may let out some steam through the
bathroom pipes from the boilers, to give you the feel of a sauna bath.

That morning I had already finished my toilet visit and finished brushing
my teeth also with my fresh water bottle. I was waiting for the water to
come in the bathroom to take a bath along with another Officer. We
both are chatting when the Commanding Officer of our ship also came
in. I was a Lieutenant those days and by Commanding Officer was a
Commander.

The Commanding Officer (CO) has his own bath attached cabin with 24
x7 water available. In fact, he has two cabins, one called day cabin where
he works, which is like an office and one can meet him there. The other
is called night cabin where CO sleeps at night and often by day where,
nobody is allowed, accept his Steward. The CO also has his own cook
and a pantry. The CO of the ship always eats alone, where as other
officers eat in the Officer’s Mess Wardroom. This is done so that
authority of the Commanding Officer is maintained.
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The Fleet Commander who is an Admiral, had embarked on board to
see the firing during this sailing. Whenever the Admiral embarks the
ship, the CO has to shift into the Executive Officer's (XO) cabin so that
the Admiral can now stay in the CO's cabin. The XO's is the second in
Command of the ship. But XO’s cabin does not have any attached
bathroom. He has to use the same bathroom as other Officers. This is
because, the XO needs to mingle with the Officers to know the pulse of
the ship and its crew. The CO is thus the father of the ship and the XO
is the mother of the ship.

Because the Admiral has embarked the ship, my CO had lost the luxury
of his attached bathroom and now has to stay in the XO’s cabin and
even stand in line with other officers like me, to take a bath in the
bathroom or use a toilet. As my CO walked into the bathroom the other
officer with me moved away to make room for the CO. Unfortunately,
our common bathroom set up only had two showers in it. Now I was
standing in front of one and the other Officer was standing in front of
the other shower.

The three of us talked to each other for a couple of minutes when water
suddenly started coming out of the showers precisely at 6:45 am.
Immediately, I went into one hour and the other also jumped into the
second shower. The CO was left out standing patiently outside the
shower. Out of courtesy the other Officer took a shower without using
soap and got out of the shower to allow the CO to take a shower.
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The CO thank that officer and started taking a bath. He applied soap
and shampoo nicely on his body and hair. I finished my bath and was
leaving the shower when the water vanished as suddenly as it had
appeared. My CO was caught unaware and stood there with shampoo
in his hair and soap all over his body. He had his eyes closed and he was
asking someone to go and get the water opened again.

My CO was used to 24 x 7 water routine and did not understand how
water can stop in 3 minutes. I politely made him understand that the
three minute water routine in the morning is over and now we can
expect water for another 3 minutes after 12 hours in the evening. He
couldn't believe what he was hearing. I gave him additional info that the
200 liter drum has about hundred liters of water and if he wants, he can
use it. My CO got furious at my suggestion and ordered me to
immediately tell the Engineering Officer of the ship to start the water
for another 15 minutes.

I went to the Engineering Officer’s cabin and conveyed the Captain’s
order. The Engineering Officer who very often used to get scolded by
the Commanding Officer for some ship's engine troubles, got the right
opportunity to give it back to the CO, that day. So, the Engineering
Officer got the water opened after a good 15 minutes later, ensuring
that the soap and shampoo got dried up nicely on the CO's body. This
episode did some good to the entire ship. The CO never knew that the
ship's crew are getting only 6 minutes water in the bathrooms in 24
hours.
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The Captain ordered that water timing be increased from 3 minutes to
15 minutes twice a day. The Engineering Officer went to CO and told
him about the shortage of water onboard and got it reduced to 10
minutes twice a day so that, the ship's engine boilers had adequate
water to produce steam. Water available for 20 minutes a day was three
times better than 6 minutes a day.

I quickly got ready, went to the Officer's Mess Wardroom, had a quick
breakfast and went for briefing at 6:00 am to the ship's Bridge. The
bridge is where the captain sits and controls the ship. All the equipment
necessary to steer the ship and navigate are available on the bridge. The
Captain gets a 360 degree view outside the ship through the windows
of the bridge.

Only the Captain of the ship (CO) is allowed to sit on the bridge. Rest
everybody in the bridge has to keep standing throughout their watch on
the Bridge. In fact, there are two chairs on either side of the bridge. The
Captain, normally sits on the right hand side chair. But, when the
Admiral embarks onboard the ship, the right hand side chair becomes
Admiral's chair and the CO will sit on the left hand side chair. Often most
Captains never dare to sit when the Admiral is on the Bridge.

Ideally the Captain should have been there on the bridge during the
conduct of the flight briefing. Unfortunately, the CO was still stuck with
soap and shampoo on his body, in the bathroom, waiting for water to
be opened when we started the flight briefing.
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The briefing was conducted smoothly by the Navigating Officer. Even
the Admiral was not there that early in the morning. The Navigating
Officer told us what the ship will be doing when we were away flying
and clearing the range for two hours and when should we come back to
land. The Communication Officer briefed us that we need to stay at least
at 1000 feet to be able to communicate with the ship because all the
VHF or Very High Frequency radio sets on the aircraft and ship both
need to be in line of sight to get connected. The Gunnery Officer briefed
us that the firing of the 4.5 inch guns is planned to commence at 9:30
am but only after we land back on the ship’s deck at 9:30 am.

I and my crew, left the ship's bridge towards the helicopter on the deck
in the rear section the ship. The two of us along with the flight diver
manned the helicopter, started up engines, engaged the rotors and took
off by about 6:30 am. We flew initially at 1000 feet altitude over the sea
in the direction in which firing was supposed to be done. Our duration
of flight was from 6:30 am to 9:30 am. After about 20 km we found a
small fishing boat in the firing sector. We flew down the helicopter to 50
feet over the boat, came to a hover and told this boat crew to move
away southwards, because ship is likely to fire bullets in this direction.
The fishing boat crew know about it because most naval ships come in
the same area and carry out firing practice. So, the boat started moving
in the southerly direction we had indicated after pulling their fishing
nets in to their boat. We flew up to 70 km away from the ship and during
this time we might have at least told four more boats to move away in
a safe direction which they followed.
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Then we turn back towards the ship, still flying at a height of about
hundred feet over the water. On our way back, we realized that these
boats have moved away by just about 5 or 6 km and have started fishing
again. They were still not completely out of the firing sector of the ship
and were in complete danger of being hit by a stray 25 kg anti-aircraft
bullet travelling at 750 meters per second, which can either kill people
onboard those boats or make a hole in the boat and sink it. So we had
to fly low again and to ensure that these boats move to a safe direction
clear of the firing sector which took us a long time. This took some time
and we got delayed by about 20 minutes.

The best part of this mission was that, after about 10 minutes of takeoff,
we had started descending to 50 feet to shoo away boats and in the
bargain we lost radio contact with the ship. There was no radio contact
throughout the mission, even after we climbed the helicopter back to
1000 feet as briefed. This is quite a normal phenomenon, because even
in the previous flights for firing sector clearance missions, we had lost
radio contact with the ship for about 2 hours till we climbed up back to
1000 feet and reached about 20 km close to the ship. So, we were not
worried that we do not have radio contact with the ship. The ship also
has a radar which can track us. Thus, we were very confident that the
ship's Captain knows exactly where we are flying looking at the radar
scope, with respect to the ship. As per plan our flight was supposed to
take off at 6:30 am and land back at or before 9:30 am. Firing was
supposed to commence only at 9:30 am after we land as per the
published program of the ship.
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Since we were already late by 20 minutes, I climbed my helicopter back
to 1000 feet altitude and started flying towards the ship as fast as we
could. We were also a bit low on fuel. As we reached 1000 feet height
over water, suddenly our helicopter engine started malfunctioning as
we were hearing some gunshot like sounds from behind the aircraft. I
looked inside at the flight instrument panels and found that everything
was alright. Then, where is the sound coming from, if not from the
engine? Any problem with the helicopter rotors would have created
heavy vibrations in the entire helicopter. Nothing of that sort was
happening either.

I turned my helicopter towards the right to see if there is any smoke
behind the helicopter coming from the engine. Since we were flying a
single engine helicopter, any problem with the engine means quickly
landing the helicopter over water surface and get out of it. This small
helicopter was not designed to float. So the moment we touch water the
helicopter will topple. The correct procedure to do a ditching on water
is to bring the helicopter to a very low hover over the water at about five
feet, allow all passengers and the co-pilot to jump out into the water.
Now the Pilot will slowly put the helicopter down on the water, shut
down the engine using the switch and apply the rotor brakes to stop the
rotor. As the helicopter starts to sink into the water, hold on to some
fixed part of the aircraft, look up as the pilot’s head goes under water to
see that the rotors have hit water and has stopped rotating. Now,
unstrap the seat belts and swim out of the helicopter. By day it is
possible to do. At night this may be very difficult due to disorientation.
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I turned the helicopter around by about 90 degrees and I looked to the
right side. To my surprise, I saw a few plumes of smoke behind our
helicopter at a distance which look like small cloud plumes. As I continue
to look to my right, I saw new cloud patches forming one after the other
all around the helicopter. That is when I realized that the ship has
commenced firing the 4.5 inch twin barrel guns already before we
landed back. The bullets she is firing has an effective range of about 20
kilometers and here we were flying at just 10 kilometers from the ship.

And the sad part was that we were being fired at by our own ship using
the biggest anti-aircraft gun available on board. Immediately, I pressed
the radio button and ask the ship, "Confirm firing commenced?" This
was the first call we had given after about two hours of silence. There
was a pause of about 10 seconds in getting a reply from the ship. Then
came the voice of our ship’s Navigating officer who said on the radio,
"Negative,.... Check, Check, Check".

The word negative means No, in aviation terminology. The word Check,
Check, Check, is used three times consecutively to stop firing the guns.
In his panic, when the Navigating Officer realized that the ship has
commenced firing its 4.5 inch anti-aircraft guns in the same direction
from which his own helicopter which was launched by him at 6:30 am
to clear the firing sector, is coming back to land, he forgot to release the
radio transmitter button before calling out Check, Check, Check to stop
firing the 4.5 inch double barrel guns.
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After landing on the ship, we went and debriefed the ship’s Captain
about the range clearance and that we have moved about five fishing
boats away from the firing range. The Fleet Commander, the Admiral
was also sitting in his chair in the ship’s Bridge. As we debriefed and left
the Bridge, neither my ship’s Captain, nor the Admiral spoke a word.
They had no words. They were trying to look away not able to face the
two of us for having fired the ship’s anti-aircraft guns at us, totally
forgetting that the helicopter is still in air and they should wait for it to
land back before commencing firing.

We met the Gunnery Officer in the Officers Wardroom Mess sitting with
a gloomy face. I asked him, “What are you doing here. Isn’t the Gun
Firing still on”. The Gunnery Officer said, “The firing exercise has been
called off”. I smiled and told him to cheer up. Then I asked him how
many shells he fired at us. The Gunnery Officer told me about 30 shells
were fired by the 4.5 inch guns in under two minutes when the
Navigating Officer got the firing stopped calling out Check, Check,
Check.

That is when the realization came to the two of us. Our helicopter had
missed about 30 of these 25 kilogram bullets whizzing past us for almost
two full minutes, as we were flying towards the ship and did a 90 degree
turn too. We were happy because we survived without being hit,
because of only two reasons. The first reason was that we were flying a
very small aircraft and we were at about 10 km away from the ship, even
though there was a 100% probability of being hit by at least one bullet.
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A single bullet hitting our helicopter could have either killed one or both
of us or would have led to our helicopter crashing into the sea that day,
never to be found again. The second reason which I can imagine is that,
at least one out of the two of us had done some good deed in our
previous life, because of which God had decided to save our helicopter,
almost 30 times in two minutes. We landed back safely on the ship after
about 15 minutes.

We thought that the matter has ended. But at about 12:30 pm, just
about half an hour before lunch, I heard the ships broadcast system
announcement, "Ships flight crew Admiral’s cabin". I thought, the
Admiral has been briefed something against us probably by the Captain
and we are going to get something seriously damaging to our career
from the Admiral.

The two of us reluctantly walked up towards the Captain's cabin. As we
knocked and opened the Captain's day cabin, we found the Fleet
Commander, standing at the door waiting for us. The Admiral shook
hands with us and made us sit down on the sofa and even told us to
make ourselves feel comfortable. Then he ordered the Steward to open
a Champagne bottle which was already placed on top of the table there,
in an ice bucket. I was a teetotaler and I didn't drink even beer those
days. But when the Admiral offered me champagne I couldn't say no. I
had three or four servings of Champagne in those 30 minutes we sat
listening to the Admiral’s broadcast.
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We were mere listeners to the old time stories the Admiral was
recounting to us one after the other, non-stop. We both never had an
opportunity to speak anything, nor did the Admiral ask us anything. We
got no opportunity to explain why we got delayed by about 20 minutes
in the range clearance sortie in the morning. In fact, the Admiral himself
never mentioned anything about the chaos we had in the morning
wherein our helicopter was shot at over 30 times with the Ship’s guns.
Probably, the old Admiral was feeling guilty himself for the whole
incident since he was also onboard when this mishap happened. The
Champagne bottle was opened probably to celebrate the second life the
two of got and for the ship getting away with the biggest blunder of the
century and Naval history, by firing at its own helicopter, in peace time.

We thanked the Admiral and left. As we came out of the cabin, we show
our ship’s Captain standing outside anxiously. I saw a few drops of
sweat on his forehead. The Captain asked looking at me, "What did the
Admiral ask you?" The champagne was already in my blood and working
wonders on me. I hardly was listening to what the Admiral was telling
us. I said to the Captain of our ship, "Sir, the Admiral was basically asking
about the ship, living conditions, daily routine, water availability etc".
Probably the Captain realized that I was already high on spirits and left
us without asking any more questions. I went to the Wardroom, had my
lunch, went to my cabin and slept off, since there were no more flying
planned for the day. I woke up at about 6:00 pm and was waiting for the
freshwater announcement on the broadcast system for taking a bath.
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At 6:25 pm I heard the announcement on the ships broadcast system
which said, "Fresh Water will remain open in all the bathrooms from
6:30 pm to 7:00 pm". I was impressed. It was 3 minutes fresh water in
the bathroom at 6:00 am that morning, which the Captain had extended
to 10 minutes at 7:00 am, for his own benefit. And now just twelve hours
later, the 3 minutes fresh water availability in the bathroom has become
30 minutes. Even today, I have not been able to figure out if the 30
minutes has anything to do with the 30 in number bullets weighing 25
kilograms each, which the ship had fired at us. This is a true life story.
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Chapter 18

Bathing Behind a Live Missile

T

his is a true life story in which I was standing and taking a bath, just
two meters behind a huge six meter long and one meter in

diameter, anti-ship missile weighing over 6000 lbs, burning liquid rocket
propellant with half a ton explosive in it, being launched by my ship as
you see in the picture above, with just half inch steel plate between me
and the missile exhaust, when everyone else was at least 50 to 70
meters away from the missile being launched. In this true life story,
which I am going to narrate now, which had happened when I was
posted in a Frigate class ship sometime back in the year 2000. Those
days I was flying a Seaking helicopter with which we had embarked this
ship you can see in the picture above, for a month along sailing.
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From the time I had my dinner at 8:30 pm the previous night, I had
already flown three missions of 4:00 hours duration each, in my Seaking
helicopter. The first flight was from 10:00 pm to 2:00 am. This was
followed by another flight of four hours from 4:00 am to 7:00 am. The
third flight was from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm. All 3 missions were flown over
the sea, about 100 miles away from the ship and about 150 miles away
from the nearest land. I landed back from the last mission and I was so
tired that within 10 minutes, I hit my bed and slept off forgetting even
to have lunch.

I woke up from my sleep, hearing some sound. But, I couldn't make out
what it was. I looked at my watch and my 12 hour wrist watch indicated
5:30. Inside a ship there are no windows to look outside and make out
if it is day or night. We live inside a warship seeing only electric lights. I
assumed that must be morning 5:30 am and I might have heard the
Hands call piped on the ship's main broadcast system speaker fitted
inside my cabin. Immediately, I got up, put on my dressing gown, took
my bathing soap, towel etc., and whet to the toilet. Somehow, halfway
to the toilet, I felt that I don't need to go to the toilet. So, I entered the
bathroom instead, brushed my teeth and waited for fresh water to
come at 5:45 am. Even after waiting 5 minutes past 5:45 am, no water
came in the bathroom shower. I was a bit puzzle now. The 200 liter
water drum in the bathroom, had about 50 liters of water down its
bottom. I had no choice. So I started taking bath in that dirty water using
a plastic mug. I had applied soap all over my head and body.
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And, that is when there was a huge explosion like sound and whole ship
jolted heavily. All the tube lights in the bathroom fell down due to the
vibrations and there was complete darkness inside the bathroom. My
ears pained, because of the loud sound I heard. I think I went deaf and
blind and stood completely frozen in the bathroom, for a few seconds.
I was very sure something really bad has happened to the ship.
Probably, some torpedo has come and hit the ship. Or maybe our ship
has gone and collided with another ship. Still there was no
announcement coming from the ship's broadcast system. Either there
is no emergency or I have gone blind and deaf and I can't see anything
or hear any announcement. I came out of my frozen state. In less than
30 seconds, I finished my bath and ran out of the bathroom. Once again
I found nobody outside. I felt I am walking in my sleep. I came back to
my cabin.

I felt a little odd because I did not meet anyone in the alleyway or
bathroom, nor was I hearing any announcements from the ship's
broadcast system from the time I have woken up. On any normal day, I
should have heard at least 4 or 5 announcements on the ship's
broadcast system from 5:30 am till 6:00 am. I had a feeling that
something was really wrong, but I could not figure out what it is. Is
everyone on the ship still sleeping or are they all dead? Anyway, I got
ready, wore my flying overalls and went down the ladder to the Officer's
Mess Wardroom, one deck below my cabin, to have a tea. Amazingly,
there was no tea available there and I could not find anyone in the
Wardroom either. Not even a single steward was there.
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From the Wardroom, I walked towards the helicopter hanger. Once
again I met nobody enroute. As I entered the Helicopter Hanger, I saw
all my flight crew sitting inside the helicopter hanger. In one voice they
all asked me, "Sir, Shelter Station was announced at 5: 25 pm for firing
the ship's missile. We all have been here since then. Where were you?"
I stood there for a while unable to answer the question. I had slept off
at about 1:30 pm and woke up at 5:30 pm. I had slept only 4 hours and
had woken up in the evening probably hearing the shelter station
announcement in the broadcast system speaker. Since my 12 hour wrist
watch could not tell me if it was morning or evening 5:30, I imagined it
to be morning 5:30 am. And not only that, inside the ship, one can’t
make out if it is day or night outside because there are no windows. So,
imagining it to be early morning, I went and brushed my teeth and took
a bath.

Shelter station is announced only when the ship is firing one of its four
huge 75 kilometer range anti-ship missiles mounted in the front section,
two on either side of the ship. People in the ship's bridge like the Captain
of the ship, Navigating Officer and some sailors, have no choice but to
stay there to navigate the ship and ensure the missile firing is done
properly. The Gunnery Officer and some other officers take shelter
inside the operations room which is deep inside the ship, from where
the fire control radar and firing button are available. For the flight crew,
the shelter station is in the area at the rear end of the ship, inside the
two helicopter hangers. The engineers take shelter inside the engine
room compartments which are a half a dozen floors below.
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The shelter stations are supposed to protect the crew of the ship, just
in case the missile fails to launch and explodes on the ship itself. The
officer’s bathroom is the first compartment just behind the two
starboard missiles mounted one on top of the other. There is only a
small half inch thick steel plate between the missile and any person
standing in the bathroom. The missile has a rocket engine which spew
out fire and exhaust gases at super high temperature and pressure,
which actually melt the half inch thick steel plate even during normal
missile launch. And if the missile does not take off from the missile
housing tube, then after about three seconds, the missile will explode
right there, due to this intense heat detonating the 500 kg warhead of
the missile. And that would have caused a fire on the ship in the front
section where the missile is and the other missile below it would have
also exploded. This explosion will trigger the two missiles in the left
hand side of the ship just five meters away also to explode. The 2000 kg
total explosives will damage ship instantly and would sink her probably
in under two minutes. If any of these were to become a reality and the
missile had failed to take off, then I would have been vaporized by the
intense heat of the missile which would have melted the half inch thick
steel plate and then burning me alive or by the exploding missiles a few
seconds later. It was God's grace that the missile got launched the way
it was designed to launch, without any problems and I survived to write
this true life story.
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Chapter 19

A Dog Bites My Ship’s Captain

T

his is a true story which happened sometime in 2001 and it was
hard to believe for me even today. I was posted to a new Frigate

class of ship you see in the picture above. We were supposed to embark
the ship with my Seaking Helicopter. The ship was supposed to sail out
from the harbour in about an hour. Being a pilot my job is to fly the
helicopter after the ship is well out of the harbour and sails past the
fairway buoy normally at about 10 miles from the harbour, into the sea.
This ship is restricted between a few pairs of buoys to ensure that the
ship is in deep and safe waters as she sails in or out of the harbour. It is
like a road over the sea surface. To make the helicopter land safely on
the helicopter deck, the ship has to be turned in such a way that the
relative wind with respect to the ship, is always coming from
somewhere ahead of the ship.
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So, after the ship leaves the harbour, we often have to wait for up to
one hour, for the ship to be in free waters, beyond the fair way buoy,
where there is enough depth of water for the ship to maneuver in any
direction. Once we get an intimation that the ship has left the harbour,
we wait for about 30 minutes, after which we start the helicopter and
fly towards the fair way buoy or to whichever GPS longitude and latitude
the ship tells us, as she will be there at a designated time for landing.
We establish radio contact with the ship. Before we arrive the ship
would already be sailing into the wind. Then, we go and land on the deck
of the ship and switch off the engines. Depending on the exercise
program of the ship, we may fly again the same day or the next day
onwards.

It was already passed lunch time. We were waiting inside the helicopter
cockpit, had started up the engines and were getting ready to take off.
That is when I got a call from the Air traffic controller on radio, to switch
off the helicopter and contact on telephone. I switched off the
helicopter, went out and rang up the ATC on phone. The Air traffic
controller told me that our ship has already sailed out, but the ship has
sent a message that we must go and buy an emergency medicine from
the civil medical shop which is not available onboard the ship and take
off as soon as possible with the medicine. Since I had already boarded
all my luggage and valuables on the ship the previous day itself, I had
not much money with me. I asked the other crew members also if they
have some money, but nobody had much. But everyone spared a little
each and had a little above Indian Rupees one thousand.
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I went to the medical shop outside the air station on my bike. I asked
for the medicine by the name which the ship had transmitted on radio,
to the Air traffic controller. The chemist said its cost is a close to Rupees
1000 (equivalent of 25 USD those days) for single vial. I asked the
chemist what is that medicine used for. The chemist told me it is antirabies injection. A total of fourteen are required when anyone is bitten
by a dog to ensure that the person does not get rabies.

The chemist said that I need to buy all 14 of them in one packet. But I
said I have just enough money for buying just one. I told him when I
come back after a week or so I will return the money if he gives me all
14 now. The chemist refused to give just one injection. But I told him
that it a sailor who has been bitten by a dog and he is sailing for the sake
of the country and gave a little bit of lecture on patriotism and finally
the Chemist agreed to hand over one injection vial of anti-rabies
medicine. I took that one vial, came to the air station, started the
helicopter and flew off to our ship. By now the ship was about 30 miles
away and we needed to fly about 20 minutes to reach the ship.

After getting airborne I asked my crew members as to why will a ship
need anti-rabies. There are no dogs onboard. My copilot said, "Sir,
probably there is some sailor who does not want to sail on the ship for
some personal reason. He might have come onboard and made an
excuse that he has been bitten by a dog, so that his Officer allows him
to disembark and stay at home when the ship is sailing”.
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My copilot continued, “Many a times, some sailors are known to come
up with such bright ideas to skip sailing. Probably, this time his Officer
might have had even brighter ideas than the sailor. The Officer must
have told the sailor, don't worry, you stay on board and sail with us. We
will ensure that you get the anti-rabies injection onboard using the
helicopter."

We all had a good laugh at this and continued flying the Seaking
helicopter towards the ship. We landed on the ship's helicopter deck
and switched off the engines. The medical officer was waiting on the
deck to take the medicine from us. I handed over the single anti rabies
injection vial which I had bought and brought with me, to the doctor
onboard. The doctor literally ran away with the injection vial. I asked my
ground crew who were on board before the ship sailed out as to who
has been bitten by a dog. No one seemed to know.

I went to the ship's bridge to brief the Captain of the ship, regarding the
air crew, the ground crew and the aircraft state etc. Only navigating
officer was standing in the Ship's bridge with the Fleet Commander who
is of an Admiral’s rank, sitting in the chair. I asked the Navigating Officer
about the name of the sailor whose been bitten by dog. I was surprised
to hear his answer. He said, “It was not a sailor who has been bitten by
a dog, but the Captain of the ship himself. And the best part is that he
has been bitten by the dog of the Chief of Staff, another Admiral”.
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The Navigating Officer continued, “The poor Captain was in a dilemma.
No ship can sail out of the harbour without its Captain onboard. And
with the Admiral embarking the ship, there was no way the Captain of
the ship could have skipped the sailing. It was a ‘To Be or Not To Be’
situation. Finally the poor Captain decided to embark his ship for the
sailing and not to tell the Fleet Commander about being bitten by a huge
dog of the Chief of Staff. So the Captain embarked the ship and then
told the Ship’s doctor about it who got alarmed and send the message
to the embarking Seaking helicopter to buy anti-rabies injection vials
and bring it to ship.

I met the doctor in the Officer's Ward Room Mess sometime later. He
told me that he has already given the first anti-rabies injection to the
Captain which I had bought and brought on my helicopter. My next
question to the doctor was, “How are you going to give him the
remaining 13 injections, because our ceiling was supposed to be for
about 4 weeks?” That is when the doctor got up and went to the Admiral
and appraised him of the situation. On hearing this dog bite event, the
Admiral reduced the one month sailing to one week so that the ship's
Captain can get proper treatment and rest. This is a true story of
dedication to duty of a Ship’s Captain.
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Chapter 20

We Have A New Hero

T

his a True Life Story which happened when we were in the
Academy at Goa, India and were just about to go to Kochi for our

Preflight training course. We were never allowed to go out of the
academy gates because we had not passed the drill test and swimming
test. The academy was situated on top of a hill in Goa. We never knew
what Goa looked like because we were living inside the high walls of the
academy which gave us no view of what lay beyond those walls. The
only glimpse of the outside world we got was during the Sunday
marathon run, which we had no choice to skip, along the eight and a
half kilometer unpaved hillside road around the academy.
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The local people in Goa are mostly Christians. So there are so many
churches in Goa that you will see at least two churches every kilometer.
The marathon run on Sunday morning starts at 6:00 am and was a big
demoralizer to us. On normal days we have to wake up at 5:30 am. But
on Sundays we have to be up and about at 5:00 am to be at the parade
ground at 5:30 am, from where the Marathon run starts.

This one hour is used by the instructors to ensure that each of us have
come for the run and they check this by name. If anyone is found
missing then a sailor is sent to the barracks to get him. The only
difference is that the guy who is caught missing will end up hopping,
front rolling, running on one leg or whatever else that instructor sailor
orders him to do, starting from the barrack till the Marathon starting
point. Everyone else will wait to see this fun. And after doing this circus
he may have lost half his energy. Running Marathon for that missing
guy becomes a torture.

The only thing we all could look forward to, in this grueling 8.5 kilometer
Sunday Marathon was to seeing an abundance of some beautiful dark
faces mostly in white gowns, going to the church all along the route.
Goa has a church at every 300 yards thanks to the Dutch occupation of
Goa. The Marathon has no timings. But there were rules that segregated
the first 100 guys who come first, then the next hundred and so on. The
last 100 will get some sort of punishment in the form of a second half
marathon in the same Sunday evening for having come in the last 100.
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My aim always was to avoid being in the last 100. If you have already
passed the drill test and swimming test, and if you happen to be in the
first 100 in the Marathon, then you get to go out of the academy that
Sunday. The first and second lots of 100 also will get Morning Physical
Exercise session of half an hour off on Monday. That means one of extra
sleep on Monday morning. It was not so difficult to be within the first
200 out of the 800 odd guys who run the Sunday marathon.

It was the last Sunday just prior to our departure from the academy to
Cochin. The chief instructor was kind enough to grant us who had joined
as Aviation Cadets, one day out at Goa because we were leaving on next
Monday to do our Pre Flying Course in South India at a place called
Cochin. We did not have to run the 8.5 kilometer marathon that Sunday.
We were in all ten Aviation Cadets out of the four hundred odd Cadets
in the Academy. We have joined as Aviation Cadets which means we will
be going and flying aircraft with in just six months of joining after the
basic Naval Orientation training at this Academy.

Thus, a total of ten, dressed to impress, aviation cadets went out of the
academy gate at 6:00 am, walking past the entire lot of Cadets of the
Academy, lined up for the Sunday marathon who were envying us. We
never wanted to come back to the academy again, where we were
allowed to sleep less than 2 hours a day by our senior cadets. And when
we sleep in class because our bodies were dying for sleep, we were
awarded more punishments right in the class like standing on our hands
with our legs up on the Window. Some could sleep even in that position.
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That was not ragging. But our seniors would make us endure everything
to make us rugged and sharp to be able to survive a tough life we would
be facing in a ship thrown around by the huge Ocean waves, like a paper
ball in a storm to make us ready for a war the moment we graduate as
Naval Officers.

As we walked down the hill merrily, before the marathon began,
Aviation Cadet Nick named Kaps, suggested that we will go to Calengute
beach. Kaps was such a talented guy, that he created and did a full ten
minute skit, including script, dialogues and direction, a couple of days
back at the Academy, with all ten of us Aviation Cadets participating in
it during our farewell ceremony at night.

The skit was an instant success and Kaps became a sort of our hero after
that. He in fact had earned respect from the entire academy with that
skit. Now when Kaps announced that we are going to the Calengute
Beach, he got all of us excited as he mentioned it was a beach where
foreign people roam around without wearing anything. This beach
decision actually established his leadership firmly in our team of ten
now walking down the hill for our first outing at Goa after a few months
of living like captives inside the academy. We took two auto rickshaws
which are basically covered three wheelers with a scooter engine in
which three people can sit behind a single row of seat behind the auto
driver. But since we were short of money, we hired only two auto
rickshaws, four guys squeezing into the rear seat and one of us forcibly
sharing the driver’s seat.
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We reached the nearest bus station and took a bus from there to the
Calengute beach. We reached the beach early morning by around 8:00
am. The beach looked deserted and it doused all the excitement we had.
We started walking in one file, as if we were doing morning walk on the
beach. We then entered a small hut like restaurant which was still being
cleaned up.

We asked if it is a holiday for the beach. The hotel guy said that tourists
come only by around 11:00 am after a lazy breakfast. We sat there and
with whatever money we could find in all our pockets, we had a decent
breakfast and tea still keeping aside the bus fare to go back. Getting
back to academy was important because we were supposed to be
taking a train from Goa to Kochi early morning, the next day.

We sat in that restaurant for almost two hours talking about our
academy life and cursing all our seniors and instructors who humiliate
us and don’t let us sleep peacefully even for a couple of hours a day. For
us getting physical punishments were not an issue. It was lack of sleep
which was our biggest problem in the Academy. The entire morning till
lunch is dedicated only for physical exercises, gun firing, drills,
swimming, rope climbing etc. All the class room lectures were
conducted in the afternoon till evening 5:00 pm followed by games for
an hour with a tea break in between. The day is completely tiring. So
most cadets are caught sleeping during the class room lectures and
invariably they end up with more punishments called ED or Extra Duty
in which they are made to run around the perimeter wall.
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During the ED run we have to collect tokens from each and every
security sentries posted all along the four kilometer long route. Some
guys end up with half a dozen ED a day and end up running a distance
of over two marathons a day. There is no time set for the ED, so one can
walk or run the distance. Only the tokens have to match the number of
security post each time. One can take the entire night missing dinner to
complete the complete set of ED awarded during the day.

Sitting in that deserted beach restaurant, we talked about our home and
family etc. An hour or so later the foreign tourists both men and women
who wore nothing, started coming into the restaurant and have
breakfast there. It was a good sight for ten guys in their early twenties.
Most of us were embarrassed even to look in that direction. But Kaps,
Ajay and Tom, were three carefree guys amongst the ten of us, who had
no shame or embarrassment of any sort keeping their eyes pinned on
what their eyes wanted to see.

Occasionally, the restaurant owner will come and tell us if we can vacate
the chairs, so that more foreigners could come and sit boosting his
business. So five of us would order a tea to extend the time holding on
to the chairs. Fifteen minutes later the restaurant owner would come
again asking us to leave when we would order a tea for the remaining
five of us. We had three tea each by the time we finally had no more
money to spare for tea without eating into our bus fare back to the
Academy, which is two hours away by bus and there was no way could
we walk sixty kilometers.
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Reaching the academy late means losing the next morning train
reservation and getting punished for reaching late to the academy.
Getting ED on the last day means we are doomed. Whilst the tea was
being ordered, there was probably a French lady sitting and reading a
book. None of had the guts to look straight towards her even though
she had her back towards us and we actually could see nothing. I could
see people trying to act looking away, with their eyes still focused on
her. Kaps wanted to try his luck befriending her. He was our leader and
hero. We all encouraged him to go and strike a conversation.

Motivated by us, Kaps walked up to her and sat on the chair next to the
lady. But the lady did not show any response in acknowledgement. She
completely ignored his arrival and presence just twenty centimeters
from her. Kaps sat there for a while trying to make a start. He coughed,
made some gurgling sounds and things like that. But nothing worked
with the lady. Not once did she take her eyes off her book. Kaps retured
back defeated. We felt sad for Kaps.

Then, we looked up to Tom to show his ability to strike a conversation
with the same lady. He was reluctant initially. But when all of us coaxed
him, he felt energized and slowly but firmly went and sat on the same
chair next to the lady which Kaps sat and had tried his luck. Tom was
blushing and was not able to look at the lady on his side just twenty
centimeters away. He sat there like a statue. After about a minute or so
the lady looked at him and smiled. That is when we all realized that the
lady is probably twice Tom’s age.
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Nevertheless, Tom was now in full swing. He sat talking to the French
lady for about ten minutes. Tom was thoroughly enjoying his outing, so
we thought. That is when the restaurant owner came and curtly asked
us to vacate this time. The time was now well past 10:30 am and the sun
was already making us sweat. The nine of us vacated the restaurant and
stood outside in the hot sun waiting for Tom, who took another half an
hour before he came back to us completely happy and smiling. We
asked if she called him over somewhere. Tom said, “No pal, she said she
had a son close to my age and was talking only about that idiot. I could
have left her. But you guys will mock at me. So I was forced to listen to
all that she was blabbering.”

In our morning episode inside the restaurant we had forgotten to look
outside the hotel. We had missed a lot of action happening outside on
the beach in those two hours spend drinking tea after tea for no reason
except to hold on to the restaurant chairs.

Kaps was absolutely right. All along the beach there were foreigners
lying in one row all long beach as far as the eyes could see. They wore
absolutely nothing. They all lay facing up at the sun with their eyes
closed, bathing in the sun shine. And a few meters behind them, there
were dozens of Indian families fully dressed, giggling at I don’t know
what, embarrassed even to look at these sun bathing foreigners. The
ten of us walked along the beach in a single row enjoying the cloth free
scenery. Kaps being on the right side, could have the closest view.
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Ajay was on the other end of the line closer to the sea and the rest of us
were all in between. All of us were trying hard not to look at the sun
bathers, as if we were inspecting a ceremonial parade. Other than Kaps
on the wrong end of the line, nobody else had trouble looking to their
right. We all were smartly talking to Kaps walking on our right side, so
that we can have a good view of the beach beauties. But Kaps had to
look left towards the sea to talk to us. But Kaps was a super smart guy.

Kaps realized this mistake being on the wrong side of the line and
wanted to fix it. He started rotating his keychain very fast and casually
threw it to his right. Fortunately or unfortunately, it landed high up in
between a pair of legs of sunbathing lady, who did not even have a
single thread on her, for achieving maximum benefit from the sun for
her entire body. But the only problem was that she had two bodybuilder
like male friends, lying on her either sides.

Anyone trying to pick up the lost key chain, will surely have to face her
bodybuilder friends. Even all 10 of us were no match to either her
Humpty or her Dumpty. Kaps says in Hindi language, "Yar thoda jaldi
chalo." Which means friends lets walk fast out of this place. Ajay asked
Kaps, "Why, you don't want your keychain? How will you open your steel
box, after we get back to the academy?" Kaps said, "I will break its lock.
For God’s sake, let us walk fast and get out of here". A few naughty ones
encouraged, "Kaps, opportunities don't come again and again. Go and
get your keychain." After all he was our leader and we were expecting
some heroism from him.
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But Kaps was so embarrassed at the proposal that, he just wanted to
run away from there somehow or the other. So, he threw the challenge
at Ajay and said in Hindi Language, "Dum hai to ja, tu le ke aa mera
keychain" which means, if you dare then you go and bring my key chain
back.

And to everyone's surprise, without a second thought, Ajay breaks the
line, confidently walks up to the lady lying barefoot till her forehead and
loudly says, "Excuse Me Please", bends down, picks up the keychain and
then walks back as confidently as he had walked up there. The lady who
probably was intelligent enough to understand what was going on
amongst the ten of us, seemed to be playing along with us for fun and
just smiled at our friend Ajay as he was bending down to pick up the
chain. And neither of her body builder friends ever opened their eyes
throughout this episode. Ajay gave the keychain to Kaps and said, "Are
you happy now?”

We all stood speechless for a few seconds. Without any formal
announcement, from that very moment, Aviation Cadet Ajay became
our hero. We had a new Leader taking over the command from Kaps, at
that very moment. This is a True Life Story
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Chapter 21

Almost Landed on British Ship

T

his a True Life Story which happened in the early nineties. That
evening, sometime in the year 1990, was special. We were having a

party on board our old steam ship. My ship was sailed out to Madras,
now renamed as Chennai, which is the capital of the State of Tamil Nadu
in India. The only purpose our ship was sent all the way to Chennai was
to host a party for the crew of a visiting ship from the United Kingdom
at Chennai for three days. The picture you see above actually tells this
true life story. See the picture of ship and the helicopter hovering over
its helicopter deck. Those days we did not have any ship at Chennai as
most ships were out sailing at sea. It was just a day's sailing and we were
at Chennai harbour. On berthing, we got the orders to send a team of
30 of our men and Officers headed by Navigating Officer to be sent to
the British ship for a party on their helicopter deck. And in lieu, we were
hosting 30 British sailors onboard our ship's helicopter deck.
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There was hardly any time and we all got ready as soon as possible. But
at the last moment I was told to stay back. We were two helicopter pilots
onboard. My senior was to go and attend the party on the British ship
which I too wanted to visit. But that opportunity was somehow gone
because the Captain decided that between the two of us, one must stay
onboard to ensure that in case there is an emergency like a fire or
flooding in the ship, there is someone who knows how to put the
helicopter out of its hangar on the deck and fly it off.

Only two out of 30 white men who came onboard our ship were
Officers. But, as they all started coming in through the gangway, our
gangway staff gracefully saluted each and every one of them because,
the Gangway staff couldn't distinguish between sailor and officers who
were all whites, all wearing black pants and white shirt with a name tally
on it, but no rank displayed.

For those who do not know what is a Gangway, I would like to explain
that a Gangway is a piece of wooden plank with guard rails on both sides
put from the Jetty to the Ship through which people can board the ship
or disembark from the ship. Big ships often have two Gangways, one on
each end of the ship. In warships only one Gangway is put to keep a tag
on who all went out and who all disembarked from the ship. A warship
has to account for each and every man on the ship before and after
sailing to ensure that no one ran away from the ship to the town and at
sea no one fell overboard or went missing inside the ship by say falling
into a water tank or fuel tank of the ship.
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Every time an Officer comes on board or disembarks the ship, the duty
staff at the Gangway comprising the OOD or the Officer Of the Day and
a sailor called as Quartermaster will salute the Officer. A sailor is not
saluted by the duty staff. Similarly every person coming onboard will
salute before stepping onto the Gangway from the Ship and whilst
climbing down from the Gangway to the Ship.

Every lady, except small girls are saluted by the Gangway staff including
the OOD as she enters or leaves the ship through the Gangway. The lady
need not salute unless she happens to be a Naval Officer or Sailor.
Whenever a Flag Officer or the Captain of a Ship comes on board or
leaves the ship through the gangway, the Quartermaster will give him a
side pipe in addition to the salute. These are the naval traditions and
customs followed world over.

I was neither nominated to go to the British ship, nor nominated to
attend the party happening on our own hello deck where the British
Sailors and Officers are attending. So, I was playing carom board all
alone in the wardroom wearing Red Sea Rig. That is when I heard my
name being announced in the Ship’s broadcast system speaker fitted all
over the ship, asking me to appear on the hello deck where the party
was going on, "Sub Lieutenant Mathews Helicopter deck, Captain". I
didn't know whether to be happy for being invited into the party going
on in the helicopter deck or to be worried that the Captain has called
for me for some other reason. Either way, I did not have much of a
choice because it was the Captain calling me.
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I secured the carom board, cleaned my hands off the boric powder,
combed my hair, used my deodorant lavishly to impress the British
naval guys and walked with gait towards the helicopter deck. As I
reached the helicopter deck, I saw my ship’s Captain, in deep
conversation with a British sailor or Officer.

I stood there not knowing what to do. My Captain saw me standing
there and called me over. He introduced me to the British Officer, a
Lieutenant Commander, who happened to be a Pilot and the Flight
Commander of Her Majesty’s ship. He told me that his Lynx helicopter
was not serviceable and so can our Alloutte land on their deck the next
day. I looked at my ship’s Captain not knowing what to say. My flight
commander was gone to attend the party on the British ship. Without
asking him how could I commit?

I was only qualified to land on a ship’s deck as a Co-Pilot. Although it was
the British ship pilot asking me the question, it was my captain who was
waiting for the answer eagerly. I looked at my Captain who probably
read my mind and said, “Don’t worry. My helicopter will take off after we
sail out tomorrow and will be landing on your ship by about 10:00 am.
My Pilots are too good. They can land this small helicopter anywhere on
land or at sea. They are well trained and highly experienced.” He said all
this in one breath looking at me. I did not want to let my Captain down
so, confidently looking at the British pilot I said, "Yes Sir, we will be
seeing each other tomorrow morning 10:00 am."
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My Captain dismissed me from the party without even offering me a
soft drink, as unceremoniously as he had called me there. He was high
on spirit. After all most people there were drunk. So what difference
does it make? No one will remember anything happening, as they were
all completely drunk and won’t remember anything when they wake up
tomorrow morning. I walked off into the night back to my game of
Carom board all alone changing seats for each shot.

I continued playing the Carom board after my dinner well into the night
till my Flight Commander returned. I went and told him, "Sir, during the
party I was called to take my views if we can land our helicopter on the
British ship’s helicopter deck". He replied, "So what did you tell them?" I
said, "Sir, I told them we will". He looked at me for some time and then
asked, "When are we supposed to landing on the British ship?" I replied
looking at my wrist watch, which was showing time an hour past
midnight, "Sir, today at 10:00 am is take off when the British ship will be
18 nautical miles on a track diverging at 45 degrees clockwise from
ours". He said, "OK, let us sleep".

We woke up early morning, had a quick routine, followed by breakfast
and then went to the Bridge for the flight briefing. The Captain was fully
charged up and asked my Flight Commander, “Pilot, I hope you can hack
it. Just touch your wheels on the British ship’s deck stay for a minute or
two and then return back, OK”. “Yes Sir”, we replied. The two of us
walked silently toward the helicopter deck. We had never seen or even
heard about this ship or its helicopter deck and had no idea about it.
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A pilot gets his deck landing qualification or landing a helicopter on the
small deck of a small ship, only after flying from that ship’s deck for over
six months continuously with another pilot who has decades of
experience flying from small ship’s decks at sea, so that this young pilot
is exposed to all types of sea states both rough and smooth seas where
the ship may roll pitch and heave at different amplitudes and with
different winds blowing from different directions of the ship. Once he
gets his deck landing qualifications, he is supposed to fly a minimum of
fifty hours or more as first pilot with an experienced co-pilot sitting with
him in the cockpit of the helicopter, before he is allowed to go on his
own with a helicopter to do his first independent landing.

And here was a situation where the two of us had never seen a British
ship, nor even heard about such a ship. We did not know what the ship
was looking like, what all obstructions will be there on its helicopter
deck, and weather our helicopter can fit into that deck for us to make a
safe landing on the deck. We were going to land on an unknown ship.
We had to keep the word our Captain gave to the British pilot after a
few drinks. Fortunately, in the morning he remembered it and told us
to go and do the mission.

As per plan we took off at 10:00 am and somehow managed to reach
the British ship. The ship was a good 45 miles away from us heading in
a different direction. We had no navigation aid of any sort on our small
rudimentary helicopter called Alloutte Mk III. We navigate using our own
two eyes which was a great recipe for getting lost at sea forever.
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We kept calling the British ship which never came on radio for about 15
minutes after our take off, during which we kept yelling with the “Press
To Transmit” kept pressed with the two of us alternating every three
minutes because, we didn't know whether they can understand our
English language being spoken with Indian accent. But we kept trying
our luck.

Finally, we saw the British ship far away on the horizon where the sky
meets the sea like a small dot. We flew towards it hoping that we are
heading for the correct ship. We came to a hover next to the British ship.
That is when we realized that the British pilot had completely forgotten
about the talk he had with our ship’s Captain. We saw that the ship was
not ready to let us land on her deck in any way. The guard rails around
the helicopter deck were still up. The ship was not heading into the
wind. The Hanger door was shut and not a single soul on helicopter
deck. They probably never imagined that the Indian ship would send
their helicopter to land on their ship.

As we started overflying the British ship, we saw some people wearing
just a Bermuda and lying on top of the helicopter hanger, probably
sunbathing. That is when they saw us and all of them started jumping
into action. I saw the same Pilot who came for party on our ship wave
at us indicating 'Go Away', as he ran down the hangar top, clad in
Bermuda. The hello deck was prepared for landing our helicopter in
about 5 minutes as we kept hovering on the ship's starboard side
watching the fun.
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The British Pilot and his copilot were on the hello deck now, wearing
flying overalls and helping their men in lowering the guard rails around
the helicopter deck. But there was still no radio contact with the British
ship. Probably they were not manning the radio frequency which we
were on. So we had no choice but to communicate with the people on
deck with visual signs. The British pilot indicated to us that his ship is
ready for us to land on deck and that he wants to come on board our
Alloutte Mk III helicopter to meet our Ship’s Captain. He showed a big
package which he said he wants to give to our Captain. Now this was
something which we were not prepared. And we were not briefed to do
it. Being at 45 nautical miles away from our ship and in hover, we could
not communicate to our ship’s Captain.

As we moved back on top of the helicopter deck to land as planned and
briefed by Captain himself before we took off from our ship, we heard
the feeble voice of our Captain on the radio shouting, "Don't land.
Return back immediately!" For a few seconds we kept hovering on deck,
not knowing what to do. Then we communicated to our Captain that the
British ship wants to board our helicopter and come all the way to hand
over a gift. It was our Captain’s turn to go blank now. After about a
minute or so, the Captain said, "OK, in that case you winch him up and
bring them along. But do not land on the British ship". Now how do you
tell this to the British Pilot? So we told the pilot that we are lowering our
rescue hoist. It was so embarrassing to tell even in sign language, that
we can't land on your ship, please come onboard by rescue hoist.
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Both British pilots being helicopter pilots, probably understood our
dilemma and showed thumbs up. We winched up both the pilots along
with their large packet one by one whilst hovering over their ship’s deck
and strapped up both of them on the seat. Then we set course towards
our ship. As we approach our ship and gave final landing call on the
radio, it was our Captain who replied, "Don't land. Just show the two
pilots our ship by going around the ship in low hover. Then go and drop
them back on their own ship using the winch. Remember NO Landing
please".

We were already embarrassed by not landing on the British ship and
now we were completely without words to tell the two British pilots that
our Captain is not letting us land on our own ship with them onboard.
Somehow we communicated our helplessness to the pilots, who
fortunately were very understanding and mature enough.

As we flew back towards the British ship after showing the two pilots
our ship in low hover, the British Flight Commander sitting behind us,
presented a Tie Clip and a cuff link each, to the two of us. Then he also
presented the big packet which he had brought with him and said that
it is a gift from his ship’s Captain to our Ship’s Captain. He also gave a
short shouting speech which we hardly could make out because of the
deafening sound of the helicopter rotors. We reached the British ship,
hovered over its helicopter deck and winched down both pilots on to
their ship, waved at them in a high speed low pass and headed back to
our ship.
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Our Ship’s Captain was waiting on the helicopter deck, to receive us. As
landed on our ship and shutdown the helicopter rotors and engine, our
Captain came towards us and apologized for not letting us land on the
British ship to pick up the two British pilots as promised the night before
during the party and also for not letting us land on our own ship with
the two British pilots on board.

Captains worry, as he explained to us was that, "if either a photo of my
helicopter sitting on the British ship’s deck or the news of these two
British Officers visiting my ship at sea without the Fleet Commander’s
permission will get published next month in some British newspaper or
magazine and it would be beyond me to explain to the Fleet
Commander why it happened.

We handed over the big packet which the British pilots had presented
to the Captain. The Captain opened it right there on the helicopter deck.
It was a beautiful golden framed photo of that British ship. "Put it up in
the Officer’s Wardroom", said the Captain, as he walked away happily
smiling and relieved of everything.
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Chapter 22

School Bus, Girl And A Train

T

his is a true life story which happened many decades ago in mid70's, when I was just 10 years old and was studying in Class Six in

school called Deshmesh Public School, in a place called Faridkot in the
state of Punjab, in India. The school still exists and has developed way
beyond imagination. But the old school building where I studied still
remains the same without any renovation. My father was serving in the
army those days. So we used to go to school in an army vehicle which is
known in the Army as a three tonner, probably because its carrying
capacity was three tons. This three tonner only had a driver's cabin and
an open trailer behind. The trailer section was covered with a tarpaulin
sheet to protect us from the sun.
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The front and the rear part was completely open. There were a row of
benches on either side where, only the girls and small kids were allowed
to sit. The boys usually ended up standing for the one hour journey of
ten kilometers to school and back home. The journey to school used to
be real fun and every day, we used to look forward to this three tonner
school bus journey. The school was about eight Kilometers from the
Army Camp.

On our way to school from home in the school bus we would first pass
the Army check post where our school bus conductor who is an Army
man would go and write the vehicle number, the name, rank and
personal number of the conductor and driver and the number of
children the vehicle is carrying to school, in a register. It takes about five
to ten minutes depending up on how many vehicles are waiting at the
check post. Being a school bus our vehicle always to get priority
treatment.

After we leave the Army check post, the road goes through the green
fields for next one kilometer, mostly of wheat, mustard, cauliflower
fields etc. The fields were always being nurtured by some farmers and
we keep waving at all of them from the open rear end of the vehicle.
The next comes barren land on the right side and on the left side was a
short few hundred meter runway with an aircraft hangar which housed
some half a dozen biplanes of the Maha Raja of Faridkot, who was
reduced to the rank of a Colonel after India got independent and
became a Republic with a well established democracy.
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The route to the school will now join the high way where our school bus
would take a right turn. On the right for about three kilometers there
was nothing but barren land. But half through this barren land on the
left hand side, comes the central jail with a huge 50 foot tall wall all
around it. We never could see inside it. There were not even bushes
along this entire three kilometer stretch. The jail was a fort of the old
King when he ruled Faridkot district.

Then the school bus would turn right just two hundred meters short of
the railway station because the narrow railway station road is a one
way. On that two hundred meter stretch, there is a market where one
could buy anything from vegetables to cattle. The place used to stink
and we were happy not to go that way in the morning. The market closes
by 11:00 am. We come by that road on our way back from school.

Our school bus takes a right turn on to the most beautiful road in the
entire town of Faridkot in the State of Punjab in India. This road has
Jamun trees also known as Java Plum trees on both sides. The fruit of
these trees makes the mouth and tongue completely violet in color and
often I used to get a little perturbed in the toilet when I see the same
violet color. Even the urine turns violet. So strong is the smell and taste
of the Jamun or Java Plum that the driver would stop our school bus
right under the lowest hanging Jamun tree branch along the road. Then
we all climb on top of the tarpaulin top and driver cabin top of the
school bus plucking the Java Plum and filling our bags with it. In the
bargain we would also spoil our white shirt of School Uniform too.
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This road is kept beautiful because, about a hundred yards beyond the
Jamun tree jungle, we could see the beautiful white palace with many
spires and church like arched windows and doors of the palace of the
Maha Raja of Faridkot. The King used to stay in that palace those days.
I have seen the Maha Raja once when he came in a golden chariot to
the nearby stadium on the occasion of Republic Day celebration,
wearing the Army Colonel Uniform. It was a great site I will never forget.

From the Palace road our school bus goes into the town circle which is
actually one corner of the massive fort of the King of Faridkot. The Maha
Raja’s fort was so massive that it was the center of the Faridkot town.
Our school bus often would go through the busy road that goes around
the 80 foot walls of the fort. The entire market of Faridkot town was now
situated inside this open part of the fort. One could buy anything in
these local market. Today the whole place is well developed and
modernized, but when this true story was unfolding in my life in 1976,
over five decades back, it was not so.

Our school bus would turn left at the town circle and climbs up the road
towards our school named Deshmesh Public School. Just a hundred
yards from the school was a railway gate which almost every day would
be closed for a train to pass when we reach there. If it is too late then
we would get down against the wish of the school bus conductor and
run across the railway track like uncontrolled missiles and try to reach
the school before the school assembly starts.
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The railway station is just about five hundred yards from the railway
gate we cross and run to school. We had students from first standard
to the tenth standard boarding our three tonner army vehicle school
bus. The primary Classes from class one to Class ten used to get over
by 2:00 pm. After that these children keep playing around the vehicle
and in the surrounding areas, till the senior students come out of the
school after their classes are over at 4:00 pm.

The school bus drivers generally rest or sleep in the benches inside the
three tonner or in the driver cabin the whole day. Sometimes, they play
cards or chess to pass time. By 4:30 pm when all the children are
onboard, the three tonner Army vehicle starts back home. Before we
start back, the conductor starts counting how many kids on board
because he has to report that to the Army check post when we enter
the Army Cantonment.

That day, I came at 4:00 pm after class and boarded the bus. But as the
conductor of the school bus counted the number of children in the bus
and he found out that one child is missing. He counted three more times
to confirm and a child was actually missing. The conductor asked the
children, who is missing. But nobody answered. Everyone kept quiet
especially the small primary class students. One small child meekly
stated that they were playing on the railway track and one girl is still
there. The driver and the conductor knew that children to go and play
on the railway line near the railway gate just 200 yards from where the
school bus was parked.
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The driver and the conductor ran towards the railway gate. We too got
down from the school bus and ran behind them. That is when we saw a
large gathering of people about a hundred yards from the railway gate,
at the place where the railway line is bifurcating. We all ran and reached
there. I too wriggled through the small crowd of people and saw our
missing school girl standing and crying in pain on the railway track. She
had her leg stuck and bleeding in between two rails.

Those days we had steam engine trains all over India. What these small
primary class students used to do was to keep small rocks on top all
along the rails on both sides of the train track and wait for the train to
go over it grinding all the rocks into powder. The train driver would also
wave at these small kids. This was the game these kids would play for
more than one hour with two trains passing in that time period, till the
senior students came back.

We came to know later that these children also bring coins from home
to place on top of the railway line. Once the train passes over the coin,
the kids find a flat thin metal piece, which becomes a proud possession
for them, to be displayed as a trophy for the next few day in the school.
The older students often buy ice cream and candies to these small kids
who bring them these flattened coins. A dangerous game indeed. Many
student were also collecting these flattened coins. Now since there was
demand for the coins and candies in return, the small kids would bring
more coins from home, instead of playing game they were actually into
sort of a business flattening coins.
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On that fateful day, when they were playing a different game on the
railway track as there was about an hour’s gap between the two trains.
The game was to insert one foot into the gap between the track changeover rails and take it out in quick succession. It was this small school
girl’s turn to put her foot in between these pair of rails, when the railway
staff changed the track using a mechanical levers from a cabin 200 yards
away in the railway station, for the arriving train to come to the
platform.

Unfortunately, the small girl had just put her leg in between those rails,
when the two rails closed. The school girl's little foot was trapped in
between the jammed rails and was almost crushed. The moment it
happened and the girl started crying, all the small kids ran away from
bath and settled inside the bus, keeping completely quite. Probably, the
silence and discipline which the small kids were displaying when the
conductor was counting the number of kids on board, which prompted
the driver and the conductor of the school bus to guess that something
has really gone wrong on the railway tracks when this small kid spoke
about the girl playing on the railway track with them.

The train usually slows down to walking pace normally as it approaches
the gate near the railway station, probably because the driver knows
about the small school children playing crushing stones game on the
railway tracks, with his him and his coal burning steam engine
passenger train.
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The driver and the conductor of the school bus found the girl standing
on the railway track surrounded with many people who were trying to
dislodge her little legs from the rails on which the steam engine train
was coming slowly. The train signal beyond the railway crossing was
indicating a green for the train to come to the platform. The little girl
was still standing on the tracks with her legs stuck in the rails. People
started panicking as they saw the train approaching from far end. The
only way to stop the train was to change the signal to red. And for that
somebody has to run about four hundred yards faster than the train to
reach the railway station and inform the Station Master. Even if
someone was to run, before he reaches the railway station, it would be
all over.

The conductor of our school bus in Army uniform, suddenly started
running towards the approaching train. He was running in the center of
the railway track, frantically waving his bare hands in the air indicating
the train driver to stop the train. We all hoped and prayed that the train
driver sees our school bus conductor and stops the train. Our school
bus driver wearing his Olive green Army uniform, stood there along with
the little girl, in between the two rails on which the train was
approaching us. The girl was crying her heart out due to the severe pain
in her crushed foot. He was saying kind words to the girl to make her
feel confident. He was also shouting at all of us and the people who had
gathered there to stay clear of the railway track holding the little girl
with one hand and waving his other hand in air, at the approaching
train. It was a scary scene. No one could predict the outcome.
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Seeing these two Army men in Olive green Army uniforms, risking their
own life for a little girl, who is not related to them in any way, except
that the girl travels in the school bus they operate. Some people who
were gathered around there also started running towards the train
although after a few seconds delay. The school bus conductor’s initiative
to run towards the train followed by a few more local people, worked.
The train driver probably was noticed by the train driver. This must have
been because he used to look out for the children playing on the track
every day from that distance.

The train, finally came to a stop about 200 yards short of the girl.
Immediately the school bus driver who was standing with the girl, ran
towards the railway station to get the track-change lever reversed. A
minute or two later the jammed rails opened freeing the girl's foot. A
few people who had gathered around the girl, immediately picked up
the little girl and a rushed her to the nearest hospital. The bus conductor
also went with them. The driver got all us on board the school bus and
we also reached the hospital. About an hour later, the parents of the girl
were also in the hospital along with many other parents also, who came
to the hospital. By about 8:00 pm, the school bus left the hospital and
we all went back home sad, yet happy. This is a true story from my life.
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Chapter 23

I Became A Guru

The Mathematics Teacher came in and started distributing the
evaluated answer sheets. My heart was skipping many beats. I was an
unknown student in Class IX in a small school in a place called Nasik in
the district of Maharashtra in India. I had trouble understanding even
English in that school because all the teachers and students there are
locals who prefer to speak in Marathi which is the local language. Even
English is explained in Marathi. I am from South India and had a lot of
difficulty understanding what the teachers say. Being the only outsider,
some teachers did make effort to say things in English and Hindi which
is India’s national language. I got my answer sheet and looked at it. I
scored some 64 out of 100 marks.
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There was a student nick named Radha in our class who usually got
100% in Mathematics and almost 100% all other subjects also. The
second and third position were always scored by girls. This true life story
happened sometime in the year 1979. There were 33 students in my
class and I used to stand within the last ten in performance. My name
starts with the alphabet “W” and thus my roll number was the last.
Probably that also seemed to decide my back bench seat and even my
mentality towards studies. I don’t know. But I decided to break it. I had
started studying almost in all the free time in the school and even at
home. I used to wonder how Radha used to manage so much marks in
the exam studying the same subjects which was taught by the same
teachers who teach all of us. I had once asked him if he took tuitions at
home and he had said no to that. That made me introspect myself and
the way I used to waste time at school and my never touch a book when
at home attitude.

I preferred to take a cane beating on my palm which was easier than
wasting time on homework at home. I was physically very fit and even
had a six pack those days at an age of 14. Radha however looked thin,
pale and underweight. He was found mostly with girls in free time or in
the library and would prefer to play with the girls during games period.
His success was something which had started motivating me to study. I
used to ask myself that, if he can, then why not me too. A few months
before the Mathematics exam, I had started studying all subjects even
at home. Sitting on the last bench, I was the last to get the answer sheet.
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I looked at my paper started turning the pages. I saw 64/100 written on
my paper and felt thrilled. Till now I used to often fail in Mathematics
exams. And today I have not just passed, but gone beyond 60 which was
a milestone in my life. It was something I had never seen in my life, sixty
four marks scored by me who never used to go past 40 in Mathematics.
I wanted to jump in joy. I was in a different world, basking in my 64
marks achievement.

That is when I realized that the class had suddenly gone silent when the
teacher asked something which I did not hear being on a different
frequency at that moment. I looked around. No one was speaking and
everyone was looking into their own answer sheet. I sat there, not fully
understanding, as to what it is, that everyone else was searching in their
answer sheets. The teacher said it again, “Everyone has got the answer
to one question completely wrong. It was not so difficult. Radha, how
come you too got this simple one wrong?” After a pause the
Mathematics teacher continued, “But, there is someone I remember,
whose answer is off by just 0.01 and I have put a red circle around the
answer. Who is that?”

I told myself, if even Radha has got the answer wrong, it cannot be I who
has got the answer off by 0.01 because I am not so intelligent. I sat there
looking at others looking into their answer sheet to see if they were the
one whose answer is off by 0.01. After about a minute, I casually looked
into my answer sheet.
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Oops, it was my answer which says 124.24 instead of 125.25. My answer
had a red circle around it with a question mark next to it. Reluctantly, I
stood up and meekly said, “Sir, it is my answer which you have circled.”
The mathematics teacher said in awe, “How come you were off by just
0.01. But you are the only one who has done it correctly. Very good.
Keep it up. Sit down.” The mathematics teacher was impressed with me.
There were 64 eyes of 32 students, Roll number 33 being myself, looking
at me from all directions.

I could not read what those 32 pairs of eyes said. The class was over
after half an hour, the next few periods went past and it was lunch time.
That is when Radha comes to me and shakes hand with me for my
achievement and said, “Hi, You are a Mathematics Guru”.

First of all no one could believe that I have scored 64 marks out of 100.
Secondly, they were all surprised that I have solved a question which
even the class topper Radha had failed to do. For them, 0.01 off is just a
small error. But the name Guru stayed with me for the next two years
till I cleared my Class X in the same school. My brand value increased. I
started alternating as the Class monitor every second month with
Radha, who till then the undisputed permanent class monitor. From the
day I was raised to the status of Guru which became my nick name for
the next two years, I had no choice but to give up my free time for
studies.
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I did not want to lose my status. Some boys and girls, who were till then
the only competition to Radha for second to sixth positions were now
approaching me to teach them solve question which they found tough.
Think of my plight. I had to work super hard in Mathematics to retain
my status as Guru. It was a herculean task. But I managed to maintain
it all my life. I am thankful to those classmates who made me a Guru,
which is what motivated me to give my hundred percent to whatever I
do. This is a true life story.

Then there was this not so bright a girl who wanted to ask me a doubt.
She showed her note book. The problem was 1.00/100 and she had cut
both the zeroes on top and bottom, and got 1 as the answer. She
wanted me to tell her, why 0.01 is the answer given in the text book.
After all, I am the Mathematics Guru of her class. She was a lovely girl.
This is also a true story.
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Chapter 24

My Aircraft Caught Fire

This is a True Life Story of my First ever flight as a pilot in my life on a
Kiran jet engine aircraft also known as HJT-16 or Hindustan Jet Trainer.
I could hardly sleep the previous night either due to the excitement or
the anxiety of getting into a jet engine aircraft cockpit and flying it as a
trainee pilot. All I knew till that night was how to ride a bicycle. Coming
from a middle class family, I had no experience of driving even a motor
cycle or a motor car. I was not an expert even in riding a bicycle because,
my father always insisted that walking is the best exercise and a bicycle
actually damages the knee joints. Only when he decided, did I get to ride
a bicycle, which was normally to buy fish from the market just two
kilometers away from home and that too just twice a week.
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When we had joined the Air Force Academy as cadets, the first two
weeks went in learning about the jet aircraft called Kiran manufactured
by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited. We learned about how the aircraft
flies, how the jet engine works, what are the maintenance routines on
the aircraft, how much fuel it carries, how long can this aircraft fly in air
with full fuel etc. Then there were classes on metrology, aerodynamics,
airmanship which seemed to last a life time because they continued till
we finally became pilots.

The sun rise was at 6:30 am. But I woke up at 4:00 am, took a bath and
was ready to go to the flying faculty by 5:00 am. The flight briefing was
scheduled at 7:30 am. I took out my Flight Reference Card or FRC and
started rehearsing my aircraft external checks and cockpit internal
checks, starting up the engine procedures etc. Although, we were told
that the first aircraft sortie will be familiarization where the flying
instructor will fly and the pupil just needs to sit and enjoy the feeling of
getting airborne like a free bird. But I had prepared myself for full
starting up of engine and taxying on ground. Moving the aircraft on
ground using the engine and wheel brakes is called Taxy not Taxi.

I was fully prepared to taxy the aircraft. I had practiced the whole night
telling myself that to move the aircraft forward, move the engine
throttle a little forward to increase engine rpm by 5% till the aircraft
starts moving and then reduce the throttle back to idle setting. To turn
right, apply full right rudder and brake, to turn left apply full left rudder
and brake. I was ready to taxy the aircraft on ground.
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Finally, the moment arrived. The briefing was over and I along with my
flying instructor who had just got his flying instructor qualification last
month. I was his first pupil. He was as apprehensive as I was, since both
of us were new to this game. I learning to fly an aircraft for the first time
in my life and my instructor learning to teach a real pupil for the first
time in his life. Great combination was inside our two seat aircraft
cockpit.

We accepted the aircraft with my Instructor signing in the aircraft
document. My instructor showed me what all I should check in the
aircraft document before signing for acceptance. Then the two of us
proudly walked towards the dispersal where there were at least sixty
Kiran jet engine aircraft were parked in a long line along the dispersal
edge. As the two of us marched towards the aircraft, my instructor
taught me how to look at the sky for rain bearing clouds and the wind
sock near the end of the runway to know the wind speed and direction.
We reached our aircraft and my instructor started telling me what all I
should check on the aircraft externally.

Then we climbed the seven foot ladder and entered the cockpit. As my
instructor strapped up on the seat, he was looking at me, how I was
strapping up. If the straps are put wrongly and we happen to eject in
case of an emergency in the aircraft, I will not survive if the parachute
has not been properly strapped to my body. He had to correct one small
mistake I did in my strapping up procedure. We did the cockpit internal
checks together. Actually my instructor was doing and I followed him.
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I was beaming with full confidence. We tightened our flying helmets
called bonedome and rechecked the radio connection. My instructor
requested permission from the ATC or Air Traffic Controller to start
engine. The he pressed the start button and advanced the HP cock or
High Pressure Fuel Cock into the slot. The jet engine of the HJT 16
aircraft fondly called as Kiran roared into my ears. And that roaring of
the engine made me forget all that I had studied the previous night and
this morning. The sound of the roaring engine and the aircraft
vibrations due to that actually scared me.

After a few minutes of engine startup, I was at ease. We did all the
checks together and were ready to taxy out of the dispersal to the taxy
tracks leading to the runway end. My instructor indicated to the ground
crew outside the aircraft by waving off action with his hands to remove
the wheel chocks. I checked left, right and taxy path ahead is clear. Then
I asked my instructor if I can at least taxy the aircraft.

He told me that once the aircraft is clear of the dispersal where over a
hundred aircraft including sixty Kiran aircraft and some forty HPT-32
aircraft or Hindustan Piston Trainer aircraft were parked. That was a
precaution to ensure that by mistake the first timer like me does not
taxy the aircraft by mistake into any parked aircraft. I said OK and waited
anxiously for my turn to taxy. We went past the last aircraft at the end
of the dispersal and turned towards the link taxy track.
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I reminded my instructor if I can take over the control of the aircraft and
try my hand at taxying the aircraft. He looked at me and then reluctantly
handed over controls. That was the happiest moment in my entire flying
career. Getting to taxy an aircraft in the first sortie. I moved the engine
throttle a bit forward and continued to taxy. As the speed increased, I
reduced the throttle back to idle setting. By now I was in love with the
engine noise and the aircraft vibrations. In any case, if something goes
wrong, my instructor is there like God himself sitting next to me who
will save the situation.

The taxy track turns right after ten odd meters. As I approached the
turn, I called out, “Full right rudder, brake”. And I did give full right
rudder and pressed the brake using my right foot. But the magic failed
to happen. The aircraft did not turn right. I tried pressing the brake
again with my right leg, but the aircraft just won’t turn right. I asked
myself, what am forgetting. I had no idea.

That is when I thought to try the other brake. Without calling out I
moved the left rudder fully forward with my left leg and pressed the
brake on the rudder with my left foot. Amazingly, the aircraft started
turning left. Immediately, I gave full right rudder and pressed the right
brake with my right leg since we had to turn right. But the aircraft
refused to turn right. I could not figure out why she won’t turn right. My
instructor calmly told me that he has the controls and I took my hands
and legs off the joy stick, engine throttle and rudders.
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My instructor also could not make the aircraft turn right, but could make
it turn left. He then declared that we have a right brake failure. He
switched off the engine at that turning called Charlie Link and told me
put off all the switches and pull out all circuit breakers except the
battery switch. I asked him why and he said we need the battery to call
the ATC to send the ladder and ground team to climb down from the
cockpit and the inverter is required for the fire warning system to work.
Good thought, I thought.

Within a few seconds of switching off the engine, I saw some smoke
coming out of my side engine air intake. I was alarmed and told my
instructor. He said that after the aircraft engine is switched off, some
smoke always comes out of it. As he was talking to me, the smoke
became thick and black in color with a pungent smell. I cut him off and
said loudly, “Sir, now the smoke has increased and it is very thick and
black with a pungent smell.” The cockpit canopy was still in the partially
open condition and locked exactly as it was when we had started
taxying. And this thick smoke was coming into my side through the
partially open canopy.

My instructor realized this and told me to put on my oxygen mask which
we had removed after engine was switched off. That is when we heard
another aircraft flying above us give a call, asking the ATC to dispatch a
crash fire tender to the aircraft on Charlie Link Taxy Track. Hearing this
my instructor asked me to look and tell him which aircraft is behind us.
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I said, “Sir, there is no other aircraft behind us. We are the only one on
Link Charlie.” By then one Flight Lieutenant of Air Force, who was our
Air Engineering Officer of the Training Establishment there came
running but stopped about 50 yards short of our aircraft. As I looked at
him, I saw he was shouting something. We could not hear because we
still had the Bonedome on our head which cuts out all external sounds.
But I could read his lips. He was saying, “Fire in Your Engine. Get Out of
the Cockpit.”

A couple of day’s back a few of us had gone for a movie called “Top Gun”.
After seeing that movie, I knew that when there is smoke coming out of
an aircraft, the next is an explosion with lot of flame and the aircraft will
be destroyed. The moment, I read his lips saying Fire, I was in panic. I
told my instructor that the Air Engineer is saying there is fire in our
engine behind.

My Instructor very calmly said, “OK, then let us put battery and inverter
off and unstrap. Open the canopy fully. In my panic I hardly heard him
say put the ejection seat pin in before you get out of the cockpit. The
pilot seats in all fighter aircraft including trainer aircraft are ejection
seats. There are two loops on above the pilot head and the other
between his thighs. Pulling any of these two loops can initiate the seat
to fire itself out of the cockpit at 25 G force, with you still strapped to
the seat. If you are not sitting up right, then you will lose a limb or break
you neck or back bone because your body weight becomes 25 times
that of you normal weight during the firing of the ejection seat.
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The pilot is supposed to first fire the canopy button before pulling one
of the ejection loops. Once outside, a small three feet parachute comes
out and stops the seat from spinning and stabilizes it. In a couple of
seconds this small parachute will pull out the big 27 feet diameter
parachute and at the same time a cartridge fires and separates the
hundred kilogram heavy seat from the pilot. Even if the pilot is
unconscious, the parachute ensures a safe landing of the pilot on
ground or water.

I was so blind with panic due to the thick smoke coming from the air
intake of the engine that, the Fire in Engine call by the Air Engineer and
my instructor’s call to unstrap from the seat triggered some violent
action in me. I immediately unstrapped all the seat safety straps,
opened the cockpit canopy, jumped from my seat over the cockpit on
to the ground seven feet below and ran for my life before the whole
aircraft exploded into a ball of fire.

I kept running for some time, stopped and looked back. I could not
believe. How can the aircraft not explode as was expected by me? In the
Top Gun movie, it exploded and I was very sure of that. My aircraft was
still smoking a little, but much lesser than before and now there was a
big crowd of people around the aircraft. My instructor was still standing
on his seat in the cockpit waiting for the ladder to climb down. Very
slowly I started jogging back towards my aircraft praying to God, that no
one sees me.
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I somehow reached and mingled into the crowd that had gathered
there. I our Chief Flying Instructor or CFI in short, driving down in his
own car towards our aircraft. The moment the CFI got out of his car, the
Air Engineering Officer who was the one responsible for me to run away
over 200 yards from my aircraft went running to him and saluted the
CFI. During the briefing I heard him say, “Sir, they had switched off the
aircraft due to a brake failure. The brake fluid probably leaked into the
engine exhaust pipe which was still hot and it caught fire. I saw the fire
sir. I took us three portable fire extinguishers to be fire through the air
intake and two through the exhaust to extinguish the fire. It could have
been catastrophic, Sir.”

The CFI just smiled at the Air Engineer. Then he walked towards the
aircraft where the ladder was just put and my instructor was coming
down from the cockpit. My instructor stopped and said a bit loud,
“Where is Mathews my pupil?” I replied, “I am here, Sir”. He looked at me
and said, “You duffer, give me the ejecting seat pins”. I was
embarrassed. I had jumped off the seat without making the ejection
seat safe. Had my foot or hand were to entangle in the top or bottom
ejection loops, the ejection seat would have fired me about 100 meters
into the air at 25 G force which would have as such broken my back
bone. Secondly, since I was no more strapped to the seat, I would have
fallen on concrete taxy track from a 100 meters height and got killed.
The CFI came near the cockpit and looked at me. He asked, “Mathews,
Scared?” I answered, “No Sir” even though my entire body was still
shaking violently with fear.
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The CFI looked at his wrist watch and then at my Instructor. Then he
looked at the sky. Then he started walking away towards his car telling
my instructor, “There is enough light, you can still take him in another
aircraft and land back before sunset.” I almost fainted on hearing that. I
just escaped death and the CFI wants me to try my luck in under ten
minutes, once again? This can’t be true.

My instructor and I went back to the hangar with the CFI in his car. We
accepted another aircraft, strapped up, started the engine and flew the
sortie in another Kiran aircraft. First of all I did not want to fly again after
the engine fire episode. Secondly, I did not know how to say No to my
instructor or to the CFI. I was stuck for good.

The moment the aircraft started thundering down the runway for
takeoff, my heart started skipping beats. I stayed frozen throughout
those few minutes. I never asked my instructor that I want to taxy the
aircraft on ground or fly the aircraft in air. I just wanted the aircraft to
land back. I was ready to leave the flying training academy and go back
home. I did not to fly any more in my life.

That sortie was just a takeoff followed by flying a short circuit and land
back, totaling less than five minutes between takeoff and landing. I have
flown sorties of up to six hours at a stretch in my 30 years of flying
career. Believe me, this five minutes flight, was the longest flying of my
life. It looked as if time had stopped after the aircraft got airborne.
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Chapter 25

I Had A Heart Attack
I was having a Heart Attack and I did not know it was a heart attack going
on inside me. I thought it was a muscle pain about it. This is a True Life
Story. It was just 4:00 am. I had just woken up to relieve myself. That is
when I realized that there is some pain in my chest as if someone is
pressing a small coin in the center of my chest, on top and center of my
sternum.

I went to the toilet, relieved myself and lay back on my bed. But the pain,
rather I would say a small discomfort remained. I tried to turn to the
sides, turned on my stomach, sat up, stood on all four limbs, tried to
walk a little inside the room and what not. But the discomfort just won’t
go away, whatever I do. The coin remained pressed on top of my skin,
at least, that was the sort of feeling I was having. I was sweating for
about 45 minutes. Then I got used to the discomfort, but failed to get
even a wink of sleep from the time I woke up at 4:00 am. I saw the clock
go slowly past 5:00 am. Then at 6:00 am my wife woke up and went
about her work at home as usual. I lay there keeping the pain to myself.
I did not tell my wife anything. By 6:25 am, I realized that I won’t be able
to sleep and decided to get up from the bed. The coin pressing
discomfort on my chest just stayed there.
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I tried to divert my attention from the discomfort by fiddling with my
mobile phone for about 20 minutes, my computer for about half an
hour, talking to my son and daughter for a few minutes. But the
discomfort just refuses to grab my attention. I was getting fed up with
it. I didn’t feel like crying, cribbing, telling anyone about it or ignore it
either. It was not a great pain either that I start feeling it. It just felt like
a pulled tendon or muscle pain.

I thought for a while. Why should there be a muscle pull or pain. I
remembered that on 28 Feb 19, I had a small fall from my scooter. I had
fallen on the hard tarred road on my left knee and the hard edge of the
seat of the scooter had fallen right in between the knee bones on the
sides there after. I was limping for almost 45 days unable to even bend
my knee more than about 30 degrees even whilst sleeping. The knee
injury made me climb stairs with just my right leg. In those forty-five
days my left thigh muscles reduced due to nonuse and the right thigh
muscles had maintained its size because that was the only leg I was
using. Thus, I could see my left thighs was thinner than my right thigh.

On the forty sixth day, I told my wife that I need to restart my walking.
She agreed readily and we went for a short walk that evening. We might
have walked about two hundred yards and I started getting a feeling of
having run a short distance fast somewhere in the lower part of my
throat. I mentioned this to my wife. We waited for five minutes in a
nearby Church and the running type of discomfort disappeared.
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We continued our walk slowly. A mild discomfort restarted and stayed
till we got back after about half an hour. Once I rested at home, the
discomfort was gone. Both of us disregarded the discomfort and
completely forgot about it.

The next day which was the forty seventh day after my scooter accident,
I went to office. My office in in the first floor. As such because of my left
knee pain, I climb stairs with only my right leg very slowly, one flight at
a time with many people climbing past me and asking me how my knee
was almost every day even after seeing me limp. My answer too would
be the same every day. As I climbed the stairs I got that running feeling
once again, on reaching the first floor. I slowly walked to my office to
avoid the discomfort increasing and went and sat on my chair. Around
ten minutes later the discomfort went away.

I thought for a while as to what was causing the discomfort. That is when
I remembered exercising my hands vigorously with a pair of two
kilogram steel dumbbells on the forty fifth day which was just yesterday.
So there was nothing to worry. Exercising with dumbbells did not trigger
any discomfort in the throat. I forgot about the whole discomfort that
morning also.

In the evening my wife said, let us go for a walk. But I said, I did not want
to walk as it was already dark. Then I took my seven and a half kilogram
pair of dumbbells and exercised for about half an hour watching the TV.
No discomfort came doing that for more than half an hour.
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I did not even remember about the previous evening discomfort in my
throat during the walk or the discomfort which came after climbing to
the first floor to my office. And as usual I went to sleep past 11:00 pm,
as usual without any event.

It was 8:00 am and the discomfort had not changed a bit since I woke
up at 4:00 am. I had nothing else to do except bear the pain which I was
very sure was a muscle pain due to my vigorous exercise with the two
kilogram dumbbells the day before and the seven and a half kilogram
dumbbells the previous evening. Normally, muscle pain lasts a day or
two. Even though I had never experienced a muscle pain on the center
of my chest till that day, I still was confident that I can bear the
discomfort for two days.

I took a bath, had a small bite for breakfast, changed into my uniform
and was going to start my car when my wife suddenly told me to wait. I
sat in the car wondering why she wanted to come with me. She got
dressed and got into the car and said that we need to go to the hospital.
When I asked why, she said that I am doing everything unusually slow
and looked ill. That is when I realized that she is trying to take me to the
hospital.

I told her I am perfectly fine. I just have a little discomfort in the center
of my chest, probably a muscle pull which will go away in a day or two.
She however insisted on I seeing a doctor and refused to get off the car.
I did not have much of a choice and I drove to the hospital.
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Being in the Navy, I drove to our service hospital and met the duty
doctor. I explained my chest discomfort and also mentioned about the
discomfort in throat which I had experienced during a short walk and
during the climb to my office. The duty doctor immediately told me to
get my ECG done.

The ECG machine failed to give a print out. After about three attempt,
the medical assistant gave up. Then the duty doctor sent me to the
Medical department. The ECG machine gave a print out. I cleaned all the
gel they had put on my hairy body to fix the ECG machine leads and put
my uniform back on.

Armed with the ECG print out, I met the head of the medical department
who is an experienced Medical Specialist. He was not a cardiologist. He
looked at the ECG and told me that there is some variation in my ECG.
He told me that since the hospital does not have a cardiologist, he will
refer me to another Army hospital in Bangalore, India just a few
hundred kilometers away. But I have to get admitted, do the other tests
and procedures. I also have wait for the hospital staff to book me a flight
or a train ticket in a day or two.

Suddenly, the doctor remembered and told me that I am very lucky. As
I looked at him, he said that a Cardiologist is supposed to come down
to this hospital that morning for about ten days. He rang up that
doctor’s number and smiled at me. In about ten minutes, the
Cardiologist walked in. We shook hands and he looked at my ECG.
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Suddenly, the Cardiologist called for a wheel chair and told me to sit on
it. I asked where we are going. He said, he needs to take my Echo
Cardiograph in the sonography room. I said, I came driving from home
and I can walk. He said no and also firmly said that now he is in charge
and I need to do as he says. No more questions. I sat on the wheel chair.

Everyone I passed by either looked at me askance and some who knew
me wanted to know what happened. I myself did not know as to why I
am being taken on a wheel chair for a simple muscle pain. The moment
I reached near the sonography room, I got up from the wheel chair and
stood there to avoid people asking me why am I on a wheel chair. I had
no answer.

I stood there for over one hour talking to people before my turn came.
That was a busy day for the radiologist. My Cardiologist did my
Echocardiograph. He did not say anything to me. He put me back on the
wheel chair and sent me to the ICU. Finally, I asked the Cardiologist,
“What is wrong with me.” He said, “Sir you have a coronary artery
blocked!” That sentence did not make any sense to me. I was still very
sure I know it better than the Cardiologist that it is just a muscle pain
due to the dumbbells I used for some seriously vigorous exercise for
two days. I was put in the ICU on a stretcher. The nurse checked my
Blood Pressure and said it was 198/145. Ten minutes later the
Cardiologist asked her to check my BP again and she found it to be
145/90. But when she tried to get my pulse on my wrist, she could find
none. She was alarmed and called the doctor back in.
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The doctor took my BP and the same machine gave a reading of
185/110. The Cardiologist sensed something serious. My heart was
giving up. There was a nurse taking my blood for some immediate tests,
another nurse was taking my BP continuously and the Cardiologist was
busy checking my heart beat with his stethoscope. A canola was put on
my left hand and the nurse injected something. A few seconds later a
large syringe full of some medicine was injected into my veins through
the canola.

The Cardiologist there after would ask me every three to five minutes if
the pain has reduced. I would casually tell him, there is no pain, just a
discomfort which is still there. After about thirty minutes I felt the
discomfort has reduced and I told him so. He seemed to be relieved a
little. But another fifteen minutes went past and he kept on asking me
about the pain. But the discomfort although a little reduced was still
there confirming my view that it is a muscle pain.

Then I asked the Cardiologist as to why is he asking me so frequently
about the pain. He said that he had injected a medicine for
Thrombolysis to happen or to dissolve the block. If the block goes away
then my pain will too. Since the pain is still there, it indicates that the
block in the Artery is still there. He further said that he will try and shift
me to a local civil hospital for further treatment and probably put a stent
where the coronary artery is blocked. He and a junior doctor there
started calling up all the local hospitals for immediate treatment for my
condition. My spirits were still very high. I was not believing the doctors.
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A few minutes later and after seeing the panic in which the doctors and
nurses in the service hospital were, I was starting to understand the
seriousness of my own condition and how foolish I was all this while to
believe that I was having a muscle pain, when actually I was going
through a Heart Attack. Imagine, I was having a Heart Attack since 4:00
am and it has been seven hours since that time and only now have I
fully understood that I am going through a heart attack which could
have killed me.

In fact, before my wife got into my car and forced me to come to the
hospital, I was planning to go to my office and work, thinking that I have
a muscle pain. I would not have survived that day, had I gone and sat in
my office. I have to thank my wife for what she did that morning. But
they had taken away my mobile phone, wrist watch, my marriage ring
and everything else and gave it to my wife. They won’t let me talk to my
wife as she was not allowed into the ICU except once initially when she
bought me a Bermuda and a T-Shirt to change from my White Naval
Uniform.

Around forty five minutes of trying Thrombolysis to dissolve my blocked
artery and failed, now they were racing against time to reach me into a
good local civil hospital where they have the facility to mechanically
remove the artery block and put a stent there. I was still in a jovial mood,
still considering that mild discomfort to be a nothing more than a
muscle pain which obviously thrombolysis cannot remove.
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Before I knew, I was put onto a mobile stretcher which was pushed at
superfast speed towards an Ambulance. Two medical assistants, one
young doctor and my poor wife. I am all that she has in this world. Her
parents passed away due to illness half a decade back. In a minute the
two thin medical assistants were struggling to lift my seventy eight
kilogram body along with the twenty kilogram stretcher into the
ambulance. Somehow they managed with the help of the young doctor
and my wife helping them out.

I have seen Ambulance speeding past almost once every two days on
the road and used to give way because that is the rule of the road. But
never in my life had I even dreamt that one day I will be inside one of
these vehicle called Ambulance screaming down the road as if someone
is going to lose life if they did not drive super-fast. Today, I was lying
inside a screaming Ambulance and experiencing the reality of life
myself.

This service ambulance was an old one. The first speed breaker the
driver went over at that speed got my stretcher detached from the
ambulance. Now every time the driver pressed the brake or accelerated,
my stretcher would run forward or backward by around one foot and
stop suddenly hitting the limit stopper bar on the ends. The next speed
breaker saw my saline i.v bottle detach from the hook on top and fall
down. One medical assistant tried to take the iv bottle and put it back
on the hook above fell down himself. Trying to save him, the young
doctor hit his head on the door of an overhead cupboard which opened.
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That is when our Ambulance driver applied a harsh brake followed by a
heavy acceleration in the first gear. As the ambulance lurched forward,
the medical assistant holding my iv bottle fell down and both the rear
doors of the Ambulance swung open. Now the other medical assistant
and the young doctor were waiting for over a minutes before the
ambulance driver finally applied brake and the doors to swing back into
closed position. But they could not close the door fully to put the latch.
So they both were holding one door each with one hand and holding
the ambulance top bar for supporting their own body from losing
balance till the time we reached the civil hospital about an hour later.

As the ambulance was rolling, pitching, yawing and heaving, I casually
asked the young doctor, “Bro, what if all this commotion dislodges my
artery block before we reach the hospital. What will you tell the
Cardiologist there if they do not find the block in my heart?” We all had
a good laugh. Whatever happened inside the ambulance, neither the
young doctor, nor the driver stopped the ambulance even once
between the two hospitals. They understand the urgency. And that day,
I too had started realizing the importance of time between life and
death.

By 1:45 pm, the Ambulance reached the Civil Hospital. I was shifted into
the Emergency casualty ward. Within one minute, I was surrounded by
some eight doctors who I was told later were all those who were
Masters in Cardiology or trainees.
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Then a came a very normal looking gentleman who introduced himself
as Doctor Rajesh. He looked me up, asked me a few questions like do I
still have pain to which I replied in affirmative. Then the young naval
doctor who accompanied me in the Ambulance showed Dr. Rajesh my
documents and explained whatever they have done to me till that
moment. The young doctor and the two medical assistants left in the
Ambulance. But the commotion around me was increasing with about
four female nurses and a barber joining the crowd.

Time now was 1:48 pm. The barber, without taking any formal
permission from me, suddenly pulled down my half trousers and
started shaving off my pubic hair. It was a very embarrassing situation.
He shaved my right thigh till the knee and was about to start with my
left thigh, when the nurses told the barber to get aside, she pulled my
trousers up and the four nurses started pushing my four feet tall mobile
stretcher very fast. I was actually enjoying the attention and ride.

In no time I was inside the Operation Theatre which had Cardiac OT
written outside. The same nurse who had pulled my trousers up in the
Casualty ward, now pulled my trousers and undergarment completely
off. Then she removed my T-Shirt and I was there lying in my birthday
suite, almost shivering with the cold air from the air-conditioning
system. She told me that she will hand over my Bermuda and T-Shirt to
my wife who is outside the OT. Then another nurse pulled a blanket over
me. And then all of them suddenly vanished from the OT leaving me
alone there, wondering what next.
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A minute later, Dr. Rajesh came in with his smiling face. He told me he
will be making a cut on my right thigh, inserting a wire and a tube to put
a dye which will show on the computer screen where is the artery
blocked in my heart. I did not have any choice, so nodded my head in
agreement. The he said, he is giving me some small injection or local
anesthesia. Then he placed a screen between him and me, so that I
cannot see him using those knives, wires, needles etc. I was also happy,
because I did not want to see myself being butchered.

Thirty seconds later he said he is going to make a cut to insert a wire. I
waited. Since he had given local anesthesia, I was not going to feel any
pain. But the moment he made an incision on my right thigh, I almost
jumped in pain. He warned me that if I move, the knife or the wire might
wound me and he will have to stop the operation. So I told him the pain
was excruciating when he made the cut.

He acknowledged and called for a nurse to give me sedation. But there
were just I and him in that OT and no one else. He started murmuring
something and went out leaving me with a big cut oozing blood
uncontrolled from my thighs. He came back in ten seconds with a
trainee doctor who gave me a mask to wear which had some sedative
to breath. Before the sedative took effect, he started inserting the wire
through the incision he had made 30 seconds ago and I felt the sharp
pain again. This time I did not move, but screamed. The doctor stopped
and calmed me down for another 30 seconds. By now the sedation was
in action and I did not feel any more pain till the operation ended.
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After a while the doctor told me that he has to make another cut, but
this time on my left thigh. But the hair there was not removed. He again
was murmuring something against the barber. He made the cut on my
left thigh later, which I never felt, thanks to the sedation. But I was fully
awake and seeing the computer screen. I saw a tube being inserted
along the wire and the wire being pulled out. Then, the doctor started
introducing some radio opaque dye, which I could see being pumped
my heart in each artery where ever the doctor was taking the tube into.

He said, that I have three blocks. But only one requires a stent to be put
and the other two being at the ends will be dissolved by medicine. Then
he told me there are many stents available at very low price to very
expensive ones. He was using a medium priced but good quality stent
in my heart where the artery is blocked. The sedative was taking effect
and I was not able to say anything to him. On the computer screen, I
saw a small cucumber shaped balloon being moved into the place
where the block was, and then it inflated to push the plaque to the blood
vessel walls. Then I saw the stent which looked more like a tubular wire
net being placed in that spot. The balloon now comes inside the wire
net stent and inflates again and it expands the stent wire net. Then the
tube, the wire, the balloon and everything else were pulled out.

The doctor told me that he is leaving the 3 mm thick six inch tubes in
my left and right thighs for the next five hours and will be only removed
thereafter to prevent blood loss. That is the procedure. In less than
fifteen minutes, I was out of the OT and into the Intensive Care Unit.
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Five hours later in the ICU where I was told to keep my back and legs
straight from the time I was brought out of the OT, three very young
nurses came in. As usual they pulled my pants down and were trying to
remove the two tubes left behind by the doctor. The head nurse was
putting her entire body weight on her thumb trying to prevent blood
from gushing out of that cut artery in my right thigh, and the pain was
so much that I felt she is going to detach one or the other tendon or
muscle from the bone. Once removed they put a cotton ball and very
tightly secured it with a heavy duty medical tape. The pain was
continuous.

I thought it was all over. But that is when the three of them started
working the procedure on my left thigh. The pain I endured in the
Operation Theatre momentarily was nothing compared to this pain five
hours after the operation. Next morning the three nurses reappeared
smiling. This time they came in to remove the cotton ball they had
placed on each thigh. This was not painful. But I was scared due to the
previous evening painful procedure these nurses did on me. The next
day I was out of the hospital with medicines to last one year and
restrictions placed on what to eat, how much to eat, what not to eat,
what exercises, how much exercise daily, no weight to be lifted, no
exertions of any sort including when in the toilet and the list was
endless. I never knew my life would change so much in just one day. I
have only three people to thank for my being alive today. The first is my
wife who insisted on going to hospital, second is the cardiologist who
just was in time and the third is God who make these do what they did.
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Chapter 26

Flying Aircraft Without Fuel

This is a true life story which happened some time in Sep 1988. I was
flying as a trainee pilot, all alone in a jet engine aircraft called Kiran or
Hindustan Jet Trainer, HJT-16, from Bangalore back to AFA or Air Force
Flying Academy. The flight was more than one hour and so we had two
additional wing tanks to cater for the additional fuel required for this
long ferry sortie all the way from Bangalore. The additional tanks made
my aircraft heavier than usual. With takeoff from Bangalore runway, my
troubles had started. The aircraft being heavy, refused to take off where
I expected her to leave ground, estimated with my precious total of just
fifty hours of flying experience in any aircraft in my three months of
training flying.
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A little later she reluctantly took off. I felt the controls were a bit sluggish
compared to normal aircraft behavior during my previous takeoffs. I
was completely forgetting the additional two fuel tanks which can be
jettisoned in case the aircraft develops an emergency or wants to get
away from an enemy quickly, fitted under the wings, which were making
my aircraft heavier than before and very sluggish flight characteristics
in air.

These two external jettison fuel tanks are called drop tanks, because
they can be dropped off from the aircraft by the pilot, by flicking a
jettison switch fitted in the cockpit, in case of any emergency in flight
necessitating weight reduction of aircraft.

The drop tank fuel gets consumed first. This is by design, so that you will
jettison an empty drop tank without any fuel in it and the drop tank will
not explode like a bomb on hitting ground, where people may be living.

Normally, we don't jettison the drop tanks. We land back with the drop
tanks still on the aircraft. Drop tanks are costly aircraft part. Only in
emergency or during war does a pilot jettison the drop tank to
accelerate the aircraft to catch an enemy aircraft and shoot it down.
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At times when the enemy aircraft is trying to shoot you down from
behind, the pilot will jettison drop tank to increase speed and improve
the aircraft maneuverability to escape from enemy aircraft. After the
drop tanks go empty, the fuel in the main tank starts being used in the
engine. There are two wing tanks, one fitted inside each wing of the
aircraft.

Once the main tank fuel reaches a certain preset level the wing tanks
start feeding fuel into the main fuel tank. The engine always gets fuel
from the main tank. The pilot has two indications to confirm that wing
tanks have started feeding fuel.

The first is that the two doll's eyes with vertical white lines will become
horizontal. The second is that the main tank fuel content gauge will
show no reduction of fuel from main tank, indicating that fuel from wing
tanks are coming into the main tanks as fast as the engine is using up
fuel from the main tank. It is a beautiful fuel system.

This somehow did not happen. Because, the two white vertical lines
called doll's eye in the cockpit, did not turn to horizontal lines indicating
to me that, no fuel was being transferred from wing tanks. These white
lines did not become horizontal and remained vertical for a long time
and the main tank fuel gauge showed reducing fuel content in the main
tank. My troubles had started. This is a True Life Story, not my
imagination.
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I was now really worried. Without wing tanks feeding the engines, there
is no way I am going to reach Air Force Academy. Unlike the drop tanks,
wing tanks have no control in cockpit. They are supposed to
automatically start feeding fuel to main tank when main tank fuel
reaches a certain preset limit.

Whatever it is, I had no choice but to eject from the aircraft cockpit if the
wing tanks do not start sending its fuel to main tanks in next 30 minutes
before the main tank fuel gets consumed completely. Once the pilot
ejects, the aircraft will crash on its own, when fuel runs out and its
engine fails after a minute or two.

The thought of ejecting from the aircraft followed by dangling under a
parachute for the first time in my life scared me. Pilots are generally not
given any parachute jump training. I was feeling very safe inside the
aircraft cockpit and did not want to eject into the unknown from 24,000
feet above the earth.

Every aircraft flown by a trainee pilot was supposed to take off fifteen
minutes after the previous trainee pilot's aircraft. Kiran aircraft cruises
at 240 knots speed or about 450 kmph. And every fourth aircraft will
have one instructor sitting for safety of two aircraft ahead and two
aircraft behind him plus the safety of trainee pilot flying the aircraft he
is taking passage. So he is in charge of safety for five trainee pilots.
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This safety instructor is not supposed to talk throughout his flight,
unless one of these five trainee pilots flying cross country flight from
Bangalore to AFA, reports any problem or emergency to him on radio,
requesting for assistance.

My nearest safety instructor was two aircraft behind my aircraft about
900 kilometers behind me. I told him about my no fuel transfer from
wing tanks emergency. He asked me to continue flying and he will get
back to me soon. Five minutes went past and he did not call. My heart
was skipping far too many beats. I had no idea what to do. This
emergency was never discussed anytime during our training sessions
till then.

I was scared of ejecting from the aircraft. And since my safety instructor
did not call on radio till then, I thought the instructor has forgotten
about the emergency in my aircraft. I called him on radio again. And he
gave the same answer to me, to continue flying.

I was a bit confused. Why is the instructor riding in the aircraft just to
help trainee pilots in handling aircraft emergencies and problems,
taking my aircraft emergency so casually? What if this emergency was
happening in the aircraft being flown by the trainee pilot, in which the
instructor was travelling as a passenger?
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Would he have told that trainee pilot sitting in his aircraft to continue
flying the way he told me, now that the instructor's own life is in danger?
I could not understand his rude attitude towards me and my aircraft
emergency. I was slightly confused, quite angry and getting a bit
nervous as well.

Now my feelings were mixing up. I was scared at the thought of ejecting,
I was angry at the indifference of this instructor and I had no idea what
to do about fixing this emergency of having adequate fuel in my aircraft
especially in the two wing tanks, which I am unable to use. All that was
left for me to do was, pray to God to fix this aircraft fuel problem, so
that I don't have to eject. I didn't have any previous experience of
ejecting from an aircraft or of jumping from an aircraft with a parachute.

The aircraft pilot seat I was sitting on, is a million dollar seat. It has a
parachute attached to my body by strong straps and I am sitting on a
lifesaving equipment pack which contains some chocolates for energy,
water to drink, a knife to cut jungle or hunt for food, desalination or
water purification kit etc., with which I can survive for 48 hours, hoping
like hell that someone will find me within two days and I get rescued.

The ejection seat has two loops. Pulling any of them will start the
ejection sequence. But before pulling the loop, I must jettison the
cockpit canopy. If not jettisoned, the canopy will be partially shattered
by the seat during ejection.
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And then the jagged edges of the left over canopy, can rip off all the
flesh from my hands and thighs, exposing my bones as I have heard has
happened with other pilots in the past, who in panic forgot to jettison
the canopy before pulling the ejection loop, during the ejection.

I was preparing myself for my life's first ever ejection and that too with
less than fifty hours of total flying experience. I have only heard about
ejection. Now I am forced to go through and experience an ejection
from an aircraft all by myself.

One ejection loop is fitted above the head. It is to be pulled if the aircraft
is at very high altitude. It has a screen which comes over the face
protecting the face from high speed and frost bite related damage to
the face because temperature at 24,000 feet was very low. It is also good
for people who are scared of height. A screen on the face means that
this pilot can't see anything.

I am scared of height even today. Now don't ask how can somebody
with height scare become a pilot? Do you feel scared sitting in a 25th
floor hotel room? No, because you feel comfortable inside the room.
Similarly, inside the cockpit, even a pilot with height scare like me, feels
very safe. The second ejection loop is between the pilot's thighs. Either
of these top or in between thighs loop can be pulled to initiate the pilot
seat ejection from the cockpit.
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When one of the loop is pulled, first a cartridge fires to extend a triple
telescopic arm which pushes the pilot along with his seat about three
meters out to prevent the aircraft tail from hitting the tail fin of the
aircraft. This telescopic arm extends at 25 G force. In other words, the
weight of the pilot say 70 kg at one G or Gravity force, will become 25
times to 1750 kg. If the hands and legs of the pilot are not held close to
the body stiffly and if the neck is not held straight, then the neck may
break during ejection.

Once the seat is clear of the aircraft, the seat will start tumbling in air
uncontrolled. Immediately, a small cartridge fires and a three feet
diameter parachute is released which stabilizes the seat.

Now another cartridge fires and detaches the pilot from the hundred
kilogram seat which free falls to the ground. Simultaneously, the three
feet diameter parachute pulls out a twenty seven feet diameter large
parachute which deploys and brings the pilot down safely, even if the
pilot is unconscious.

Often pilots get injured after landing when they fail to press the quick
release buckle, to detach the parachute and the parachute drags the
pilot on rocky or thorny or uneven ground for considerable distance,
due to heavy winds.
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This true life story was unfolding in my real life that day. I was not going
to give up. I was going over the ejection procedure over my mind based
on these inputs which we were taught at AFA by our instructors. I had
decided to pull the ejection loop hanging over my head after another
ten minutes considering that I am scared of height, if the wing tanks fail
to start transferring fuel to the main tanks.

At the end of a long wait of about ten more minutes for my Instructor
to tell me what to do, I was sure he has either forgotten about me or is
busy handling emergency in some other aircraft being flown by another
trainee pilot. By now I was confident of executing the ejection from my
stricken aircraft. I was closely watching the doll's eye lines to turn
horizontal. But no such thing happened.

I looked down at the ground below the aircraft. It was all barren, treeless
and full of boulders. How I wished, I was at home and not in this cockpit.
Will I survive this ejection? Will I reach the ground safely and without any
injuries after ejection, considering that this is going to be my first
ejection and parachute descent?

I looked at the chronometer in the cockpit. It has been fifteen minutes
since my last conversation with my instructor in the aircraft far behind
me. I was left all alone in the sky in a bad aircraft. I was going to be
thrown out of the aircraft the moment I pull the ejection loop.
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I took the correct posture for ejection and placed my left hand on the
top ejection loop continuing to fly the aircraft with my right hand on the
joy stick. I had few more minutes to decide. I looked down and saw a
large river with a bridge and a big city beyond the river bridge around
three miles to my left.

I still had two minutes to wait before ejecting. That is when my radio
crackled. My instructor's confident voice said, "Mathews, according to
my calculations, you should now be over a bridge across a large river
with a city after the river".

I replied, "Yes Sir. The bridge is three miles to my left." Promptly he said,
"Turn left to hit the southern end of the bridge". I said, "Roger Sir" and
turned left.

That is when I saw a runway slightly to my right on the northern side of
the city ahead. And that is when I realized that in the past half an hour I
had stopped navigating and was completely engrossed in my thoughts.

Then once again my instructor called on radio and said, "Do you see the
runaway next to the city?" I replied, "Yes Sir". My instructor said, "Good.
Feed her into a Forced landing pattern hitting High Key point on the
north of runway. And if your engine fails, before you reach the high key
point abeam the runway, take correct posture and eject. I will be landing
there fifteen minutes after you land. Wait on me. I have already
contacted the Air Traffic Control. All the Best". I replied, "Thank you Sir".
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The High Key point in Kiran aircraft is a point at 8500 feet above and in
line with the landing or touch down point of the aircraft on the runway.
If the aircraft is at high key point, then the pilot can easily glide the
aircraft with a failed or switched off engine and make a perfectly safe
landing.

I felt completely embarrassed that I did not see the runway till my
instructor called. I did not plan a diversion. Instead my inexperienced
mind was going over ejection procedure which is the last option when
all other efforts to handle an emergency actions have been taken.

I was now aiming to hit the high key point at 8500 feet abeam the
runway in to the wind and praying to God to keep my engine running till
then. I looked inside once again at my gauges. Am I seeing it right? The
wing tank fuel is now being transferred to main tank as was indicated
by the two doll's eyes which had turned horizontal. The main tank fuel
content was increasing on the fuel gauge.

Was all that panic I went through with nothing? Was all the effort my
instructor put in wasted? It seemed as if I was not happy that the
emergency does not exist anymore, because, I can't prove after landing
back at AFA that this emergency actually happened. There is no
recordings of the instruments. No one is going to believe me. I
reluctantly pressed the radio button and told my instructor meekly, "Sir,
both wing tanks now online."
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I didn't know what reply to expect. Promptly came the reply, "Mats, if
you are within one mile of your high key point, then set course 010 for
AFA". Normally, on radio, the pilot's name is never used. Only the Call
Sign or the frame number of the aircraft is used. But, to avoid confusion
with other trainee pilots, he was using my name.

I wondered how this instructor sitting 900 kilometers away, knew that I
was almost over High Key point? Now that there was no need to need
to eject, I was relieved and completely relaxed. About half an hour later
I landed at the Academy runway.

That was one of the smoothest landings of my life. I landed as a much
more experienced from my incident which happened in the sky. I was a
mature pilot walking back into the faculty from my aircraft. I always
thought an aircraft of metal and plastic has no life in it. But this aircraft
was very much alive and had taught me a lot many things. I learned to
treat an aircraft with respect that day.

Because most of these HJT-16, Kiran aircraft had flown more number of
hours in the skies, than any pilot may have flown a Kiran aircraft in his
entire life. This is a real life story. It had actually happened. I have written
it exactly as this true incident unveiled in my solo flight as a trainee pilot
with just fifty hours of flying experience in about three months of
joining.
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Before I had commenced my flying training at Air Force Academy, I only
knew how to ride a cycle, not even a motor cycle or a car. After my flying
training for one year on Kiran or HJT-16 fixed wing aircraft I received my
flying wing. Then I did my conversion on to helicopters. And One year
later, that is two full years after I had started flying aircraft and
helicopters, I bought my own motor cycle and learned how to drive it on
the road on my own.

One year later, I got my Certificate to be the Captain of a Naval Warship
after one year long watch keeping onboard various naval ships. A couple
of years later I learned how to drive a Steam Engine Locomotive
Passenger Train in about ten days and actually did drive the locomotive
steam engine train from one station to another about 18 kilometers
away. Believe it or not, this is also a True Story of my life.
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